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ABSTRACT
In this thesis some problems in mathematical programming have been
studied. Chapter 1 contains a brief review of the problems studied
and the motivation for choosing these problems for further investigation.
The development of two algorithms for finding all the vertices of a
convex polyhedron and their applications are reported in Chapter 2.
The linear complementary problem is studied in Chapter 3 and an
·algorithm to solve this problem is outlined.
Chapter 4 contains a description of the plant location problem
(uncapacited). This problem has been studied in some depth and an
algorithm to solve this problem is presented.
By using the Chinese representation of integers a new algorithm
has been developed for transforming a nonsingular integer matrix
into its Smith Normal Form; this work is discussed in Chapter 5.
A hybrid algorithm involving the gradient method and the simplex
method has also been developed to solve the linear programming problem.
Chapter 6 contains a description of this method.
The computer programs written in FORTRAN IV for these algorithms
are set out in Appendices Rl to R5. A report on study of the group
theory and its application in mathematical programming is presented
as supplementary material.
The algorithms in Chapter 2 are new. Part one of Chapter 3 is a
collection of published material on the solution of the linear
complementary problem; however the algorithm in Part two of this
Chapter is original.
The formulation of the plant .location problem (uncapacited) together
with some slmpliff catf ons are claimed to be original ~ The use of
Chinese representation of integers to transform an integer matrix into
its Smith Normal Form is a new technique.
The algorithm in Chapter 6 illustrates a new approach to solve the
linear programming problem by a mixture of gradient and simplex method.
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CHAPTER ONE
An Introduction to the Problems Investigated in This Thesis
1.1 General
The role of mathematics as an aid to the processes of scientific
problem solving has been established for a long time. The rapid
development of the digital computer over the last twenty-five
years has greatly extended the appltcability of mathematics, and
it has become increasingly possible to obtain numerical solution
to the mathematical models, and even to add to the refinement or
the complexity of the models which can be solved.
"
From a theoretical point of view building a mathematical model
is a process of writing a set of relations which connects the
variables in the model. An algorithm is a set of rules for
computation which must be followed to obtain a numerical solution
toa problem or a class of problems. In this thesis the author
is mainly concerned with developing algorithms (and the theory
where appropriate) for the solution of a few well known problems
in mathematical programming.
1.2 The general mathematical programming problem
The general mathematical programming problem may be defined as
that of finding a vector xERn which maximizes or minimizes the
function f(x) commonly known as the "objective function", subject.' . ,
to XES, where S is a subset of Rn.
The real impetus for the growth of interest in and the practical
applications of programming problems came in 1'947,when
George Dantzig devised the simplex algorithm [1.1J for solving
the general linear programming problem, which is a special case
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of the problem mentioned above where f(x) takes the form
n
f(x) = l c .x. ,j=l J J. (1)
and S is defined by a set of inequalities
.{ Ax s b ,
x ~ 0 , (2)
where A and b are two given matrices of order mxn and mx1
respectively; and cj (j=l,.•.,n) are known constants.
If f(x) i~sin the form
(3)
where 0 is an nxn matrix, and T denotes the transpose of x,
and set S is the same as defined in (2); then the problem is
a quadratic ·programming problem [1.3J.
If f(x) is not linear or some of the relations used to define S
are nonlinear, then such a problem is commonly known as a
non-linear programming problem.
The function f(x) and the set S may be classified from the point
of convexity [1.2J, and non-convexity. This classification also
defines two categories of problems, called convex programming
and non-convex programming.
An integer linear programming problem is a non-linear and non-convex
problem which would be linear if it were not for the fact that
some or all variables are restricted to integral values.
Therefore, the nature of f(x-)and S define different problems.
In this thesis the author has considered some well known problems
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of this type. In developing the theory and algorithms for their
.solution, the au~hor has concerned himself mainly with the
constraint set, and the methods of exploring these. In the
following sections, 1.3 to 1.6, these problems are considered
briefly.
1.3 Convex polyhedron and its vertices
A convex polyhedron is a convex set, S, which is defined by
(:2)see [1.2J. A vertex of this set is a point corresponding
to a vector, not having more than m non-negative components
different from zero. These points are specially important in
the study of the classes of problems which are set out below.
(i) The fixed charge problem.
COAsider a non-linear programming problem of the form
n
Min f(x) = I (c.x. + f.y.) ,j=l J J J J (4)
Subject to
{
Ax S b
x ~ 0 , (5)
= {0
1
ify,. if
x • = 0 ,J .
x. > 0 ,
J
(Sa)
and fj > 0 •
This is a concave objective function which is minimized over a
linear constraint set. It can be shown [1.3J that the local
optima .of this function takes place at vertices of S. Therefore
the local optima as also the global optimum is a basic solution
of (5).
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(ii) Alternative optimal solutions for linear programming problem.
It is well known that the simplex method [1.1] provides a solution
to a linear programming problem, or it shows that no solution
exists.
For problems which are.dual degenerate the optimum solution is not
unique and the alternative optima takes place at more than one
vertex of the constraint set. In this situation one may be
interested in finding all such alternative optimum (basic) solutions.
One may note that these are vertices of the polyhedron in which
in addition to the original constraints the objective function is
constrained to be exactly equal to the optimal value .
.'
(iii) Game theory.
Two pe-rson zero-sum games can be related to linear programming
problems [1.2J. When mixed strategies are admitted, these take
place at the vertices of the linear constraint set.
These are a few examples in which the vertices of S play an
important role.
In chapter 2 the algorithms (two) for finding all the vertices
of such a set, S, is described in detail.
1.4 Fundamental problem
Given the square matrix M of order NXN and the vector q of order N
it is required to find the two non-negative vectors w,z each
of order N such that they solve the system
w = q + Mz ,
z , w ~ 0
wTz = 0 •
(6 )
- 5 -
This problem plays an important role in mathematical programming
( inasmuch as the special cases of this problem are linear
programming problem, quadratic programming problem, and finding
equilibrium points in bimatrix games which are stated as follows:
(i) Linear programming
Consider the linear programming problem
Max f(x) = cx (7)
subject to Ax s b x ~ 0 ,
and its dual [1.2J
Min f'(v)= bv (8)
subject to ATv ~ c, v ~ 0 ,
where A, b, x are defined as earlier and v is a vector of order m.
Introducing a vector y of slack variables of order m, and a vector u
of surplus variables of order n these problems may be re-expressed as
Max f(x) = cx
subject to Ax + Iy = b; x, Y ~ 0 ,
(9)
and
Min f' (v) = bv
Tsubject to A v - Iu = c; u, v ~ 0 •
(10)
From duality theory [1.2] of linear programming it follows that
for the optimum feasible solution to this problem pair the
following relationships must hold,
;x,y,u,v~O.
x.u, y.v = 0
(11 )
- 6 -
By substituting w = [~ ) q = [-n. z = [ ~ ) M = [~A A: 1
(11) becomes equivalent to the Fundamental problem;
where N = n + m.
(ii) Quadratic programming problem
Consider the quadratic programming problem stated as:
Min z = cx + !XTOX (12)
subject to Ax ~ b, x ~ 0, (0 is symmetric)
and for this'quadratic programming problem define u, vas:
u = Ox - ATy + c, v = Ax - b (13)
A vector xO yields minimum z only if there exists a vector yO
and vector uO, vO given by (13) satisfying
xO ~ 0, uO ~ 0 , yO ~ 0, uO ~ 0 ,
(14 )
See [3.5J. Thus the problem of solving a quadratic programming
problem leads to a search for the solution of the system
u = Ox - ATY + c t X ~ 0 , y ~ 0 ,
v = Ax - btu ~ 0, v ~ 0 t (15)
xu + yu = 0 •
Again by substituting
w = [~) q = [-n M = [: _:T) z = U ) t (16 )
the problem becomes the Fundamental Problem.
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(iii) Bimatrix Game
Consider the bimatrix game defined by two pay-off matrices A, B [1.4]
each of order mxn such that m + n =~. It follows from the
necessary condition for an equilibrium point that,
y = Ax - em
u = BTx - ~n
y, x ~ 0
u, v ~ 0 (17)
xu + yv = 0 •
This is once again in the form of the Fundamental Problem, where
M ~ [:T : 1 · w = ( ~) • q = [ ~:: 1 · z • (~ )
In chapter 3, the work done to d~te for solving the Fundamental
Problem is reviewed, in addition an a1gorithm developed by the
author is described. This method is particularly powerful since
no assumption concerning the nature of the matrix M is made.
1.5 Integer programming and related problems.
Formulation of certain classes of combinatorial problems, and
problems of other types as integer or mixed integer linear
progranming,is well known in literature and adequately dealt with
in text books. The two prominent methods cutting plane and branch
and bound are the most commonly used methods for the solution of
these problems. However, for certain problems the methods seem
to require unusually large computing effort;- this despite a
formal proof for their convergence. In trying to visualize the
solutions in which such difficulties arise, and, if possible to
counter tnese, it is desirable to take advantage of the structure
of these problems. Equally another approach may be to transform
these problems into equivalent problems which may be handled by
more efficient algorithms.
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The following two types of problems have been handled in this way
in the present investigation.
a) Group knapsack problem
Mathematically knapsack problem may be stated as:
n
Max z = L c.xj ,j=l J
subject to (20)
n
L a .x , s b ,j=l J J
Xj ~ 0 , and integer for j = 1, .••,n ,
where aj, cj for (j = l, ...,n) are given integers.
There exist a number of special algorithms which solve this
problem efficiently [5.4J.
Application of group theory to integer programming problem
makes it possible to transform a given problem into its
group knapsack problem (see G.R. Jahanshah10u & G. Mitra [5.3J)
which can be solved very efficiently~s a knapsack problem).
Under certain conditions the solution to the corresponding
group knapsack problem provides the desired solution to the
given problem.
Let B be the optimal basis of the linear programming problem
corresponding to the given integer program, which is obtained
by relaxation of integrality condition on the variables.
Transforming B into its Smith Normal Form ~ = [oiJ, (see [5.4J)
where 0i divides 0i + 1 for all i (i = l, .••,m-l) is one of
the major steps in re-expressing the problem into its
corresponding group knapsack form. It is proven that Qi in
the ith step of the procedure of the transforming B into A
is the greatest common factor of the elements of the matrix
which is of order (m - ; + l)(m - ; + l).
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The chinese representation of integers seems to be an
efficient method of finding the greatest common factor of
a set of elements of the matrix in the above mentioned
transformation.
This idea is exploited in the algorithm developed by the
author whereby the matrix B is transformed to its Smith
Normal Form 6. This work is fully described in chapter 5.
b) Plant location problem.
Given m.plants with unlimited capacity and handling cost
functions which are concave, it is required to find an
optimum subset of the plants to supply the demand centres
in the system.
In this simple form, plant location can be posed as a
transportation problem with no constraint on the amount
shipped from any source. However, there is a cost associated
with each source (plant). This cost (called a fixed cost or
a fixed charge) is zero if nothing is shipped from the plant,
i.e. plant is 'closed'. It is positive and independent of
the amount shipped if any shipment from the plants takes
place, i.e. th~ plant is 'open'. Because the fixed charge
associated with each plant does not vary linearly with the
amount shipped from the plant (there is discontinuity at zero
shipment) this problem cannot be handled using standard linear
programming method. Balinski [4.3J has formulated this
problem as a mixed-integer program.
In practical problems this approach leads to, sqy five to
twenty thousand rows and about the same number of columns [4.1J.
From the practical standpoint therefore a standard solution
technique for mixed integer program cannot be applied directly
- 10 ...
unless particularly efficient ways can be found to solve
the associated linear programming subproblems generated
by such a technique. Because of the assumption of unlimited
capacity of the plants, S, the region in which the objective
function is minimized has got a special structure.
The associated linear programs obtained by relaxing the
integer condition on the fixed charge variables assume
minima at some vertices of S. It is proven [4.1] that such
vertices of S are generated directly without recourse to the
simplex method.
In chapter 4 this problem is discussed in some depth.
,.
1.6 Hybrid gradient and simplex method.
To date the simplex method is the most attractive method for
solving linear programming problems. This is an iterative method
which converges to an optimal solution in a finite number of steps,
or alternatively shows that there is no solution to the given
problem.
In the final step of the simplex method the information concerning
the optimal solution and the dual solution values can be obtained
from an inverse of the optimal basis matrix, viz B-1•
x2
Fi g{l)
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The ability to obtain this final basis matrix rapidly, therefore
constitutes the foundation of any accelerated method for solving
the linear programming problem. The hybrid gradient method
developed by the author is set out to achieve exactly this.
Consider the problem illustrated in Fig(l). The region 5 is a
convex set which is defined by the set of inequalities
xi ~ 0 (i + 1, ...,9). The objective function c1x1+ C2X2 is
to be maximized over this region. Starting from the origin
and moving in the direction perpendicular to the objective
function one exits from the region 5 at the point F, which ;s
a feasible point (but not basic). Then at this point the values
of eight variables (in general more than m variables) are
positive. In ~he proposed method some of these variables may
be reduced to zero without recourse to pivotal transformation, and a
basic feasible solution with improved objective function value is
obtained. If tn~ basic feasible solution so obtained is not the
optimal solution then the whole procedure may be applied repeatedly
until an optimum solution is obtained. It seems plausible that
such an algorithm which starts from F instead of 0 (as in the
usual simplex method) might reduce some intermediate steps in
arriving at the optimal solution.
Thi~ investigation is fully described in chapter 6.
- 12 ..
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CHAPTER TWO
Two Algorithms tor Finding All the V·ertices of
a Convex Polyhedron.
2.0 Summary
In this chapter the problem of finding all the vertices of a
convex polyhedron
.
S = Ix I Ax s b,x ~ O}
defined by a set of linear inequalities, and non-negativity
condition on the variables is considered. Two algorithms for
its solution are presented. The first employs a tree construction
scheme, and in the second the convex set S is partitioned into
two mutually exclusive sets SnH,SnrH such that S~~USUrH = S
ay. finding extreme points lying in each of these sets, and to
do this further separating one such set into mutually exclusive
subsets, all the feasible extreme points of. S are obtained.
2.1 Introduction
In this introductory section the work of the other authors in
solving this problem and the contexts in which the problem
arises have been briefly reviewed. In the next section the notation
and the representation of the tableau are explained. In Section 2.3
first the theory underlying the tree development algorithm :
ALGORITHM I is presented, the algorithm is then described.
Another algorithm, "Branch and Exclude", and labelled as ALGORITHM II
is developed in section2.5. Two worked examples solved by the
application of each of these algorithms are set out in section 2.4
and section 2.6 rQspectively. In section 2.7 the computational results
are discussed.
The following problems may be cited as possible areas of application
- 14 -
of the algorithms discussed in this chapter
In a two-person zero sum game [2.6J if there exists more than
one optimal mixed strategy then the problem of finding all such
optimal strategies may be investigat.ed by these algorithms.
If the problem of post optimal analysis [2.7J is posed as that
of finding all the basic feasible solutions within a given
percentage of the optimum solution, then this can be clearly
investigated by the proposed methods. The limiting case of the
above problem viz: all the optimal solutions must be within
zero percent i.e. find all the basic optimal solutions of a
dual degenerate problem can therefore be investigated in the
same way.
The pl~t location or the fixed charge problem involves
minimisation of a concave function subject to linear constraints.
A local optimum solution and hence the global optimum of this
problem is an extreme point [2.~ hence for this problem vertices
~ be investigated for local and global optimality.
Kirby et al ~.4J have considered a nonlinear programming problem
which requires an algorithm like that proposed here for its
computational solution.
For the solution of this problem Van-de-Panne [2.7J employs a method
.which he calls the 'Reverse Simplex' method. In this a linear
form is first maximized over the linear constraint set. Starting
from this basic feasible solution variables are introduced
into the basis and the value of the objective function is decreased;
by continuing this procedure all the extreme points are generated.
Charnes[2.2J has discussed a method based on the simplex algorithm
and Tary's solution to the labyrinth problem of the theory
of graphs .Manas and Nedoma [2.5J have developed an algorithm which
involves exploring the graph r(v,u) adjoined to the polyhedron S;
where V denotes the vertices and U the edges of the graph. This
method is similar to the ~GORrrHM I considered here. ~Dtzkin, et
al [2.6J provide a method based directly on the Fourier-Motzkin
scheme for linear inequalities whereby the convex polyhedron is
- 15
built up progressively introducing linear inequalities/half-spaces
one at a time. Balinski's approach for solving this problem
has somewhat motivated the second algorithm : ALGORITHM II
considered in this paper. His me~hod is further discussed
in Section 2.5.
2.2.Notation and Tableau Representation.
Let A be an m xn matrix, b an m-vector, and x an n-vector
of n unknowns, and S be the convex polyhedron defined by .
the inequalities
A x sb,x ~ O. (2)
This may..be written out in full as
a21 (-xl) + a22(-x2) + + a2 (-x) + b2 • xn+2n n
... ... ... ... ... ...
aml(-xl) + am2(-x2) + + '\nn(-xn)+b ·x nim (3)m
xl'x2, ... , x ~ 0,n
where x' = (xn+I'xn+2' •••, xnim) is a vector ot the slack variables.
In this chapter the condensed form of the simplex tableau due
to Tucker, has been used, the initial tableau has the torm set out
in Tableau o. Basic variables appear in the lett hand column,
and non basic variables in the top row. A basic feasible ,solution
corresponds to a vertex of S.
- 16 -
(-~) (-x) (-x) 12 n
xn+l all a12 ·.'. aln bl
xn+2 a2l a22 a2n b2
·..·..·..
xn+m aml. am2 ·.. a bmn m
Tableau O.
2.3. Tree Development Algori tbm: ALGORITHMI.
The &lgorithm described in this section and also that in section 2.5 .
Use an essential simplex step to SO trOm one vertex to another.
Consider the vertex Xi detined by the intersection ot n hyperplanes
x = 0, x = 0, ••• x • 0, ••• xr = 0, and the 'vertex Xj where all
r1 r2 rq n.
the hyperplanes are the same as that ot Xl. except x = 0, is replaced
rq
The vertices are contained in Tableau 3.1 and Tableau 3.2,by x = o., r
n+p . .
and the pivotal transtormation on &pqgenerates XJ from ~l. ;
teasibility ot x-j the tollowing identity must hold,
-ib
_L.
I"pq = Min (~t \at > 0 J.lst~ atq_ q
tor the
(4)
x·j, X,i are called 'adjacent basic teasible' solutions or
'adjacent vertices'. During a typical simplex step the unbouade4
condition may be detected Le., tor a given columnq, a ~0tq
tor all t. In this case an auxiliary bounded problem may be
proposed: this is discussed later on in the present section;
..
-x -x -x 1 -x -x .. -x ... 1r1 r2 r r1 r2 rq n+p
-i -jx a1q b1 x b1rn+1 .r 1n+
-ix a b xr pq . p rn+p q
-i.x a b xr mq m rn+mn+m
Tableau 3.1 Tableau 3.2
17
-jb
m
The steps of the algorithm are now stated and are accompanied by
explanatory notes to outline both the abstract idea of the graphical
representation of the process and the practical implementation.
In the following algorithmic steps a basis and the corresponding
solution is said to be 'marked' if it is already generated and the
indices of the variables in the basis are stored in a table.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3•
Step 4.
Choose xo, Tableau ° (it may be chosen arbitrarily
from any of the vertices) and call this the node
zero of the tree to be constructed. Set the counters
N = 0, K - 0, 'mark' Xo as being generated.
Take the tableau N associated with the vertex XN;
from this generate all the adjacent solutions
_X+1 K+2 _X+k •
l("- ~ X , •••,x-- N whl.ch were not 'marked'. Now
'mark' these solutions as being generated. The
vertex XN in S corresponds to the node N in the
tree, and (N,K+1), (N,K+2) ••• (N,K+l)i) are. edges
connecting node N to the nodes corresponding to
the ~ vertices generated in this step.
Set K = K+~
.Set N = N+1, if N~ K go to step 2.
"
All feasible vertices of S are obtained.
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The procedure conSlJructs a tree to the polyhedron S
with the following properties.
a) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of the
tree and the vertices of S i.e., for each vertex,
isay X we have a node i in the tree and vice versa.
b) The above mentioned tree is a spanning tree for the graph
formed by the edges and the vertices of the polyhedral set S.
To confirm the property (a) stated above the following theorem
is stated and proved.
Theorem : The algorithm above generates all the vertices of S~'
Proof Let Xi be an arbitrary vertex of S ; it is required to
prove that there exists a node in the tree corresponding
to Xi. The graph formed by the edges and :'l'erticesof S
is connected, hence, there exists a.path n that connects
XC to xi. Let (XO~xil) ,(xil,Xi2) •••(xir,xi) be all the
edges of n in order.' Xil is an adjacent vertex of XO
since all the adjacent vertices of XO are generated so XiI
'mllStbe generated,. and corresponds to a node in the tree.
Repeating this argument it follows that i • i etc •• are nodes. 2 3
in the tree hence i must be a node in the tree.
The number of vertices of the polyhedral set is finite:
. n+m' (n+m)! b t th t b da ready bound 1.S C = ". U . ere are s ronger oun s [2.5J.m m.n.
Hence the above algorithm terminates in a tinite number of steps since &
vertex once generated is never revisited.
If S is unbounded, a condition that may be detected at the simplex step
when there is no positive pivot cf.p.16. then the following procedure is
suggested. Introduce the closed half space
Hi = am+l,l (-~) + ••••~.+ &m+l,n (-xn) +bm+1 = 0 (5)
and Hi~ o.
such that all the vertices of S lie on the feasible side of H ••
1.
19
Define the polyhedron 81: Ax. S b
H. ~ 0
1.
X ~ 0,
(6)
such that 81 is bounded. The·algorithm can now be applied to find
all the vertices of 81 and if out of these the vertices for which
H. = 0 are dropped all the vertices of 8 are obtained.
1.
2.4.A worked example by ALGORITHM I.
An example due to Balinski [2.1] is solved by this algorithm.
The polyhedron and also the tree constructed in the process of
solution a~~ illus~rated in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Table 1 illustrates the
steps of theALOORITlU·tl ·asrela.ted··t~'th:fs.·pr~blem.
Find all the vertices of a convex polyhedron defined by
x4 = 3(-xl) + 2(-x2) -1(-x3) + 6 ~ 0
x5 = 3(-~) + 2(-x2) + 4(-x3) + 16 ~ 0
x6 = 3(-x ) + O(-x ) - 4(-x ) + 3 ~ 0 (7)(123
x =.2.( -x ) + 4(-x2) + 3(-x3) + 17 ~ 0741
xa = (-xl) + 2(-x2) +1(-x3) + 10 ~ 0
,
~, x2' x3' •••••~xa ~ 0 •
The starting tableau is as follows
(-x) (-x) (-x) 11 2 3
x4 3 2 -1 6
x5 3 2 4 16
x6 3 0 -4· 3
Xl i 4 3 11
xa 1 2 1 10
Tableau 4.0
- 20 -
0 (0,0,0) is the starting nodeSo X =
(-x6) (-x) (-x) 12 ' 3
x4 -1 2 3 3'
Xs -1 2 8 13
1
°
4 1xl 3' 33 4 6 .22. 7!- = (1,0,0)
~ -4' 4
1 2 1 9xa 3 3
Tableau 4.1
(-x) (-x4) (-x) 11 3
x2 .J. 1 1 32 '2 2
x5 ° - 1 5 10
x6 3 ° - 4 3x7 _12. - 2 5 54
xa - 2 - 1 2 4
Tableau 4.2
x2 = (0,3,0)
(Xl) (-x) (-xS) 12
x4 15 5 1 104" '2 '4
~ 3 1 1 44 '2 4
x6 6 2 1 19
Xz ° 5 3 5'2 -4
xa 1. 3 1 64 '2 -"4
Tableau 4.3
:x3 = (0,0,4)
- '-I -
,
(-x3) 1 (-x6) (-x2) (-x4)(-x6) (-x4)
c-
l 1 3 3 1 2 1x2 -2 2 2 2 x3 -3 3 3
° -1 5 10
5 10 aXs x5 3 '"3 -3
1
°
4 1 1 a 4xl 3 -3 xl -g 9 9
5 - 2 °
35 5
0 - 2 3x7 7; 4 x7 "4
2 - 1 2 6 4 4 7 2xa 3 -3 xa 9 9 - - -9
Tableau 4.4 Tableau 4.5
4 3 x5 ::: 7X = (1'2,0) (3,0,1)
(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (-x)1 .' 4 7 4 2 5
9 3 1 7 4 2 1x2 '8 To To 2 xl T5 3 '5
15 1 - 1 5 1 °
1
x5 '4 x3 -'5 '5
°
a 4 7 24 - 2 3x6 -5 5 x6 -15 15
3 2 1 1 °
5 3x3 -7; -5 5' x7 2 - -4
1 1 2 '2 1 4 4 ]"a - - -'5 -5 xa -15 -15 -2 3
Tableau 4.6 Tableau 4.7
x6 ... 7 x7 = a(°'2,1) (3,0,2)
(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (-x)1 7 5 4 7 5
x4
15 - 1 1 5 4 4 44 xl 15 15 -15
x3 3 1 2 3 1 1'4 -'5 5 x3 -'5 5 °
x6 6 4 a 15 a °
4-'5 5 x6 -5 '5
x2 °
2 3 2 °
3 2'5 -10 ~ - - 510,..
xa 1 3 1 3 1 . 2 a4' -5 5 Xs 15 15 -15
Tableau 4.a Tableau 4.9
a x9 ... (4;2,2)x "'"(0,2,3)
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Dc7:::(8/ ° )3' ,2
'7
3 X3=(0,0,4)
I
I
t
I
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL~_Ji0=J~~Ql ~2J- ..1),-
"",," x2=(0,3,0)
""".".
Figure 1
(o·f·l) (0,2,3) I
I
2 (0,3,0) ,
6
Fi
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ITERATION VERTICES N K
NO GENERATED IN THENTH ITERATION
1 r-, X2, X3 0 3
2 X4 X5 1 5,
3 X6 2 6
4 X7, X8 3 8.'
5 No vertex generated 4 8
6 " " " 5 8
7 x9 6 9
8 No verte~ generated 7 9
9 " " " 8 9
10 " " " 9 9
-
Table 1
2.5. Branch and Exclude Algorithm: ALGORITHM II.
The algorithm developed in this section has been motivated by Balins,ki's
approach towards solving this problem. A summary of his method is set out
below. Let Hi corresponding to xn+i=O, i=l,2, •••,m, be one of the m
constraint hyperplanes of the system of inequalities defining the convex
set S.
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Pick a hyperplane Hi.
Find all the vertices of S which lie on H .•
1.
Drop the ineq~ality or half space requirement xn+i~ 0
where x .=0 defines H .•
n+1. 1.
Pick some other Hyper-plane Hj not already dealt with
and continue as in Step 2.
The process terminates in a finite number of steps when m of the m+n half
spaces are dropped. Note that because the constraints'are relaxed (Step 3)
it is possible to generate the extreme points on H. which may not be extreme
Jpoints of S. This implies that in order to find'all the extreme points of S
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some infeasible intermediate ba.sesare generated.
The algorithm developed by the author is based on the following property
(assuming primal degeneracy does not occur) of the convex polyhedron:
all the vertices of S are contined in
(a)
and
(b)
all the vertices of SnH.,
1
(8)
alL the vertices of SnrH .•
. l'
In the Gableau representatlon of the feasible bases i.e. vertices of S
note th3.tall the tableaus for which xn+i=O (non basic) represent vertices
on SOHi (8) and the tableaus in which xn+i is basic represent the rest of
the vertices corresponding to SnrHi (9).
In the statement of the algorithm which follows,the condensed tableau due
to Tucker is used. As in the ALGORITHM lone starts from the Tableau 0 and
then constructs a tree of subproblems in the following way. Let x be a
r
q
a variablevariable that is chosen to enter the basis and let x bern+p
in the pth row that E chosen to go ~ut. The rule for finding the pivot
element i is set out later under the heading of 'PIVOT RULE'. However,pq
carrying out the corresponding pivotal operation leads to two subproblems
Pl and P2' emanating from Po
PO: Find all the extreme po irta of S
Pl: Find all the extreme points of S in which x is non basicrq
i.e. these vertices belong to snHr'q
Find all the extreme points of S in which x is basicr
q
(10)
i.e., these vertices belong to snrHr. q
basicrt
Fi ure
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This therefore connects PI' P2 to Po by the tvo branches of a bifurcating
tree. Out of P2 one may propose two further SUbproblems P3, P4 by pivoting
.on a variable x
rt
P: Find all the extreme points of S in vhich x is non basic (x is
3 ~ rforced to be basic) i.e. these vertices· belong to S nru f\ H qrq rt
P4: Find all the extreme points of S in which xr is basic (xr' is forced
t q
belong to Snl'H nl'Hrq rt
The proceas is illustrated in Figure 3 and may be continued until no further
branchingis possible on any of the subproblems in the tree, at which stage
all the vertices are generated.
to beba.sic) 1.e. these vertices
'PIVOT RULE' .,Beforestating the rule the following needs to be defined.
In a tableau a variable that has already been chosen for branching is
called a 'starred'variable. Similarly a row in which a 'starred' variable
is pivoted in one branching step is called a 'flagged' row.
- Column Choice
Choose out of the variables not 'starred' in a tableau a variable which
admits a row(out of the rows not 'flagged' in the tableau)with a positive
entry. Let this be column q and variable x
r
- Row Choice q'
Out of the rows not 'flagged' in the tableau find a row p such that
- -
~p iii min ' {bt I &tq> 0]
apq t f: F atq
where F denotes the set of row indices which are flagged.
Having chosen this row p x is 'starred' and one branch of the tree isrq
generated and the other branch is obtained by a pivotal transformation and
(il)
the row p is 'flagged'.
The steps of the branch and exclude algorithm m8¥ now be stated.
Step 1 Start from Tableau 0 of section 2.2 as the first basic feasible
solution of the set of constraints. Set N=O, K=O.
Step 2; Pick Tableau N from the stack of tableaus, go to Auxiliary step.
If a pivotal transformation is carried out set K=K+l Label new
Tableau K, add it to the stack of tableaus and go to Step 3. If
no pivotal transformation takes place go to Step 4.
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Step 4
Exit
Pick Tableau number K out of the stack and go to Auxiliary Step.
If a pivotal transformation has taken place put K=K+l, label
new tableau K add to stack and go to Step 3. If no pivotal
transformation has taken place go to Step 2.
Set N = N+l if N> K go to Exit, otherwise go to Step 2.
All the vertices of the polyhedron are contained in all the
basic solutions so far generated. Some of the basic solutions may
not be feasible.
Step 3
Auxilial'Y Step
Choose the column with the smallest index number q for which a
pivot a may be found by the 'PIVOT RULE' stated earlier.pq
Carry out a pivotal transformation and return to the calling step.
If no such column q and variable xr can be found no pivotal
transformation can be carried out. q Return to the calling step.
In this section no formal proof of the finiteness of the steps of the
algorithm is supplied. However, ignoring the case where the polyhedral
set S is unbounded, the finiteness of the algorithm simply tollows trom the
eXClusivity properties of (8),. (9) and the adjacency property discussed in
Section 2.3.
2.6. A Worked Exampled by ALGORITHM II
The problem due to Balinski [2.1] is again solved in this section this time
by ALGORITHM II. The steps of the algorithm as related to this problem are
illustrated in TABLE 2. The tree developed by this method is illustrated
in Figure 4, and the sequence of tableaus which are generated are set out
in Tabl~au 6.0 until Tableau 6.22.
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T
U.O
T
6 0
T
6 0
T
6 0{' x3 . . .
-xl
- -x3 x2 -
T T
rX2
T6.10 6.6 T 6.
6.1
- - -- rX4 x3 - x2Xc x3
J
T T T6.11 T 6.7 I rX3 6.6.7 T T
6.15 6.2.' - -- x7 x4x6 - -x6 - x3
T T T ~6 r "s6.12 6.21 6.8 T TT 66.17 6.3
. ,T- - 6.16 x., X- x6 "s ~4x7 .1T 'T6.13 T T6.22 6.9 6.18 T(!;.2'{)
-x4 -x8
l T , •
1
2
.3
T
6.4
6.14 T6.5T6.19
Figure 4
Xj indicates variable pivoted in basis and rov 'flagged'
r x.
J
T6.i
indicates variable 'starred' and forced to remain non basic
stands for Tableau 6.i corresponding to node i of the t~ee.
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- Variable that~eration No. The feasibility of the Row number that ~s
Tableau is flagged in starred in
·F=feasible iteration K iteration K N K
N=infeasible
0 F No row flagged No variable starred 0 0
l. F Row 3 in Tableau 6.1 ·X in Tableau 6.0 0 112 F, " 1 " 6.2 x2 " 6.1 0 2
3 N " 2- " 6.3 x3 " 6.2 0 3
4 N " 5 " 6.~ x5 " 6.3 0 4
5 N " 4 " 6.5 x6 " 6.4 0 5
·6 F " 1 " 6.6 x2 " 6.0 0 6
7 F " .4 " 6.7 %3 " 6.6 0 7
8 f " 2 " 6.8 %4 " 6.7 0 8
9 N " 3 " 6.9 %5 " 6.8 0 9
10 F " 2 " 6.10 %3 " 6.0 0 10
U N " 3 " 6.11 %5 " 6.11 0 1112 N " 4 " 6.12 %6 " 6.11 0 12
13 N " 1 " 6.13 ~ " 6.12 0 13
14 N " 5 " 6.14 %4 " 6.13 0 14
15 F " 1 " 6.15 %3 " 6.1 1 15
16 F " 2 " 6.16 %6 " 6.15 1 16
17 N " 4 " 6.17 %6 " 6.2 2 17
18 N " 5 " 6.18 %4 " 6.17 2 18
19 N " 2 " 6.19 %8 " 6.18 2 1920 F " 4 " 6.20 %6 " 6.3 3 2021 No pivotal No pivotal 4 20
22 transformation transformation 5 20
23 carried out carried out 6 20
24 N row 3 in Tableau6.21 ~ in Tableau 6.7 7 21
25 . N " 2 " 6.22 x6 " 6.21 7 22
After iteration 25 N increases and K remains fixed
until ~ when the search is complete.
Table 2
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* * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x6) (-x) (-x) 11 2 3 4 8
x4 3.0 2.0 -1.0 6.0 x2 1.0 --1.75 2.25 15.0
x5 3.0 2.0 4.0 16.0 x3 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 -9.0
x6 3.0 0.0 -4.0 3.0 xl -1.0 2.0 -2.0 -11.
x7 2.25 4.0 3.0 17.0 x7 1.25 -2.0 0.0 S.7~
Xs 1.0 2.0 1~0 10~0 x5 5.00 -8.5 7.5 55.0
Tableau 6.0 Tableau 6.4
XO = (0,0,0) X4 = (-11.0,15.0,-9.0)
* * (-x)(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) 16 2 3 7 4 S
x4 -1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 x2 -.8 -.15 2.25 S.O
x5 -1.0 2.0 8.0 13.0 x3 O.S -.10 -1.5 -2.0
Xl 0.33 0.0 -1.33 1.0 Xl O.S 0.4 -2.0 -4.0
x7 -~75 4.0 6.0 14.75 x6 O.S -1.6 0.0 7.0
x8 -.33 2.0 2.33 9.0 x5 -4.0 -.5 7.5 20.0
Tableau 6.1 Tableau 6.5
1 xS =X = (1.0,0.0,0.0)
(-~t:.) * *(-x",) (-x1) 1 (-x) 1
x2 -0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 x2 1.5 -C.S 0.5 3.0
Xs 0.0 -1.0 5.0 10.0 Xs 0.0 5.0 -1.0 10.0
Xl 0.33 0.0 -1.33 1.0 x6 3.0 -4.0 0.0 3.0
x7 1.25 -2.0 0.0 S.75 x7 -3.75 5.0 -2.0 5.0
. Xs 0.67 -1.0 -.67 6.0 Xs -2.0 -1.0 2.0 4.0-
Tableau 6.2 Tableau 6.6
r. (1,1.5,0) x6 ..(0.0,3.0,0.0)
* * * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (-x) 16 4 5 I 4 7
x2 -.'30 O.S -0.5 -1.5 x2 1.12 0.3 0.1 3.5
x3 0.20 -.2 0.0 2.0 x5 3.75 1.0 -1.0 5.0
x, -0.27 -0.27 0.33 3.67 x6 0.0 -1.6 O.s 7.0
x7 0.0 -2.0 1.25 8.75 - 0.75 -0.4x3 0.2 1.0
- Xs 0.67 -1.13 0.13 7.33 Xs -.5 -0.2 -0.4 2.0
Tableau 6.3 Tableau 6.7
3 x7 ..(0.0,3.5,1.0)X • (3.67 -1.5,2.0)
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* * * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x (-x) (-x) 11 5 7 1 2 7
x2 0.0 -.3 0.4 2.0 x4 3.75 3.33 0.33 11.67
x4 3.75 1.0 -1.0 5.0 x3 0.75 1.33 0.33 .5.67
x6 6.0 1.~ -.S 15.0 x5 0.0 -3.33 -1.33 -6.67
x3 0.75 0.4 -.2 3.0 x6 6.0 5.33 1.33 25.67
Xs 0.25 0.2 -.6 3.0 Xs 0.25 0.67 -.33 4.33
Tableau 6.8 Tableau 6.12
S 12X = (0.0,2.0,3.0) X = (0.0,0.0,5.67)
* * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x2) (-x) 11 6 7 1 4
x2 1.12 0.19 0.25 4.S1 x7 11.25 10.0 3.0 35.0"
x4 0.0 -.63 -.5 -4.37 x3 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 -6.0
x5 3.75 0.63 -.5 9.37 x5 15.0 10.0 4.0 40.0
x3 -.75 -.25 0.0 -.75 x6 -9.0 -S.O -4.0 ",,:,21.0
Xs -.50 -.12 -0.5 1.13 Xs 4.0 4.0 1.0 16.0-
Tableau 6.9 Tableau 6.13
9 _ ) X13 = (0;0,0.0,-6.0)X = (0.0,4.S1, .75
* * * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (-x) 11 2 5 1 2 S
x4 3.75 2.5 0.25 10.0 x7 -.75 -2.0 -3.0 -13.0
x3 0.75 0.50 0.25 4.0 x3 1.0 2.0 1.0 10.0
x6 6.0 2.0 1.0 19.0 JC5 -1.0 -6.0 -4.0 -24.0
. x7 0.0 2.5 -0.75 5.0 x6 7.0 S.O 4.0 43.0
Xs 0.25 1.5 -.25 6.0 x4 4.0 4.0 1.0 16.0-
Tableau 6.10 Tableau 6.14
10 14X = (0.0,0.0,4.0) X = (0.0,0.0,10.0)
*
,
* * * * .- (-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-~) (-x) 11 2 6 6 4
x4 2.25 2.0 -.25 5.25 x3 -0.33 .67 0.33 1.0
x3 -0.75 0.0 -.25 -.75 x5 1.67 -3.33 -2.67 5.0
x5 6.00 2.0 1.0 19.•0 xl -.11 .S9 0.44 2.33
x7 4.5 4.0 0.75 19.25 x7 1.25 0.0 -2.0 S.75
- Xs 1.75 2.0 0.25 10.75 Xs .44 0.44 -.7S 6.67Tableau 6.11 Tableau 6.15
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* *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (-x) 15 2 4 7 4 5x3 0.20 0.0 -0.2 2.0 - 0.40 0.0 -.30 2.0-x2
x6 0.60 -2.0 -1.60 3.0 x3 .0.0 -.20 0.20 2.0
xl 0.07 0.67 0.27 2.67 xl -.27 0.27 0.27 1.33
x7 -.75 2.5 0.0 5.0 x6 O.SO -1.60 0.0 7.0
Xs -.27 1.33 -0.07 5.33 Xs -.53 -.07 0.13 2.67
Tab1eau6.16 Tableau 6.20
16 X20 = (1.33)~2.0,2.0)X = (2.66,0.0,2.0)
* * * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (-x) 17 4 3 1 4 6
x2 0.40 -.30 1.5 5.0 x2 1.12 0.5 -.13 2.62
x5 0.00 -1.0 5.0 10.0 x5 3.75 -1.0 1.25 13.75
Xl -.27 "0.53 -1.33 -1.33 x7 0.0 -2.0 1.25 S.75
x6 O.SO -1.60 0.0 7.0 x3 -.75 0.0 -.25 -.75
..xS -.53 0.07 -.67 1.33 Xs -.50 -1.0 0.50 5.50
Tableau 6.17 Tableau 6.21
17 ) X21 = (0.0,2.62,-.75)X - (-1.33,5.0,0.0
* * * *(-x) (-x) (-x) 1 (-x) (-x) (x5) 1. 7 S 3 1 4
x2 -2.0 4.50 -1.5 11.0 x2 1.5 0.40 0.1 4.0
x5 -S.O 15.0 -5.0 30.0 x6 3.0 -.SO O.S 11.0
Xl 4.0 -S.O 4.0 -12.0 x7 -3.75 -1.0 -1.0 -5.0
x6 -12.0 24.0 -16.0 39.0 x3 0.0 -.20 0.2 ·2.0
-. x4 -S.O 15.0 -10.0 20.0 Xs -2.0 -.60 -.4 0.0
Tableau 6.18 Tableau 6.22
XIS = (-12.0,11.0,0.0) X22 = (0.0,4.0,2.0)
(-x) *(-x) (-x) 1- 7 5 3
x2 0.40 -.30 0.0 2.0
Xs -.53 0.07 -.33 2.0
Xl -.27 0.53 1.33 4.0
x6 0.80 -1.60 -S.OO -9.0
- x4 0.0 -1.00 -5.0 -10.0
Tableau 6.19
IX19 = (4.0,2.0,0.0)
l'11
i
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2.7. Discussion
Both these algorithms have been programmed by the author in
FORTRAN IV; the programs have been run to solve small
problems using the IeL 1903A computer at the University.
The times taken to solve the test problems depend on the
core partition used and are not quoted here. However, one
pertinent comparison between the two algorithms should be
mentioned. Two of the problems solved by these algorithms
may be quoted; these are of dimension 15 x 11 and 30 x 25.
For the smaller problem the ALGORITHM I is faster than
ALGORITHM II and vice versa. Finally it should be mentioned
that these" algorithIDshave been developed to use them as tools
in investigating other Mathematical Programming problems.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Linear Complementarity Problem
3.0 Summary
This chapter contains a brief review of the work done to solve
the problem w = q + Mz, w ~ 0, z ~ 0, and zTw = O. An algorithm
developed by the author to solve this problem is also described
in this chapter. Unlike any other known algorithm this
algorithm makes no assumption concerning the nature of the
matrix M and finds all the solutions of the problem if these
exist. If no solution exists to the problem then this can also
be established by this method.
3.1 Introduction
Consider the linear complementarity problem,
w = q + Mz (1)
w, z ~ 0 (2}
W and z are vectors of n variables, q is' a given n element
vector, M is a given nxn matrix, and the superscript T denotes
transposition. The above problem involves 2n variables,
restricteq to be non-negative, where (wi' zi)' i = 1, ••• ,n,
is a complementarY pair; and w. and z. are complement of one
l. l.
another.
The special cases of linear complementarity problem are linear
and quadratic programming problems, the problem of finding
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equilibrium points in bimatrix games and some engineering problems;
for these and other applications see [3.6J.
The two prominent methods of solution for the problem (1), (2), (3)
are the principal pivoting method and Lemke's method. The method
proposed by Lemke can be considered to be a generalization of
Dantzig's self-dual parametric method (see [3.7J, and its
generalization for convex quadratic programming. This motivated
S.R. McCammon [3.15J to develop his parametric pivoting method.
Lemke has proven that his method finds a solution to the problem
or else the solution comes to an unbounded r~ and there is no
solution to the given problem if M belongs to a class of matrices
called copositive plus.
The principal pivoting method was developed by Cottle and
Dantzig [3.6J. This method is applicable to the matrices,
which have positive principal minors (in particular to positive
definite matrices). The modified form of principal pivoting
method can be applied to positive semi-definite matrices.
The method of solution of the problem (1), (2), (3) is
generally dependent on the matrix M. In section 3.2, therefore,
after introducing the relevant notation, some properties of
pivotal transformation and different types of M matrices are
considered. Section 3.3 contains brief descriptions of Lemke's
'. method, principal pivoting algorithm, and some remarks on other
proposals based on Lemke's method.
Lemke's method and the principal pivoting method ~ not
produce the solution to the problem (1), (2), (3) even if
such a solution exists; section 3.4 illustrates such a situation.
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The method proposed by the author is then put forward in this
section. Section 3.5 contains some remarks on the computational
experiences of the author •
3.2 Some Preliminar.y Notation and Mathematical Background
3.2.1 Notation
~et Rnxn denote the set of nxn matrices with real coefficients,
let M e: Rnxn, M .• and M •. denote the ith row and the ith column
~l.
of M and m.. denote the element of M in row i and column j.
~J . T
Further, let 'e denote the sum vector (1, •••1) e: RDXl and e.
~
denote the unit vector whose ith component is unity and the
other components are zero. The bar above a variable (say z. or w.)
J Jdenotes the explicit value of the variable.
3.2.2 Tableau Representation and pivotal Transformation
In (1), the components of z are nonbasic variables, while the
elements of w comprise the basic ,variables. A solution of
problem (1) is any pair (V,Z) satisfying (1).
If for some z ~ 0, w = q + Mz- ~ 0, then the pair (w,z) provides
a feasible solution to the problem (1), i.e., a solution which
satisfies (1) and (2). A solution of (1) satis:f'ying (3) is a
complementary solution.
If every solution (w,'Z) of the problem (1) contains not more
than n zero components among the 2n variables (w,z), then the
problem (1) is nondegenerate. In the present discussion only
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such nondegenerate problems are considered.
Assume that the element
m•• ;( 0
1J
.,
then using the element m.. ;t 0 a "pivotal transformation"
1J
m8\Ybe carried out on the form
w=q+Mz (4)
This transformation consists of
(a) solving the ith equation of (4) for the variable z.,
Jthis requires dividing by the pivot element m.. ,
1J
(b) r~placing Zj by the resulting expression in each of the
remaining (n-1) equations.
Upon completion of a pivotal transformation, z. becomes basic,
J
while w. becomes nonbasic. (w.,z.) is the pivot pair, and by
1 J. J
specif,ying that this pair must be exchanged, the pivot is
completely determined. The result of a sequence of pivotal
transformations after t steps m8\Ybe expressed as
,
where wt denotes the set of basic variables, while zt denotes
the set of nonbasic variables.
For completeness of notation the.result of carrying out one
pivotal transformation is summarized below. Given the tableau -0
1 t t t-zl -z2 -zn
t t t t t
vI ql -mU -ml2 -mIn
t t t t' tw2 q2 -m21 -m22 -m2n Tableau -0
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t-mnn
t
~
The next tableau is constructed by the following relationship:
1) (_m~:l)= ( l)/(-m~.)
1J . 1J
t+l t ) ( t)2) (-mik) = (-mik I -mij 1 S k S n k oe j
,t+1 t ) ( t)3) (-mtj) = -(-mtj / -mij 1 S t S n
4) t+1 t t )( t) I( t)(-m ) = (-mdk) - (-md· -m'k -m ..tk ~ ~J 1 l.J
) . th t t+l .5 Replace the var1.ablessuch a wi loS the variable in the
t+1is renamed) and Zj is the variable in the jthith row t(z.
J
( t .W. 1S
l.
column. renamed) •
3.2.3 Some Different TYp~of M Matrix [3.1,3.11,3.15J
Definition: A positive matrix M is a matrix, such that:
m •. > Ofor i = 1, •••, n and j = 1, "0, n. Similarly non-negative
l.J
and negative matrices can be defined.
Matrix M is said to be 'skew-symmetric' if
" T
M = -M •
, "
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Lemma: A necessary and sufficient condition that a n x n
matrix M be skew-symmetric is that xTMx = 0, for all values
of the vector x € Rn.
Definition: A n x n matrix M is pos~tive' definite (p~sitive
semi-definite) if and only if, for ail vector x € Rn x~O
the relation xM:X?>O(xMxT~O) ho.Lds,
\
Lemma: Let M be a n x n positive semi-definite matrix, then m .. z 0 .
1.1.
for all i (i = 1, •••, n);
j,(j = 1, •••, n)
From the above mentioned Lemma it is deduced that, if M is
positive definite matrix; then mii > 0 for all i,(i = 1, •••, n},
if m.. = 0, then m.. = -m.. for all
. 1.1. 1.J 1.J
It is well known that a matrix M can be written as:
where B = ~(M + MT), C = ~(M-MT), in which B is symmetric and C
is skew-symmetric. Now consider
TT' T T TxMx = x(B + C)x = xBx + xCx = xBx ,
since xCxT = 0, therefore a matrix M is positive definite (positive
semi-definite), if and only if its symmetric part is positive
definite (positive semi-definite).
Definition: A square matrix M is said to be a co-positive matrix
if and only if x ~ 0 implies that xMxT ~ o.
Definition: Co-positive plus matrices are co-positive mat'rices
such that:
. . T ( T)x ~ 0, and xMx = 0, implies that M + M x = o.
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It is obvious that the c.lassof co-positive matrices' includes the
class of positive semi-definite matrices, and the class of
strictly co-positive matrices inclu~es_the class of positive
matrices. If M is co-positive plus and S is any skew-symmetric
matrix of the same order, then (M + S) is co-positive plus. Block
matrices
M=
A.
are co-positive plus if and only if Ml and M2 are co-positive plus.
Definition: A P-matrix is a matrix M having the property that;
each of its principal minor is positive.
When M is a square matrix, sa:yn x n and Ie{1, 2, •••, n},
then ~I is called a principal submatrix of M, and its determinant
is called a principal minor of M.
Definition: The n x n matrix M is said to be adequate if
(i) det(MII) ~ 0 for all. Ie{l, 2, ...,nJ;
(ii) if det(ML ) = 0 for some Ie{l, •••, n},-"II.
then the columns of M.I are linearly dependent;
(iii) if det(~I) = 0 for some Ie{l, 2, •••, n}, then the rows
of M are linearly dependent.I.
Theorem: if M = NBNT, and B is poad tive definite
then M is adequate. .
Theorem: A non-singul;r matrix M is e.dc(r.lateif and
.only if, it has positive principal minol·e.
-.41
Definition: The diagonal Matrix E, of order n, is a sign-changing
matrix, if e .. =±1 for each i = 1, 2, ••• , n.
l.l.
It therefore follows that if E·is a.sign-changing matrix E2 is an
identity matrix.
Theorem. If Mis adequate, and E is a sign-changing matrix of
the same order, then .Er.mis an adequate matrix.
343. A Brief Review of Lemke's Algorithm and Principal Pivoting
Algorithm
3.3.1 Lemke's Method [3.11J
Consider the Fundamental Problem (1), (2), (3) and let L denote
the set of solutions, K the set of feasible solutions, and C
the 'set of complementary feasible solutions. It is clear that
C ~ K~ L. (5) is a basic form which is unique once the basic
· set wt is specified. A pivot on (5) yields an adjacent basic
form; i.e. a basic form whose basic set differs only by a
single variable. These basic sets are said to be adjacent. The
basic point associated with (5) is the unique point (wt;zt)=(qt,O)
·which has exactly n zeroes, since L is assumed to be nondegenerate.
Any solution of (1) containing exactly n zero components is a
basic solution. Twobasic solutions are adjacent if their basic
sets are adjacent.
A 'basic line' through the basic point associated with (4) is the
set of solutions to
(6)
fOr some fixed j. Points on a basic line have either n· or (n-l)
. t
·zero components. If in (6) some value of' Zj Mclees a component
of wt zero, the corresponding solution has exactly n zero components
and hence is a basic solution and in fact an a::jacent solution to
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the basic solution
(7)
and permuting variab~e to their original order (7) becomes
In order that the resulting solution should satisfY (5) for all e,
the following relation must hold
'v=MU, (8)
and' (v,u) has at least (n-1) zero values.
If qt > 0 in (5), then (5) is a basic form having a basic feasible
point. If in one pivot step it is possible to move from one basic
feasible point (where zt = 0) to an adjacent basic feasible point
where z~ = z~then the solutions to (6)are feasible on the
J '. J
interval, 0 s z~ ~ z~, and this set of solutions forms a bounded edge
J Jof K, such a pivot step is called a 'feasible pivot'. The end
points of this interval are adjacent extreme points. If no
teasible pivot is possible from a feasible basic form (5) for z~,
J
> 0 tormsthen -M ~ ~ 0 and the set of solutions to (6) for z~.J. J
an unbounded edge of K.
A 'feasible pivot algorithm' is a succession of 'feasible pivots',
which defines an adjacent extreme point path in K. A'proper pivot
algorithm'is a pivot algorithm for which no basic set,appears'
twice and hence must terminate in a finite num;er of pivots; the
corresponding basic forms are called 'proper feasible forms'.
Complementary pivot schemes
Two of the three possible pivotal schemes are ~onsidered under this
heading.
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Scheme I Let Zo be a scafar variable, and e' > 0 a column with
positive components, and let L' be the set of solutions to
w = q + zOe' + Mz = q + Az ,
.. (zZo J.where A = (e',M), and,~ =
(9) have (n+l) components.
Let K' be the set of feasible solutionsto (9) and Co be the subset
of K', such that if (w,~) E: CO' then
Therefore, nonbasic sets in
The algorithm creates a succession of a proper feasible basic forms
contained in CO' whose basic points consequently satisf,y (3).
If q > 0, then the solution to the FUndamental Problem is trivial,
therefore assume that some components of q are negative.
Consider the problem (9) on the first pivot Zo is increased until
tor the first time w = q + zOe' ~ 0, and
becomes zero. The first pivot is defined by the pivot pair
( 10)
this leads to the basic form
. (11)
tor t = 1 t a single nonbasic complementary pair (wr,zr)'
and the basic feasible points satisfies (3). If z ther
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complement of w is increased in (11), the condition (3) continuesr
to be satisfied. If a pivot step which makes z basic can be mader
this becomes the second step and leads to the feasible form (11),
.fort = 2. If such a pivot step cannot,be made, the sequence is
terminated. In general suppose foz: t ~ 1 pivot steps have led to
the feasible form (11), and suppose that (3) is satisfied for all
the basic feasible points generated. If Zo is nonbasic, a
complementary solution has been found and the sequence terminates.
If Zo is still basic, suppose that the variable that has become
nonbasic on the tth pivot is one of the complementary pair (w ,Z ),S s
further condition (3) holds, therefore both components of this
pair are nonbasic. The complement of the variable which has become
nonbasic needs to be increased •. Either a unique (t+1)st pivot
step is thus specified, or the sequence is terminated. This
.' .completes a description of the scheme I.
It can be easily shown that the scheme generates a sequence of proper
basic feasible solutions, that is no basic set occurs twice.
Scheme II. In this case .it is assumed that M has a positive column,
and as before some components of q are negative. For convenience,
let the first column of M be positive. Then increasing zl defines
a unique first pivot determined by the pivot pair (wr,zl) fo'r
some r, leading to the basic form:
t t t t tw = q +.M z, q > 0 , (12)
where t = 1. This has 'a basic solution in which the relation
nr W.z. = w1z1 '• 1 l. l.1= (13)
holds. Now let Cl be the set of points of K satisf,ying (13)
and known as 'almost complementary points'.
Entirely analogous to scheme I, scheme II involves, pivot steps
in which condition (13) is satisfied. This defines a proper
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sequence of pivots. In a wa:y similar to scheme I it can be shown [3.11J
that, the sequence terminates either in a complementary solution or
in an unbounded edge distinct from Eo' where Eo is an unbounded edge
generated by increasing Zo in schem~ I and z1 in scheme II. For a
a discussion of third possible scheme see [3.11].
Theorem. Let M be co-positive plus, then Lemke's method terminates
either in a complementary basic feasible solution or leading to the
I .
conclusion that for the given qno feasible solution exists.
Theorem. If M is strictly.copositiye, Lemke's method terminates in
a complementary feasible solution for any q.
Theorem. If M is a P-matrix, Lemke's method terminates in a
complementary feasible solution for any q.
B.C. Eaves in IJ.9Jhas shown that Lemke's method processes (*)
linear comp:tementarity problems for M e·t: where £ is a class of
matrices which properly includes
(i). co-positive plus,
(ii) adequate matrices,
(iii) bimatrix game matrices.
He also has shown that·
1) If M E £, and the system ow: = Mz + q, w ,z ~ 0 is feasible and
nondegenerate, then the corresponding linear complementarity
problem has an odd number'of solutions besides; if M E £
and q > 0 then the solution is unique.
2) ~f for some M and every q >. 0, the linear complementarity
problem has a unique solution, then ME£' and the problem
with M and every q has a solution.
3) If M has non-ne gative principal minors, and if the linear com-
plementarity problem with M and q has a non-degenerate
complementary solution, then the solution is unique.
4) If zTMz + zTq is bounded from below on the set z ~ 0, then
Lemke's method leads to a solution to the linear complementarity
problem with M and q. If, in addition, U= problem is non-
degenerate, then it has an odd number of solutions.
(*) solves or shows no solution exists.
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5) B,y using Lemke's method it is possible to find the ·saddle
point for general quadratic programming or to demonstrate
that the objective function is bound from below in the
feasible region.
6) If a quadratic program has an optimal solution and if a
certain nondegeneracy condition holds, then a quadratic
program has an odd number of saddle points.
K. G; Murty in C3. 12Jhas shown that, the number' of solutions to the
linear complementarity problem is finite for all q € Rn if
and only if all the principal minors ofM are non-zero. The
necessary and sufficient condition for this solution to be
unique for ~ach q € Rn is that all the principal minors of M
are strictly positive. When M ~ 0, there is at least one
complementary feasible solution for each q E Rn if and only if
all the diagonal elements of M are strictly positive, and in
this case, the number of these solutions is an odd number whenever
q is nondegenerate. If ali the principal minors of M are non-zero,
then the number of complementary feasible solutions has the same
parity (*) for all q E Rn which are nondegenerate. Also if the
number of co~plementary feasible solutions is constant for each
q E Rn ,then the constant is equal to one and M is a P-matrix.
3.2 . (**)Principal Pivoting Method . [3.5J
To describe the method it is first necessary to introduce the
concept of an almost complementary path and that of a blocking
variable.
(*) If r is any integer, its parity is said to be odd if r is an odd
integer or even if r is an even integer. A set of integers is said
to be,of constant parity if all the numbers in tie set have the same
parity.
(**) This method is applicable to matrices, M, ",;hathave positive
principal minors, and after modification to posi~ive semi-definite
matrices.
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fue former is defined as any sequence of solutions through. 'almost
complementary points' (see (13) page 44 }. .In a tableau a basic
variable is said to be a blocking variable for a nonbasic variable
which is being increased to a positive'value and the former,
i.e. the blocking variable, happens to be the first variable to
become zero.
In principal pivoting only variables of the original problem are
used, but these can take on initially negative as well as non-
negative values.
A major cycle of the algorithm is initiated with the complementary
basic solution (w,z) = (q,O) •. Ifq ~ 0 the procedure is immediately
terminated. If q t 0, it can be assumed that w1 = q1 .< O. An
almost complementary path is generated by increasing zl' the
comple~ent of the selected negative basic variable.
For points along the path W.z. = 0 , for i ~ 1 •
J. J.
Step I. Increase zl' until it is blocked by a positive basic
variable decreasing to zero or by the negative w1 increasing to
zero.
Step II. Make the blocking variable nonbasic by pivoting its
complement into the basic set. The major cycle is terminated
if w 1 drops out of the basic set of variables, otherwise return
to step I.
It can be shown[3.11Jthat during a major cycle w1 increases to
zero. At this point, a new complementary basic solution is
obtained. However, the number of'basic variables vithnegative
,value is at least one less than at the beginning of the maj or
cycle. Since there are at most n negative basic 7ariables, no
more than n major cycles are required to obtain a complementary
feasible solution.
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3.3.3 Some other Methods which. are Equi.valentto Lemke'.sMethod
MacCammon's Parameteric Method [3.15]
In Lemke t s method, Zo is introduced as a new variable. In the
complementary terminal solutions (original and final) it is an
independent variable Le., nonbasic, which in the intermediate
tableau it is a dependent basic variable. Associated with zo
is the vector e'. This column is associated with a parameter
which in Lemke's method determines the path of the solution.
In this method zo is replaced by a scalar parameter e. Consider
the system
w = q + ee' + MZ , (14)
where ei ~ 0 if ~ > 0 and ei > 0 if ~ < 0 for i = 1, •••, n.
A ~ivot algorithm is now describe~ which is dependent upon the
parameter e.
Let ~ = min {elq + e$' ~o, e ~ oj. If ~ = 0, then q > 0
and the basic point w = q + ~·e associated with basic for.m (14)
.provides a solution to the Fundamental Problem. If ~ > 0, then
Assuming nondegeneracy,q + ~ e' = 0 for some r, 1 S r s n.r r
this value of r is unique. If m ~ 0, then w is made nonbasicrr r
and z becomes basic by one pivotal transformation in which -m
r n
is the pivotal element. If mrr = 0, the first pivot is given
by the pair (w ,z ), where -m > 0 ands r sr
(q + ~e' )/(-m ) = min{(q.+ eOe! )/(-m. ) I-m. :> 0 , 1 sis n} ;
S s sr. l. l. l.r l.r
however, for m = 0 if -m. so for all i, then the algorithmrr l.r
ter.minates.
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In the general step consider a basic form
then either (15) satisfies complementary condition, or it is
not complementary. In the former case, consider the set
{e " qt + ee t ~ 0 e ~ O}, and if this set is empty, then
terminate the'procedure. If this set is non-empty, then e
has a minimum and a maximum in this set, call these I(t) and S(t),
respectively, and it follows that 0 S I(t) s Set). If I(t) = 0
again terminate this procedure. The basic point corresponding
to (15) then provides a solution to the fundamental problem.
Assuming that this is not the case, then ifS(t) =~, the
variable which leaves the basis is the unique basic variable
which is zero in (15) and e = et = rt e), and the variable/which
is its complement is made to enter the basis. In either case
auppose w t is the variable which Leaves the basis, and z t isr s
the variable which enters the basis. If (-mr!> ~ 0, it is the
. .' ( t t) °fo th chp).vot element and the pSJ.r wr ,zs 'spec).).es e ex 'ange.
If (-m t) = 0 and (-M t) s 0, terminate the procedure.' If (-m t)=Ors.s t rs
and (-mot) > 0 for some 1 sis n, the pivot element is (-m ),).st pswhere (-m ) > 0 andps
This completes a brief description of the alsorithm.
Complementary Va.riant of Lemke's Method [3.16]
In this algorithm proposed by Van de Panne. (3.16]
Zo (the artificial variable is introdu~ed in lemke's
method) and certain nonbasic variables are varied as parameters.
This results in a method which is equivalent ~o Lemke's method.
This method has complementary tableaux and US!!3 principal (single
or block) pivots and therefore is called compl~mentary variant
of Lemke's method. In contrast to Lemke's mel!lOd,this method
explains., in certain sense, the va.riation of Zo and the other
variables. Furthermore, since complementary tableaux are used
throughout, a better insight is gaine4 by this method and the
various possibilities of termination.
The main advantage of this variant is thought to be in infeasibility
test, which may be performed on each row. A particular instance
of such a test is shown to be the 'plus' condition of the
co-positive plus matrices.
3.4 ~ranching Procedure For Solving the Linear Complementarity Problem
It has been po~nted out earlier princip81 pivoting algorithm can
be applied to solve the Funda.znentalProblem only if M is positive
definite, or more generally when M is a P-matrix. Further a
modified form of this method can be used to obtain a solution to
the Fundamental Problem if the·system
w = q + Mz ,
z ~ 0, w ~ 0 ,
has a solution and M is positive semi-definite.
It'Lemke IS method is applied to solve the Fundamental Problem,.
and the procedure terminates in an unbounded ray and M does
not belong to the class of £ matrices, in this case the me'thod .
does not provide any inform~tion concerning the solvability of
the problem. For an illustration consider the prob.l.em,stated
·below:
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Example 1.
W2 = -1 + z1 - 2z2 ~ z3'
w3 = 3 - zl + 2z2 + 3z3
,w1 ,w2,w3;zl ,z2,z3 ~ 0
w.z. = 0 (i=1,2,3) •
l. l.
w = 101 '
Note that in this case the matrix
1
-1
:-2
2
1
3
,
-2 3 -1
is not a P-matrix, therefore principal pivoting method cannot
be applied to solve this probf.em..
Now Lemke's method is applied as follows:
W1 = 10 + Zo - 2z + 3z ....z31 2
w =-1 + Zo + zl - 2z2 "!" z32
w3 = 3 + Zo - Z + 2z2 - 3z31
In tableau representation this can be set out in Tableau 4-1,
in this tableau Zo is set to 1 following the ratio test of (9a).
1 -zO -z -z -z1 2 3
w1 11 -1 2 -3 l'
w2 0 -1 -1 2 ....1
w3 4 -1 1 -2 -3
Tableau 4-1
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1 -w -z -z -z. 2 1 2 3
w1 11 -1 3 -5 2
zo 1 -1 1 -2 1
w3 4 -1 2 -4 -2
Tableau 4-2
In Tableau 4-2 z2 is the complement of variable w2' .
and cannot be made a basic variable taking non-
negative value. Therefore the procedure terminates in an
unbounded ray. This means neither Lemke's method nor principal
pivoting ~ethod can be used to establis~ the solvability of the
problem.
It is shown later on that this problem has the following feasible
solutions.
17 0 33 07
z' = B· w' = 0 and zIt = 0 w" = 307
2 4 0.0 7
In Lemke's method the components of the artificial vector do not
necessarily have to be unity. Therefore by suitable choice· of
these components different paths of complementary solution may
be followed, this idea is illustrated later on in this section
by means of two examples. One may then naturally ask if by
following such possible paths a complementary feasible solution
maurbe obtained to the problem if it exists. By means of the
following examples it is shown that this assumption is invalid
in the general case ,"
Consider the problem in the following example
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Example 2
W = 3 - z ...2z + z .- 2z43 1 2 3
W. ~ 0,. z . ~ 0 (i=l, ••• , 4)1. 1.
W.z. = 0 i = 1, ••• ,41.1.
B•· t' f' ,al' IT ( )y 1.ntroduc1.ngZo as an ar 1.1.C1. var1.able where e = 1,1,1,1
the problem becomes:
W, = 2 + Zo + 2z1 - z2 - 3z3 + 4z4
w2 = -4+ Zo + 10zl + z2 - z3 + z4
1 -zO -z -z -.. -z41 2 "3
w1 8 -1 -2 1 3 -4
w2 2 -1 -10 -1 1 -1
w3 9 -1 1 2 -1 2
w4 0 -1 -20 -3 1 3
Tableau 4-3
In tableau 4-3 Zo is set to 6 to make q3 + e3zQ = 0 (see 9a).
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-W4 -z -z -z -z41 2 3
,wl 8 -1 -7
w2 ' 2 -1 -4
"3 9 -1 'not up dated -1
zo 6 -1 -3
Tableau 4-4
In tableau 4-4, z4 cannot be made basic variable, therefore
the procedure terminates in an unbounded r~.
Nowchoose e IT = (1, i,1,2), the cozrespondf-ng representation
tableau is shown in Tableau 4-5:
1 -zO -z -z -z -z4.1 2 3
w1 10 -1 -2 1 3 -4
Y2 0 -i -10 -1 1 -1
w3 11 -1 1 2 -1 2
w4 10 -2 -20 -3 1 3
The value of Zo in tableau 4-5 is 8
..
1 -w -z -z -z -z42 1 2 3
w1 10 -2 18 3 1 -2
Zo 8 -2 20 2 -2 2
w3 11 -2 21 4 -3 4
w4 10 -4 20 1 -3 7
Tableau 4-5
Tableau 4-6
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z2 is the complement of the variable 'W2' "whichis made basic
in this step. Tne procedure is then followed until ·Tableau 4-9.
'.-
1 -w -z -VI -z -z42 1 '3 3
7 1 9 3 13 -5w1 4' - - 4 -4 42
10 -1 38 2 1 0Zo 4' 4' -Ii 2
11 1 21 1 3 1z2 4' - 2 4' 4 -:-4·
~
_1 59 1 9 6z4 2 4' -4 -4
1 -w -z -W3 -w -z42 1 1
L not 2_ not 13 notz3 13 13 4'
36 128 1·zO 13 up 13 up 2 up
411 dated 75 dated 3 datedz2 13 13 -4
110 212 9w4 13 13 -4'
1 -W2 -zo -w -w -z43 1
11z3 32
zl L not up dated32
z· ~I.·2 32
124w4 32
Tableau 4-7
Tableau 4-8
Tableau 4-9
So the solution is
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0 2....32
0 4932w r. Z =
0 1132
124 032
In another Example (see below) it is shown that all the possible
paths lead ;tounbounded rays ~
Example 3
. wl = 2 + 2z1 - Z - 3z + 4z42 . 3
W3 =3 + 2z1 - 2z2 + z3 - 2z4
w4 = -6 + 4z1 + 3z2 - z3 - 3z~
w• ~ 0, z , ~. 0, w. z ...= 0 for all (i = 1, •••, 4).
1. 1. 1 1
First Zo is introduced with corresponding column efT = (1~1,1,1),
so the problem can be written as:
w1 = 2 + Zo + 2z - Z - 3z3 + 4z41 2
w2 = -4 + Zo - Z + 2z2- z3 + z41
w = 3 + Zo + 2z1 - 2z2.+ z3 - 2z43
w4 = -6 + z + 4z1 + 3z2 -z3 - 3z4. 0
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1 -zO -z -z -z -z41 2 3
W'1 8 -1 -2 1 3 -4
v2 2 -1 1 -2 1 -1
'W3 9 ' -1 -2 2 -1 2
v4 0 -1 -4 -3 1 3
In tableau (4-10) Zo is set to 6.
-W4 -z -z -z -z4. 1 2 3
w1 8 -1 0 4 2 -7
w2 2 -1 3 2 0 -4
w3 9 -1 0 5 -2 -1
zo 6 -1 4 3 -1 -3.
Tableau 4-10
Tableau 4-11
,Z4 is the complement of the variable w4' and cannot be made basic
variable, therefore the procedure terminates in unbounded ray.
Now if the column associated with the artificial variable is
introduced as e,T = (1,~,1,2), and Lemke's method is applied,
the following tableaux are obtained
1 -zo -zl -z2' -z -z43
w1 10 -1 -2 1 3 ~4
w2 0
, 1 -1 1 -1-I
v3 11 -1 -2 2 -1 2
w4 10 -2 -4 -3 1 .,J
Tableau 4-12
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In tableau 4~12. the value ~;f zQ is B.
1 -Yl -z -z -z -z42 1 2 3
Yll 10 -2 -4 3 1 -2
Zo B -2 -2 2 -2 2
w3 11 -2 -4 4 -3 4
w4 10 -4 -8 1 -3 7
1 -Yl -z -w -z -z42 1 3 3
-1 ,3 13 not~1 -'4 4
not 0 2 2Zo up -4" -'4 up
dat ed -1 1 3 datecz2 '4 -'4
-7 1 9w4 -'4 -4"
1 -w -z -w -W1 -z42 1 3
_2. 4z3 13 13
not 2 not 2Zo up - - up13 13
z2 dat ed -~ dEted 113 13
100 I .2.w4 --13 13'
Tableau 4-13
Tableau 4-14
Tableau 4-15
. zl ,the complement of' the variable w1cannot be made a basic
variable. Again the procedure terminates in unbounded
req. It can be seen that this problem has a complementary
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feasible solution and it is
0 1
0 12.7
w = z =
0 17
40 0
7
..
Since these two weli-known methods and their variants may fail
to provid~ a solution to the linear complementarity problem in the
general case an alternative algorithm is suggested. This algorithm
is based on an algorithm proposed by the author for finding all
the vertices of a convex polyhedron (see 3.11 G.R. Jahanshahlou
and .G.Mitra). This algorithm generates only a small subset of
all the vertices of the problem defined by (1), (2) and further
this subset contains all the solutions of the linear complementarity
problem. The generality of the procedure is attractive in as much
as it makes no assumption about the problem matrix M.
Before stating the algorithm the following terms are defined.
"Kilter number", K, is the number of complementary pairs of
variables which are in the basis.
A variable is said to be "starred" if in all the subsequent
tableaux it is forced to remain non-basic, similarly a variable
and its associated row is said to be ."flagged" if in all the
Subsequent tableaux the variable is forced to stay in the basis.
The .steps of the algorithInmay be stated as follows;
Step 1.· Apply the phase I of the simplex method to the system
w = q + M , Z ~ 0, w ~ 0 , ( 16)
.. GU
to find a basic feasible solution. If there is no basic feasible
solution to (16), then there is ~o solution to the Fundam~ntal
Problem, and go to step 5, otherwise number the tableau associated
with the basic feasible solution Ta?leau -0, set N = 0, L = 0,
KL = K (~ is the kilter number in the current tableau).
Step 2. Pick tableau N from the stack of the tableaux, go to
auxiliar.y sequence. If a pivotal transformation is carried out
set L = L+1, number the new tableau as tableau L, and add it to
the stack of the tableaux and go to step 3. If the a1lXiliarY
sequence ends in the terminal step, i.e., step f) go to step 4.
Step 3. Pick tableau L, out of the stack, go to auxiliary
sequence. If a pivotal transforma.tion has taken place put L = L+1,
number the new tableau as tableau L, and add it to the stack of
the tableaux, go to step 3. If the auxiliar.y sequence ends· in the
terminal step, i.e. step f, go to step 2.
Step 4. Set N = N+l, if N > L go to step 5. If N ~ L and the
tableau N is marked, go to step 4, and if the tableau N is not
marked go to step 2.
Step 5. Tree search is completed.
AUXiliary sequence
In this sequence.if' possible a pivotal.transformation is carried out
on the given tableau.
The first three steps are for column choice.
Initial step. If the kilter number of the table~u is zero goto step a,
otherwise goto step b.
Step a. Out of the "nonstarred" nonbasic variacles choose a column q
with variable zr or wr which admits a row i (i , F where F is the set
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of row indices which are flagged) with a positive coefficient,
i.e. -m. > O. Go to step c, otherwise no pivotal transformationlq
can be carried out and go to terminal step f.
Step b. If in the given tableau there exists a pair of nonbasic
complementary variables, which are starred no column should be
chosen and go to terminal step f. If this is not the case define
two sets of column indices
Q1 = {tIt with one unstarred variable zr or wr and zr,wr
both nonbas i c}
Q2 = {tIt with unstarred variables zr,wr and both nonbasic}
i) choose q € Q1 such that the associated variable zr or wr
can be made basic, i.e. it admits a row i, i t F and
-m. > 0, and go to step c. else,lq
H) choose q € Q2' such that the associated variable Z or wr r
can be made basic as in (i) above. If such a q does not
exist go to step a.
Step c. (Row choice). Out of the rows not "flagged" find a
row index p such that
a I-m = min {a.I(-m. ) I
p pq itF 1 lq
-m. > o}lq
Step d. Pivotal Transformation and flagging and starring ..
There may be four possible cases in each of which pivotal
transformation is carried out on the element -m > O.pq
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Case (i)
Let z be the basic variable in row p,p , F and v be the nonbasicr r
variable in columnq. [See Tableau .a-1 ,Tableau a-2 and
Tableau .a-3 J. In this case in the original tableau z , and
. r
row p are "flagged" and w is starred w *, tableau a-2, andr r
in the newtableau L, z is starred z * and w 1S flagged wr· r r r
and the rowp is also flagged, tableau a-3.
v···r
J
I
zr 1---- --t-----·-
I
J
Tableau a-l
v*
r z*::r_
zr
I
---1 _ vr
Tableau a-2
Case (H)
In this case let v be. the nonbasic variable which is in columnqr
(zr is also nonbasic) and Zs is the variable in rov p [See Tableau a-4 J
then in the original tableau vr is starredvr*, tableau a-5 ~and in
the newtableau L, vr and row p are "flagged"; and zr is starred if
it has not been already "starred" (tableau a-6).
Tableau .a-3
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w Z.r r
I I
.zs ~- -1----J---1•. . I
I
. I
I
Tableau .a-4
w* z- r r
I
·1.I
z Is -_ I
I
I
- I
z*
r,
"r - ---L---
I
--
Tableau .a-6Tableau a-5
CaSe ·(iii1
In this case let w in column q be the nonbasic variable, whereasr
zr· is basic. Let zs be the variable in row p (tableau a-7). Then
in the
wr
Z - Is I
z , - --r
Tableau a-7
w*
r
I
Zs
I
w Ir
zr I
I
-
ZS---1-----
-
Z
r ---- -----r-------
i
Tableau' a-8 Tableau a-9
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original Tableau w
r
are "flagged" (tableau a-8), and in
row p, are flagged (Tableau a-9).
is starred and z and the associated rowr
the new tableau JJ, w and
r
Case (iv)
In this case let w 'in column q be the nonbasic variable,
r'
whereas z in row p and ware both basic, further w and the
s s a
associated row are "flagged" [see Tableau (a-lO)].
W
l',
-.Ws- -----_._ --
zs_ ---- -
zr_
Tableau (a-10)
.,
wr
W
B
Z
8-_ ---- I---Zr'- - - ----
ws
Zs
---- -
-
*
wr
Tableau (a-ll) Tableau (a-12)
Then in the original Tableau zr and the associated row are flagged
and w is starred w * (tableau a-11). In the new tableau L, z isr r . S
starred z * and w and row p are flagged, (tableau a-12).s r
Step e~ If in a tableau its kilter number 1.S zero and the values
of the basic variables are non-negative, this tableau represents a
feasible complementary solution. Return to the calling step.
- v) -
Step f.(Terminal) No pivotal trans;f'ormation is carried out, mark
the tableau and return to the calling step.
A set description is now introduced to explain the applicability of
the algorithm and the theorem which follows. Let
Sp be the set of all the possible bases of (1) and (2),
ST be the set of all the bases generated by the algorithm in [3.10J,
SF be the set of all feasible bases (i.e. vertices) of (1) and (2),
Se be the set of all complementa~J bases of (1) and (2),
SeF be the set of all complementary feasible bases of (1) and (2) •
These are illustrated in Fig(3)
Figure '3
The double shaded areas represent those subsets of ST which are not
generated ,by the present algorithm. Later on in the theorem it is
shown that these must be subsets of the set (ST - Se)'
Theorem The above mentioned algorithm generates all the complementary
teasible bases of the set detined by (1) and (2) provided such vertices
exist i.e. the set (SFnsC) is non empty.
Proof: To prove this theorem, it is first noted that the algorithm in
[3.10] generates the set ST' which contains the set SF
i.e. all the feasible bases 01' (1) and (2). The moditication
introduced in the present algorithm leaves out certain subsets
of ST. It is now shown that these subsets are not contained in
SC. The possible cases are considered in turn:
Case a. In the tableau (a-13) w is a potential variable
q
to become a basic variable and to generate some bases 01' (1)
and'(2). The kilter number of this and all the subsequent
z*r wq w*r
Tableau a-13.
tableaux which follow are at least one, because z and wr r
are forced to remain nonbasic. Therefore no complementary
vertices are lost, if this tableau is marked, and the
associated branch is terminated in the tree search.
Case b. Consider the possible cases mentioned in step d
of the auxiliary sequence. Starring the variables and
flagging the rows and their corresponding variables exclude
some possible enumerations. In the following it is shown
that by these actions no complementary vertices are lost.
These are considered in turn:
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In Case (i.}, z and row p are :flagged; this is not done"in ther "
algorithm in [3.10J.If this variable and the row p are not flagged,
it might become a nonbasic variable in a subsequent step, and as
wr is forced to remain nonbasic (wr is a starred variable), therefore
in all the subsequent tableaux which might be obtained from this
Similarly if Z
r
is not starred in the nev tableau L, and if' it could be pivoted
tableau, the kilter number must be at least one.
into the basis, as w is forced to be the basic variable, so in all. r
the Subsequent tableaux obtained from this tableau, their kilter
number must be one or more". Therefore no complementary vertices
are lost in this case [see tableau (a-2) and tableau (a-3)J.
By similar argument it can be shown that no complementary vertices
are lost as a result of additional starring of nonbasic variables
or flagging of basic variables and their associated rows in the
othe~ cases~ Since all other possible bases which may be generated
by the algorithm in [3.10Jare considered the bases excluded by this
algorithm belong to the set (ST - SC). Therefore the set of bases
generated by this algorithm contains the subset SCnSF if ~his is
nonempty.
"Example 4.
Here the Example 1 is solved by the proposed algorithm. It has been
shown that Lemke's metho~ as well as the principal pivoting method
f ·1 (*) . "~ ed to produce a CFS solut1on to the problem.
The problem is restated here
2zl - 3z + z3 + wl = 102
Zl - 2z "+ Z3 - "W2 = 12 (17)
Z - 2z2 -3z3 + "s = 31
w. ~ 0 z. ~ 0 (i = 1,2,3)
1" l.
/)
(*) complementary feasible solution
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Br introducing an artificial variable corresponding to the second
equation of the system (17l, and applying the Phase I of the. .
simplex method th.e tableau4-16 containing the basic feasible
solution is obtained. In this tableau kilter number is 1. The
rest of th.e steps of the algorithm as related to this problem are
illustrated. beow
1 -z2 -Zg -W'2
v1 8 1 -1 2
·z 1 -2 1 -1
1
Wg 2 0 -4 1
(pivot element is circled)
Tableau 4-j 6
1 -z* -Zg -W22
VI 8 1 -1 2
~1 1 -2 1 -1
Vg 2 0 -4 1
1 -WI -Zg ""'W*2
- 8 1 -1 2z2
~l 11 2 -1 3
Vs 2 0 -4 1
Tableau 4-16a Ta1?leau 4-11
The newposition of the original tableau 4-16 is shownin
Tableau 4-16a. In this tableau z2 is starred. In the tableaus 4-17
which has been obtained by pivotal transformation z2 and row·1
are flagged and W'2is starred, which contains a feasible compl~entary
SolutiQn.
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1 -w-* *
1 -,za -w2
- 8z2. 1 -1 2
-
Z 17 2 -1 31
V 2 0 -4 1
1 * -w*-zl -z3 2
- :-a -a -a az2
111
17 a -a a2" 2"
W" 2 0 -4 1
Tableau 4-17a Tableau 4-18
Tableau 4-178 is the new position of the tableau 4-17 in
which zl and row 2 are flagged and wl is starred. By carrying
out a pi~otal transformation on the tableau 4-17, tableau 4-18
is obtained, in which wI and row 2 are flagged and zl is starred.
T~leau 4-18 is marked, because no column can be chosen. Now
tableau 4-16a is picked up,w2 the complement ot z2' whicllis
a starred variable is chosen to become a basic variable and a
pivot step is carried out as shown below.
1 -z* -z3 -w;J2
wI 8 1 -1 2
zl 1 -2 1 -1-
Vs 2 0 -4 1-
1 -z* -Zg -wa2
WI 4 1 7 -2
•
zl 3 -2 -3 1
- 2 0 -4 1W"2
Tableau 4-16b .Tableau 4-19
Tableau 4-16b is the new position of the tableau 4-16a in
Vh.icli v2 is starred. Tableau 4-19 is obtained bY'carrying out
a piVotal transformation from tableau 4-16a. In Tableau 4-19
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V2 and row 3 are ;flagged. It should be noted that all three
~ableaux 4-16, 4-16a and 4-16b are associated with N ~ 0, i.e. these
three tableaux have been considered as one tableau, but for the.
Purpose of illustration they have be~n considered separately.
Now pick tableau 4-19 and carry out a pivotal transformation on
the pivot element 7. Having done this operation the following
=
tableaux is obtained.
1 -z* -z* -wg2 a
4 "WI 1 7 -2
zl 3 -2 -3 1
-W~ 2 0 -4 1
Tableau 4-19a
1 *-z2 -wI --3
- 4 1 1 2Zs "1 .,. "7 -7
33 11 3 1Zl --r - 7 7 .,.
- 30 4 4 1- -»W2 7 7 7
Tableau 4-20
In tableau 4-19a which is the new position or the tableau 4-19
Zs is starred and in tableau 4-20 which is obtained from
tableau 4-19 zsand row 1 are flagged, this tableau also contains
a complementary feasible solution.
From tableau 4-20 the following are obtained:
1 * * -v3-Z2 -WI-- 4 2Zs 1 17 "7 -- 7 7- 11' u 1 !z2. -7 7 7 7-
"2 II 4 4 17 7 7 7-
Tableau 4-20a
l -z* -z* -wg2 1
Z -1 2 1 1- - - - -3 3 3
w1 11 _l! 1 !3 3 3
'W'2 -2 8
4 1
'3 - '3 - '3
Tableau 4-21
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Tableau 4-20a is the new position of tableau 4-20. In this
tableau zl and row 2 are flagged and w1 is. starred. In tableau lr-21
W1 and row 2 are flagged and z is starred.. 1
Nopivotal transformation can be carried out on tableau 4-21,
therefore it is marked. Bothv2 and z2 are starred in tableau 4-16b,
so. this tableau is also marked. No column can be chosen from
tableaux 4-17a and 4-18, therefore they are also marked. The
tableau 4-19a is pi cked up, and the following tableau obtained
trom this tableau:
,
1 .' * -z* -w*-z2 3 3-
WI 4 1 7 -2-
zl 3 -2 -3 1--w2 2 0 -4· 1-
Tableau 4-19b
1 * *-z2 -z3 -zl
WI 10 -3 1 2
Vs 3 -2 -3 1
- -1 2 -1 -1v2
Tableau 4-22
In the new position of tableau 4-19a, ·i.e. in tableau 4-19b Vs
is starred, and in tableau 4-22 which is obtained from tableau 4-19a
W3 and row 2 are flagged. The tableaux 4-20a, lJ-21 and 4-19b are
marked, since no pivotal t~ansformation can be carried out. The
tableau 4-22 is chosen. In this tableau zl is chosen to pivot
against WI' Carrying out a pivot on the pivot element leads to !.
the following two tableaux.
..
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1 -z* -z* *-z
2 3 1
W 10 -3 1 2
1
w3 3 -2 -3 1
- -1 2 -1 -1w2
Tableau 4-22a
1 -z* -z* *-w2 3 1
- 3 1zl . 5 -'2 "2 1
- -2 1 7 1W3 - - - -2 2 2
4 i 1 1w2 - - - -2 2 2
Tableau 4-23
As no pivotal transformation can be carried out on the tableau 4-22a
and 4-23 they are marked, so the search is complete. Tableau 4-24
shows a summary of the steps of the algorithm as related to this
problem.
r....._
lteration The feasibility Complementaritylfl.\lnber F = feasible C=complement ary Tableaux generated L ., N
f'-_ N = not feasible NC=not complementary
0 F NC 4-16 0 0
i'-..
1 F C 4-16a , 4-17 1 0
~
2... N C 4-17a ) 4-18 2 0
i'-_
3 F NC 4-16b ) 4-19 3 1
"--
4 F C 4-19a , 4-20 4 1.......__
·5 ·N • C 4-20a 4-21 5 1i'--_ ,
6 N C 4-19b 4-22 6 2
~
,
7 N C .4-22a t 4-23 7 2"'--~tt;e . 7 N increases and L remains fixed until N=~ when the isr lteration search complete
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Tableau 4-16b..... r_W~2:__.:::.T.::.ab::.;l..:...e_a..:...u-t-4-_16_a__ rz_. :2::..__ Ta_ ,hle u4-16
r Tableau: 4-19a
z3
Tableau 4-19b
Tableau 4-17a
zl rW1
Tableau 4-17
Tableau 4-22a
Tableau 4-20a
__ rW_;l~_Z..;;.l_--;Tableau 4-20 Tables4-18
Tableau 4-22
Tableau 4-23
Tableau 4-21
Figure(1)
The tree deve.Loped ~ this method ~.s shovn in FigUl, and the
sequence of tableaux which are generated are set out in tableau 4-16 .
up to tableau 4-23.
In Fig(1) rz., rw. indicates that the correspond:ng variable is not~ ~
in the basis, and z. or w. indicate that the corresponding variable
~ l.
is in the basis.
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3.5 Discussion and Some Remarks on the Computational Experience
App+ication of the phase I of the simplex method to the problem,
leads to the conclusion that either there is a basic feasible
solution to the problem or otherwise.' If there is a basic feasible
solution, then the branching stal~S from the node associated with
this solution. It is ,interesting that in each iteration the size
of the problem in the branch is reduced at least by one row and
one column or two columns and one row. In the case of principal
pivoting or the case of the step e in the auxiliary sequence
one row and one column are flagged and starred, i.e. the size
of the problem is reduced by one row and one column in each branch.
While studying Lemke's method another problem suggested itself,
namely, what other vectors associated with the artificial variable
Zo IIl~ be introduced instead of a vector e' with all non-negative
components as considered in this paper. The motivation for finding
such a vector is that one m~ be able to follow n different paths
starting from the initial basic solution. The author's ideas are
described in Appendix 1.
Both Lemke's method, and the algorithm proposed by the author have
been programmed in FORTRAN IV. These programs have been used to
solve ten problems. The results are set out in table 3.
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Problem Order of N(Sp) . N(ST) N(SF) Lemke's N(SA) N(SCF)
No M Method." F=failedS=succeed
1 3 20 14 7 F 8 2
2 4 70 17 4 F 7 2
3 4 70 36 12 F 13 4
4 4 70 31 12 F 13 4
5 . 5 252 106 25 F 26 2
6 5 252 103 26 F 24 3
7 5 252 129 31 F 25 3
8 6 924 264 21 F 50 1
9 6 924 248 21 F 49 1
10 6 924 312 34 F 43 3
Table 3
. .
SA the set of a.ll bases generated by the present algorithm
N(S) = Cardinality of the se~ s.
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Appendix 3.1
It has been shown in Example 3, that two possible paths followed
by Lemke's method ended in unbounded ra:ys. Another two paths can
be followed from the initial basic pci.nt, This can be achieved
by introducing some negative components of e' • The procedure is
explained as follows:
First e,T is introduced'by the vector
(-2,8,8,8) •
so the problem in Example 3 ma:ybe written
Wl = 2 - 2z0 + 2zl - z2 - 3z3 + 4z4
w2 = -4+ 8zo - zl + 2z2 - z3 + z4
w3 = 3 + 8zo + 2z1 - 2z2 + z3 - 2z4
w4 ,= -6 + 8zQ + 4zl + 3z2 - z3 - 3z4
or in tableau form
1 -z -z -z .....z -z0 1 2 3 4
~\ 0 2 ~2 1 3 -4
w2 4 -8 1 -2 1 -1
w3 11 -8 -2 2 -1 2
w4 2 -8 -4 -3 1 3
The value of zQ in the tableau A-l is 1.
Tableau A-1
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-WI -zl -Z2 -z3 -z,+
1 i -1 j 3 -2zQ 2
Y.2 4 4 -7 not up dated
wa 11 4 -10 not up dated
w.. 2 4 -12 not up dated
,
Tableau A-2
In Tablea~ A-2, zl is the complement of wl' as this variable
cannot be made basic variable th&refore Tableau A-2 represents
an unbounded ray.
. TNow e' is introduced as:
(1,6,-3,8)
and the problem is written
Wl = 2 + zO+ 2z1 - z2 -3z3 + 4z..
W = -4 + 6z - z + 2z2 - z3 + z..201
W3 = 3 - 3z + 2z1 - 2z + z3 - 2z0 2 It
'Wit = 6 + 8z0 + 4zl + 3z2 - z - 3z3 It
or
j ...,z ..-,z ...z .....z ...,zlt
Q 1 2 3
VI 3 -1 -2 1 3· -4
'W2 2 -6 1 -1 1 -1
Va / 0 3 -2 2 -1 2
v.. 2 -8 -4 -3 1 3
,
Tableau A-3
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The value of.'zQ in Tableau A-3 is 1.
1 -wg -zl -z2 -Zg -z4
3 1 8 not 8 notvI "3 s s
v2 2 2 -3 up -1 up
1
1 2 dated 1 datedZo -s s s
·2 8 28 5v4 '3 - "3 - "3
1 -Vg -zl -Z2 -vI -z4
Zg -1 not a not'8
not -4 sv2 up up '8 up
dated -1 dated 1 datedZo 8-
-11
5
W'4 '-8
Tableau A-4
Tableau A-5
As in the Tableau A-5 Z cannot be made basic variable, the procedure
1
terminates in the unbounded r~.
From the above discussion it is deduced that all possible enumerations
of the paths (exactly n paths) does not alv~s guarantee to produce
a solution to the fundamental problem.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Plant Location Problem
4.0 Summary
In tnls note plants are considered to nave unlimited capacity
and concave handling cost functions. This problem is formulated
mathematically and some useful simplifications for computational
purposes are given.
4.1 Introduction
In [4~~J the uncapacitated plant location problem with m plants
and n customers, has been formulated as a mixed integer
programming problem in the form
Minimize z = l c ..x .. + t f.y. ,. • lJ lJ ~, 1 1
1 .J
subject to
l x .. = 1 j = 1, ... ,ni€N. lJJ
o ~ l x .. ~ niYi , ; = 1 , ... ,mj€P. lJ
1
Y; = 0 or 1 (i = 1,•••,m) ,
whe re, c.. = O.t , .lJ J 1J
(1 )
t;j = the unit transportation cost from plant i to customer j ,
0j= the demand at customer j ,
Xij = the portion of OJ supplied from plant i ,
Yi = 0 if plant i is not opened
1 if plant i is opened
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ft .::tilefixed cost associ.ated witll tileplant i,.and fi.> 0 ,
Nj .::the set of plants wllicllcan supply customer j ,
Pi = the set of those customers, tllatcan be supplied by plant i ,
ni = the number of elements in Pi .
The main difficulty in this problem is in choosing plants which are to
be opened in an optimum solution.
Effroyson arrdRay [4.1J suggested using a branch and bound method to
find an optimal solution to the problem. Khumawala [4.2J has given
some useful simplifications which reduce the computational effort.
In section 4.2 the branch and bound method with Khumawa1a's
simplifications is summarized. Section 4.3 describes the formulation
of the problems in the general case. Some useful simplifications
suggested by the author are put forward in this section. Section 4.4
contains some concluding remarks and co~putationa1 experience.
4.2 A Branch and Bound Algorithm
Problem (1) is first solved as an LP (linear program) (replacing
Yi = 0 or 1 by 0 ~ Yi ~ 1) giving an optimal value zoo If all the
y1s are integer .then the problem is solved. Is sam Yj are
fractional, then one such is chosen and first fixed at zero, and
the linear program again solved producing zl' and then fixed at
one and the linear program solved producing Z2. it is clear that
(2)
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. is a new lower bound on z. This procedure if carried out iteratively
will result in the construction of a tree whose nodes are represented
by the z's and the corresponding value of the fixed yts. If a node
is reached where all the yts are integer in the LP solution then
the z value.at this node gives an upper bound on z. A node where all
the yts are integer will be call~d a terminal node, as opposed to a
non-terminal node, where, at least one y is fractional. The LP
solution at a terminal node will be referred to as a terminal solution.
Branching continues from any nonterm;nal node, whose optimal LP
objective value is less than the current upper bound. The algorithm
stops when there are no nontermina1 nodes whose LP solution are less
than the curr~nt upper bound. The current upper bound is then the
optimal solution.
If, at ,some node Kl, Ko are the set of indices of yts that are fixed
at one and zero respectively, and K2 are the indices of the remaining
yls, then because of the assumption of unlimited plant capacity, the
opti~al solutions to the LP at this node is
x .• =lJ
where,
o otherwise ,
0 if iEKo '
(3)
1 if iEKl ,
l x. .t», if iEK2jEP' lJ 1
1
fk if kEK2
0 if kEKl •
The use of certain simplifications, which reduce the number of branches
are given in [4.1,4.21. As their modified forms are mentioned in
section 4.3, they are not discussed here.
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4.3 Formulation of the Problem in the General Case
In this case the function used to describe the plant cost is a
piecewise linear concave function as shown in Fig(l)
PLANT i
_--~-
~----~k~.+f. I
.>: .,>:" I 1 'k I
! I
I I
l I
I I
I I
_.-
L.
l~
.Fig(l)
Li Total shipped
ki
This case is of particular importance because it is often encountered
in real-life problems. The concave cost function shown in Fig(l) can
be represented by ki separate linear cost functions as shown in Fig(2) .
...,
."o
V...,
c:ro
r-
e..
Total shipped
ftg(2)
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Note that, the lower envelope of the ki cost functionsis the original cost func-
tion. Replacing the variable xij with ki variables Xijl,Xij2"",Xijki'
allows the concave cost function to De replaced by k. linear
1functions, each having a different associated fixed cost fil,fi2, ...,fik.'
Thus the problem has been expanded to have 1
(4)
non-integer variables, and kl + k2 + ••• + km fixed charge variables
Y11'Y12""'Ylk 'Y2 ""'Y2k ,.••,Ym ""'Ymk .1 1 2 1 m
The objective _is to formulate the problem in such a way that a formula
like (3) can be used to solve the LP's associated with the problem at
each node.
Let Ai ,Ai ,...,Aik. be the slope of the lines in the Fig(2},
1 2 • 1
A. ~ A. ~ •.• ~ A'k ~ 0, as the original cost function was concave.
11 12 1 i
Define
C"k = (t.. + A'k}D. for all1J . 1J 1 J
lEN. , (j = ·l, ... ,n)
J
(5)
where
Mi = {1,2, ••• ,ki}, (i = 1,2, ••. ,m) • (6)
Now the problem can be formulated as:
Minimize C. 'kx, ok + }'
lJ lJ i ~E i
kEM.
1
subject to
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l xijk = 1 , (j = 1, ... ,n)iENj
kEM.
12 Y; k s 1, (i = 1, .. 0 ,m)
kEM.
1
Os r x.. k s n. Y . kjEP. lJ 1 1
1
Yik =, 0 or 1
(7)
If at a particular node K~ = {(i,j)IYij is fixed at l} and
K~ = {{i,j)IY;j is fixed at O} and K~ be the set of ordered pairs (i~j)
corresponding to free variables Yij' The optimal solution to
programming problem at this node is given by
(8)
o otherwise
o if (i,k)EK~
1 if (i,k)(K~ (9)
{.L ).}' xijkif (i,k)EK~
n. JEP,
1 1 "
(10)
Some useful simplifications, which significantly reduce computational
effort are mentioned below:
1. Let Li ,Li 'o...,L i (i = 1,. o.,m) be the abscissi of the points2 3 k. .
of discontinuity of gradiehts for cost function of the plant i (see Fig(l))
and L. = 0 (i = 1,.o.,m) then if, for some integers h
1
·
11
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(11 )
Then,
Y ik = 0 k::':hi+1,...,ki (i = 1,2, ...,n) ,
in all the solutions, i.e. if the total demand of the potential
cus tomers , which can be supplied by the plant i is less than Lih.+1
and is equal or greater than Lih. then the integer variable 1
1
Yik can be kept fixed at zero for k = hi+l, •••,ki •
N.B. This simplification and the next one are carried out before
any calculation.
2. If
(12)
for some h, and there exists some i for which
(13)
then
Yik = 0 i = l, •.• ,m, . k = 1, .•• ,h-l ,
in all the solutions.
Some simplifications, which have been mentioned in [1,2] can be used
here, with some modifications. The modified form of those
simplifications are listed below:
3. This simplification determines a minimum bound for opening a
plant. If this bound is positive the plant is fixed open.
Mathematically this can be stated as:
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'ij' = Min [Max (Chjk ~ CijR.,O)J
(h,k)€(KlUK~) & hENj & (h,k) ~ Ci,'l (14)
6. = r
1R. • PJ€ .
1
It is clear that if ~iR. ~.0, then YiR. = 1, and Yik = ° (k = 1,...,ki)ki!!R.
for all the branches emanating from this node.
4. This simplification provides a means of reducing ni. If for
some plant i and customer j j€Pi.
Max "[Min '(Ch'k - Coo )] < ° ,R.€Mi (h,k)€Ki & h€Nj J '~R. (15)
then ni is reduc~d by one. If the inequality holds for all j€pi, then
Pi = ~, ni = ° and Yil = Yi2 = ... = Yiki = ° for all the branches
emanating from the node. Clearly if an already open plant can supply
a customer j cheaper than any of free plants, then such a customer
should not be considered as a potential customer of the free plants at
the node.
5. This simplification determines a maximum bound en the cost reduction
for opening a plant. If this bound is negative the plant will be fixed
closed. For (i,k)€K~, j€pi define
Wijk = Min [Max' {ChjR.- Cijk, 0)1
{h,R.)€Ki & h€Nj & (h,R.)i!!(i,k) (16 )
nik = .Lp Wijk - fik'
J€ i
If nik < 0 , then
Yik = 0 for all the branches emanating from the nod~.
(17)
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By considering the last three modified simplifications the author
suggests another simplification as:
6. It was mentioned earlier that if for some plant ia and joEP, ,
'0the inequality
< 0 (18)
then ni is reduced by one. Therefore the total demand which cano
be supplied .from plant io is reduced by Dj' Now compute
o
T. = r D.
'0 JEP. J ,,
jotjo
if Lih+l > T. ~ L.h ,,0 '
(19)
then set Yik = 0, k = h+l, ...,ki '
for all the branches emanating from the node.
7. An Efficient Method for Solving the LP Problems at Nodes
If for some jo and (io,ko)E(KiUK~) with iOENjo either (io,ko)EKi
and v .. k > 0 or (io,ko)EK~ and 'iI,. J'k > f. k In. then'oJo 0 0 0 0 '0 0 '0
X. • k = 1 , and x.. k = 0 otherwi se'oJa 0 'Jo
(20)
V •• k > 0 ,'oJo 0
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simply this means that
Min [Max(Chj k - Ci j k ' O)J > 0(h,k)EM 0 0 0 0
(21)
where
From (21) it is deduced that:
Max(ChJ, k - Ci J'k ' 0) > 0 ,• 0 000 (22)
so
ChJ,k > Ci J'k for all (h,k)€M .o 000
for all (h,k)€M, since 9hk ~ 0 .
(23) is equivalent to
g. k
, 0 o. , ghk
C. • k + = M, n (Ch' k + - ), J n. J nho 0 0 '0 (h k)€K'UK' 0, 1 2
(24)
therefore from (24) and (8) it is deduced that
and xhj k = 0 ~rwise •o
(25)
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From ("14)it is deduced that,
For all (h,k)EM.
In a similar manner to the above it can be deduced that:
. ghk= Mln (Chj k + --n--) ,
(h,k)e:K~UK~ 0 h
(26)
therefore x, . k = 1, and xhJ' k = 0 otherwi se.'oJo. 0 0
As the Vijk are calculated as part of previous simiplification,
little extra computational cost is required in applying the above
theorem.
.Tr.~following point is worthwhile mentioning. S~ppose for plant i
the original handling cost is piecewise linear but not concave.
Then as above this plant can be decomposed into several plants with
'linear' costs and different fixed charges. However , if during
computation it is desired to fix Yik = 1 then the following constraint
must also be imposed
(27)
-where S = {jl customer j is supplied by plant t l, else the solution
generated to the problem will be invalid. In the case of a concave
cost function this constraint (27) will hold in an optimal solution
anyway as any solution where (27) does not hold there always will be
another better solution in which (27) does hold.
Branching Decision Rules
The branch and bound method requires that a plant is selected from the
set of free plants at the node from which further branching is to be
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done. The selected plant is constrained to be closed and open respectively
to yield 'two additional nodes. The selection of such a plant is called
a 'branching decision', and the rule used for this selection is called
the branching decision. Delta-rules, omega-rules, y-rules, and demand-
rules can be applied to the problem in hand, for further details see [4.2J.
Example: Consider the following problem with five plants ~nd seven
customers. Details plant and delivery costs are given the following
table:
~
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 - 3 4 - 4 - 3.
2 4 - 6 5 - 5 4
3 3 - - - 4 6 -
4 4 - 5 4 - 4 -
5 - 4 - 6 - - 5
Dj 30 25 40 20 50 30 60
t ..lJ
Table 3-1
~
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3.0 2.5 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.5
2 3.0 2.8 2.3 2.1 2.0 1.8
3 3.0 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.4
4 3.0 2.3 2.0 1.9 1.5 1.3
5 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.4
A ••
lJ
Table 3-2
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In this problem kl = k2 = ... = ks = 6,
K 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 60 140 220 300 500 M
2 70 . 150 210 320 510 M
3 80 130 200 340 450 n
4 70 140 240 300 550 M
5 50 150 200 310 600 M
Table 3-3
where M is an arbitrary large number.
Given fll = 20, f21 = 25, f31 = 18, f41 = 20 and fSl = 28.
As it is being assumed that
all other fls can be calculated from the formula
; = 1,2, ..•,m
k!M.
1
k;t1
This is shown in Table 3-4
~
..
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 20 50 106 128 188 338
2 25 39 114 156 188 i290.
3 18 82 108 148 250 •295!
4 20 69 111 135 255 j;365
5 28 53 128 228 383 1443,
Table 3-4
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The first simplification is then applied
Let
A = l D. = 175
1 . P JJE 1
A = l D. = 180
2 .p J
JE 2
A = l D. = 110
3 • P JJE: g
AI = l D. = 120
• . P JJE 4
A = l D. = 105
S • P JJE: S
LI2 = 140 < Al < 220 = L~3 L22 = 150 < A2 < L23 = 210
Lgl = 80 < Ag < 130 = Lg2 L41 = 70 < A4 < L42 = 140
LSl"= 50 < As < 150 = LS2 ' therefore
Having ap-p1ied the first simplification, out of 18 of the 30 variables
Yij become zero.
The Cijk are now calculated, and are shown in Table 3-5
I'-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7r-
1
C121=150 C131=280 C1S1=350 Cl71=360- C122=137.5 Cl32=260 - C1S2=325 - Cl72=330
r-.. C123=127.5 C133=244 C1S3=305 Cl73=306
2
t211=210 C231=360 C241=160 C261=240 C271=420
C212=204 - C232=352 C242=156 - C262=234 C272=408
..._ C213=189 C233=332 C243=146 C263=219 C273=378
3 C311=180 C3S1=350 C361=270- - - -
r-. C312=156 C3s2=310 C362=246
4 C'+11=210 C431=320 C441=140 C~61=210
C'+12=189 - C432=292 ~442=126 - C:.62=189 -..._ io-.
S CS21=187.5 CS41=190 CS71=510- - - -
......... ._ Cs22=175 Cs42=180 Cs72=480
Table 3-5
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A12l = 0 A122 = 0 A123 = 10 ,
A13l = 0 A132 = 0 A133 = 16 A151 = 0
Al71 = 0 A172 = 0 A173 = 24 ,
AlS3 = 5 ,
so
All = 0 -20 = -20
A12 = 0 - 50 = -50
A13 = (10 + 16 + 24 + 5) - 106 = -51
Similarly it can be shown that
A21 = -25
A22 = -39
A23 = -.114
[
A = -1831
A32 = -42 [
A = ....2041
A42 = -34 i
A = -·28SI
AS2 = -53
The optimal solution to the linear program at this node is
X312 = 1 X122 = 1 x133 = 1 x442 = 1 XlS3 = 1 x462 = 1 x173 = 1,
and all xijk = 0 otherwise, and Y13 = i, Y12 = i, Y32 = i, Y42 = ~
and all the other yts are zero. Therefore
Ko = «5,1 i, (5,2), (4,1), (3,1), (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), n.i»
~ ~ = ({3,2), (4,2), (1,3), (1,2)}
K1 = ~ ,
Zl = 1617.80
69Note in finding optimal solution to LP at this node A462 = 21 > ~ ,
is being used to set x462 = 1.
Now by applying y-ru1es Y13 is set to 1 and Y11 = Y12 = o. Applying
the 4th simplification to plant 3 for which custom2r 5 can be supplied
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more cheaply from plant 1 which is already fixed open n3 = 3 - 1 = 2,
and the optimal solution to the linear program at this node is
x312 = x442 = x123 = X123 = x133 = x153 = X173 = 1, and all x··k = 0lJ .
othe rwise, and
Y13 = 1
Kl = {(1,3)}
K2 = {(4,2), (3,2)}
KO = «5, 1), (5 , 2), (4, 1 ), ( 3 , 1), ( 2 , 1), (2 , 2), (2, 3), (1, 1), (1,2 »
so
Following the procedure, the optimal solution is z3 = l66l.5'Y13 = l'Y42 = 1.
The related branch and bound tree is shown in Fig(3).
optimal solution
Fig(3)
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. 4.4 Concludi.ng Remarks. and Computati.onal Experience
The algorithm mentioned in section 3 has been programmed by the
author in FORTRAN IV. In writing this program the following features
have been introduced.
In a real life problem a customer cannot be supplied by all the plants.
Therefore in the tableau containing Cijk many of the blocks are kept
blank. By using the graph related to this problem these blank blocks
are not stored. Therefore problems of considerable size can be
handled by this program .
.
A major limitation of the branch and bound algorithm is the amount of
computer storage required to store all the eligible nonterminal nodes
and associated information. However, it is found that these storage
requirements can be reduced by deleting nodes which are no longer
processed by ttie algorithm. The storage used for these deleted nodes
is effecti vely used over and ave)' agai n for the new nodes that are
generated as the algorithm proceeeds.
This program is flexible in its design and it is possible to use any
of the eight branching decision rules mentioned in [4.2]
5 test problems with the following characteristics have been solved
by this program.
Problem 1. 5 plants, 7 customers, and the cost function of each
plant contains 6 segments (30 integer variables).
Problem 2. 10 plants, 20 customers( 36 integer variables). The
cost functions of the plants have altogether 36 segments.
Problem 3. 14 plants, 30 customers, cost function for each plant
contains 2 segments( 28 integer variable~ for each plant.
Problem4. 15 plants, 25 customers, cost function of each plant
contai ns 3 segments ( 75 integer var+sb les).
- ~u -
Problem 5. 15 plants, 40 customers, with 80 integer varia~les.
The following results are obtained (*)
The number of iterations required to 6btain the optimal solution
is less than the number of integer variables in the problems.
The number of integer variables which are fixed at ~ or ~
in the first iteration is very high in proportion.
In spite of the limited computational experience the characteristics
of algorithm lead us to believe that it can be equally effective for
large scale problems.
(*)y-Rules in [4.2J have been used for the solution in all these problems.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Chinese Representation of Integers and its Application in an
Algorithm to Find the Smith Normal Form for an
Integer Matrix
5.0 Summary
An. algorithm which transforms a nonsingular integer matrix to its
Smith Normal Form has been proposed. The algorithm is based on the
chinese representation for integers, and is considered to be more
efficient than any other known algorithms used for this purpose.
5.1 Introduction
To analyse a pure integer programming problem as a group knapsack
problem over a cyclic group [5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4J it is necessary to
consider an auxiliary problem well known in the literature as ILPC
i.e. Integer Linear Programming over Cone. If the solution to the
ILPC associated with the given problem is also a solution of this
problem then the ILPC is called an asymptotic integer linear program.
For a given ILP the corresponding ILPC can be easily analysed by con-
sidering its equivalent representations. There exist two classical
canonical representations [5.7J called Hermite Normal Form and Smith
Normal Form which may be used to obtain the desired equivalent repre-
sentations of the problem. Obtaining the Smith Normal Form corres-
ponding to the optimal basis matrix of the ILPC is the crucial step
of this analysis. In this study an efficient algorithm to find the
Smith Normal Form for a nonsingular integer matrix has been proposed.
In section 5.2 the definition and existence of these normal forms
are discussed and a general algorithm [5.2J for obtaining the Smith
Normal Form is stated. The chinese (modular) representation of an integer
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is considered in section 5.3. Section 5.4 contains a description
of the proposed. algorithInand an examp.Le , The computational
implications of the proposed algorithnl set against other known
algorithms are discussed in section 5.5. The appendix 5.1 contains
a short note on finding the gcf (greatest common factor) of a
set of integers represented in the chinese form. Appendix 5.2
contains a proof of a theorem stated in section 5.3.
5.2 Canonical Representations, [5.3J,[5.7J.
Two canonical representations are known from the middle of
last century and these are stated without proof in the two
following theorems.
Theorem 1. Hermite Normal Form: Given an mth order nonsingular
integer matrix B there exists an mth order, unimodular, integer
matrix K such that
[f~.J - F = BK ,
1J
where
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
f .. = 0 ,
1J
f .. > 0 ,
11
f•. < 0 and
1J
for all j > i ,
for all i
If .. 1 < f .. , for all i, and j < i •
1J 11
The matrix F is known as the Hermite Normal Form of B and 1S
unique for a given B.
Theorem 2. Smith Normal Form: Given an rothorder nonsingular
integer matrix B, there exist mth order, unimodular, integer
matrices R and C such that
[6 •• J - t;. = RBC ,
1J
where
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(i) Ilis a diagonal matrix (&ij = 0, i ~j), "
(ii) the diagonal elements denoted for convenience as
&.. = &. , i = 1,2••m, are all positive,J.1. . J. (2)
(iii) &i is a divisor of &i+1 ' i = 1,2•••m-1
The matrix Ilis caf.Ledthe Smith Normal Form of B; for a given
B the corresponding Ilis unique but the unimodular matrices R
and C'correspouding to the row and colmml operations are not unique.
Starting from the relationship,
detll=ldetRBCI=IDetRlxIDetBlxIDetCI=IDetBI=D ,
it can be deduced that
m
n
i=l
o. = D •
1.
In the following algorithm which transforms an integer matrix B
into its Smith Normal Form, a column and a row of B are referred
to as b: and b~ respectively and the elements as b .., i,j = 1,2•••m.
J J 1.J
Step. O.
Step. 1.
Set the cycle number t = 1.
In the matrix of order (m-t+1) interchange the columns
and rows such that the leading diagonal element btt
has the least absolute va.lue of all the nonzero
Step. 2.
elements of the matrix.
If btt divides btj exactly, for all j = t+1, •••m,
goto step. 3. Otherwise for some j, say j = k, btt
does not divide btk• In this case let,
(4)
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where n is an integer and 0 < q < btt •
Construct a column such that
.' ..
-c c cb = b - nb .k kt'
where the element btk = q is strictly less than btt•
. C-cReplace the column bk by bk and goto step 1.
Step 3. If btt divides bit exactly for i = t+1, •••m,
goto step 4. Otherwise for some i, say i = k,
bt~ does not divide bkt• In this case let,
(6)
where n is an integer and 0 < q < btt •
Construct a row such that
l)T = br - nbt
r ,
k k
where the element bkt = q is strictly less than btt•
r ;::-rReplace the row bk by bk and go to step 1.
Step 4. Reduction Operation. At this stage if btt * 0 then
th h t' Th t bnegate the t row of t e ma r~x. e elemen tt
divides all the elements in the tth row and the tth
column of the matrix such that
btj = njbtt , n. integer , j = t+1, •.•m,J
( 8)
and bit = R.ibtt 1. integer , i = t+1, •••m •., 1.
Step 5.
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Construct the columns,
b~ = b:
J J
cnjbt, whereby btj = 0, j = t+l, .••m,
c -and replace b. by bq for j = t+1, .••m, further
J J
set bit =~, i = t+1, .••m.
For the cycle t = this transformation leads to
the matrix shown in Tableau 1.
I
I
I
I
I
b11 I 0,---- - -,------------ - ---o b22 b23 .., b2m
o .. .. .
o bm2 bm3
(Tableau 1)
o
b
mm
If btt divides exactly bijei,j = t+l, •••m), then
set t = t+1. If t = m then goto Exit, otherwise
goto step 1. On the other hand if for some i,j
the following relationship holds,
where 0 < qij < btt '
then find Min {q...} =
~J
(10)
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By a combination of row wld column operation similar
to those set out in step 2 and step 3, it is possible
see Hu [5.2Jto make qR,kthe leading diagonal element
of the remaining matrix o:forder m - t + t , Thus
new value of btt = qR,k. Now goto step t ,
Exit. If b < 0 ·then set b =-bnun mm mm
The matrix is now transformed to its Smith Normal Form.
T.C. Hu CS. 2J provi des an upper bound on the number of times the
loop, step' through step 5 should be obeyed, he has also proposed
an improved algorithm for obtaining the Smith Normal Form for a
given matrix.
5.3 Some Relevant Theoretical Results and the Chinese
Representation of Integer. [5.5J,[5.6J.
Given a set of integers m"m2 •••mn, and their gcf d this may beexpressed as
The following theorems connecting m" m2, ••• mn and dare
well known [5.5J.
Theorem 3. There exists a set of integer multipliers k1' k2
such that
.•. kn
(12)
Theorem 4. If R,divides ml' m2 ••• mn the 9. also divides d.
Tne proof of this theorem follows directly from
Theorem 3.
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If 6. is the SniithNormal Form of the Matrix B,
i.e. RBC = 6. as in (2) then 01 is the gcf of the
set of integer elements b .., i,j = 1,2 •.•m, pf
. ~J
the B matrix. The author's proof of this theorem
as set in [5.4J is presented in Appendix 5.2.
Given a positive integer n, and the set of the first k prime
numbers P1' P2 ...Pk' the following k congruences may be
Theorem 5.
stated
n - r1(mod P1) Pl = 2,
n - r2(mod P2) P2 = 3 ( 13),
n - rk(mod Pk) , p = kth primek
where 0 ~ r. < p. , i = 1,2 •••k. From these congruences a~ ~
representation of the integer n is given as
(14)
k
and for n lying in the range 0 s n < IT
i=1
in (14) is unique. This is well known in the literature [5.6J as the
p. the representation~
chinese or the modular representation. The attraction of this
representation from the computational point of view is that given
the chinese representations of bTO numbers their sum, difference
and product may be obtained by sum, difference ~~d product
operations carried out modulo the prime numbers used to obtain
.the components (remainders) in the representation. This is
illustrated below.
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An Example.
Consider the number 678 vhi.ch may be expressed as
678 o (mod 2)
- .0 (mod 3)
- 3 (mod 5)
- 6 (mod 7)
- 7 (mod 11)
- 2 (mod 13)
- 15 (mod 17)
or 678 ~ (0,0, 3, 6, 7, 2, i5) .,
similarly 143 m~ be expressed as
143 ~ (1,2, 3, 3, 0, 0, 7)
Thus (678 + 143) .....(1, 2, 1, 2, 7, 2, 5) ...,821
(678 - 143) .....(1, 1, 0, 3, 7, 2, 8) ~ 535 , (16)
and (678 x 143) ,..(0,0, 4, 4, 0, 0, 3) ...,96954
An important implication of the above operations is that these
~ be carried out in parallel in a computer with parallel
processing facility. However, in the present study our immediate
concern is to eA~loit this representation to obtain tne gcf of
a set of numbers with a ninimum number of division operations
between integers. Note that the division operation in a computer
is an order of magnitude longer in time than tte multiplication
and the addition operation, also note that the representation
cannot be extended to the division operation wtich yields a
dividend and a remainder. Hovever , when the divi si.onis exact
i.e. the remainder is zero &ld the divisor is a prime, the
chinese representation may be exploited again, see appendix 5.1.
Reference [5.5] nay be consulted to find an algorithm for converting
a chinese representation into its decimal forl':l;note that the
proposed algorithm does not require this conve.cion ,
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An important corollary arising out of this representation is
that the gcf 1 for a set of relatively prime integer numbers
may be established at a glance i.e. a direct search in the
context of automatic computation. In Appendix 5.1 the theory
underlying thiG approach is more formally set out.
An Example.
Consider the numbers,
64 (°, 1, 4, 1)
25
33
(1, 1, 0, 4)
(1,0,3,5)
these are relatively pr~me as none of the columns formed by
the corresponding components is a null vector. Note that in
all the' other known algorithms it requires a lot more computational
effort to establish this unit gcf. In Appendix 5.1 an ,algorithm
for finding the gcf of a set of integers presented in their
chinese form is outlined, where these numbers are not relatively
prime, i.e. they have one or more primes as common factor.
5.4 An Algorithm for Finding the Smith Normal Form Based on
the Chinese Representation of Integers.
Given the integer matrix,
[b .• J - B ,
l.J
(18)
the matrix R is defined as
where b .. ~ (r1, r2, ••• rk) .. for all i,j is the chinese~J ~J
representation of b .•, l.J
Step O.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Exit
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Obtain the matrix R from the glven integer matrix B.
Set cycle number t = 1 and 15 = 1.o
Obtain the gcf d for all b .. , i,j = t, t+l, ••• m,
l.J
and set 0t = 0t-l ~ d, where d is obtained by applying
the algorithm given in appendix 1. Note that by the
end of this step the gcf d is taken out of the remaining
matrix.
Either (a) there exists one element of magnitude unity
. in the remaining matrix. In'this case goto st ep 3.
Or (b) there is no element of unit magnitude in this
matrix therefore carry out the'Auxiliary Sequence'
which makes one of the elements of the matrix unit
in magnitude.
Let Ib~pl = 1 be the unit element of the matrix, then
by at most two operations (one row, and one column)
this element is made the leading element btt of the
matrix B. Corresponding permutation operations are
carried out on the matrix R as well.
The leading element btt = divides all the elements
in the remadrring (m _,t + 1) x (m - t + 1) matrix.
The Reduction Operation as stated in step 4, section 5.2
is now carried out on the matrix B and also on matrix R.
At the eui of this step 'in the tth cycle the matrix B
.,_"and R 'are 'cl' the form displayed in Ts.bleau 2 and Tableau 3.
, Set t = t+l, if t < m goto step 1.
If b < 0 then set b = -b • NO"tlset 0 = 15 1 •bmm mm mm m m- mm
Smith Normal Form for B is now obtained.
B=
o
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o
-- - - - ----- _ ..-- ...
I
I bt+1 ,t+1 " . bt+1m
I
I
I
I·o
bmm
updated
t
. , .
(Tableau 2}
.~_ .. _ ......... -
R=
(Tableau 3)'
'Auxiliary Sequence'
In this sequence in a series of steps one of the elements of the
remaining (m - t + 1) x (m - t + 1) matrix is made equal to one.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Search for a set S of minimum card:nality such that
its elements are relatively prime. If all the elements
of S are in the same row or same column then goto step 2.
Otherwise goto step 3.
By integer linear combinations of the elements in S
(all in one row, or in one column) an element of
magnitude one is generated. Goto ~tep 4.
Construct a square submatrix of mi~imum order in
which the elements of the chosen Set appear. Applying
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to this submatrix the relevant steps of the general
algorithm (section 5.2) make the leading element unity.
Note that the transformation in this step must be
applied to the full revs and columns of the remaining
matrix, the elements of the submatrix being used only
to generate the transformation matrix.
Step 11. Return to the calling step.
An Examp.Le ,
Consider the integer matrix
2 ° 2B = -42 °-12 12 12
, (20)
the corresponding R is
(0,2,2) (0,0,0) (0,2,2)
R =
(0,2,2) (0,0,0) (0,2,1)
(0,0,3) (0,0,2) (0 f'\ 1'))~v ,£. ..
Set 6 =l,t=1.
0
All the first components of the chinese representation are zero;
therefore 2 is a common factor. Taking this out of B, andR
matrix (for the latter operation see appendix 1) it follows,
1 ° 1 (1,1,1) (0,0,0) (1,1,1) 1B = , R = (21)
1 ° -2 (1,1,11 (0,0,0) re, 1,2')
J-6 6 6 (0,0,4) (0,0,1) (0,0,1)
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From the entries of the matrix R it is obvious that the
corresponding elements in B are relatively prime, hence
d = lx2 = 2
and (22)
The matrix B is reduced to
°1 0 0B = 0 0 -3
0 6 12
and the corresponding R becomes
R=
not updatedJ/ .
(23)
(0,0,1) (0,0,2)
Set t = 2.
From R in (23) it is aga~n deduced that 3 is a co~~on factor
for the entries in the remaining reatrix B. Taking out this
common factor the remaining matrix in B and R become
(0,0,0)
(0.~2,2)
(1,2,4) '1i
(0,1,4)
(24)
•
The elements of this matrix are relatively prime, therefore
d = 3xl = 3 ,
and O2 = 0l~d = 2x3 = 6
Reducing B ageln, R is not considered further,
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the matrix
2 0 0
B =
0 6 0
0 0 2 ,
is obtained.
Set t = 3 ; since b33 = 2 > 0 °3 is computed as,,
03 = 02·2 = 12 ,
and the required Smith Normal Form
(26)
11 =
o 6 o
2 o o
,o o 12
is obtained.
5.5 Some Comments on the Computational Implications.
The algorithm stated in section 5.4 transforms an integer matrix
to its Smith Normal Form, exactly in (m-1) iterations. The
diagonal element 0. is known at the beginning of the ith iteration,
1
therefore the reduction operation is carried out only once in this
iteration. This is in contrast with the repe~ted application
of the reduction step in the general algoritr.:_;stated in
section 5•.2. For integers set out in the chi.ne..erepresentation,
formal addition (subtraction), multiplication operations are
replaced by their corresponding look up table::,see appendix 5.l.
The reduction operation cifthe matrix R is tl:.refore carried
out only by look up of these operation tables.
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At the reduction step of any algorithm used to obtain the
Smith Normal Form it is necessary to compute the gcf of
the set of elements of a matrix. The chinese representation
used by the authors prove to be of advantage in that:
(i) whenever the gcf is unity this is established immediately
from the representation,
(ii) otherwise the common factors which multiply to produce
the gcf are obtained immediately from the representation.
The number of operations by which the leading element is
generated has an upper-bound of ~(D) where ~ is a monotone
increasing function of D the determinant of the matrix, see
T.e. Hu 1i:S.2J ,p379. Since the gcf d is taken out at the
. / (m-ti+t )reduction step the determlnant D reduces to D d
therefore the number of operations are expected to reduce
in relation to this upperbound.
The algorithm has been programmed by the author in Fortan IV
and has been used to put the optimal bases of all the problems
in Haldi [5.8J to their Smith Normal Form.
'.
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Appendix 5. 1.
An algorithm which exploits' the chinese representation of integers
to obtain the gcf of a set of positive integers (not relatively
prime) is described in this appendix.
n expressed ln their
pConsider a set of positive integers n1, n2
chinese form asr '
(r"r2,···rk), , (r1,r2,'·••r4)2 •.• (r1,r2, ••.rk)p respectively.
The steps of the algorithm to obtain the gcf d are set out below.
Step O.
Step t •
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Set d = t ,
If the ith components (1 sis k) of the representations
,
of integers are zero for all the integers i.e.
(r.). = 0, for J = " 2, ••• P ,
1 J
(28)
then goto step 5.
Let s = min{n1,n2 .••np}' Find s and decompose s intoa1 a2 ak alits prime factors such that s = P, .P2 •.•Pk •••Pl '
where some a. m~ be zero. If s is discovered to be
J.
a prime go to step 4.
If the integer part of ~ is.less than Pk then the set
of integers are relatively prime goto exit.
For i = k+1,k+2, ••.1 and a. ~ 1 determine if p. is a
1 J.
common factor of the set of integers {n, ,112,..np}.
If yes goto step 5 else goto exit.
The prime p. is a common factor of the set of integers
1
n"n2 •••np' Divide to obtain nj ,
n t = (n./p.)
J J 1
and update the corresponding chinese
t t· (,' ,)represen a lon r1, r2 ••• rk .. J
The updating of the chinese representation is described
J = ',2, ... p
in the Note which follows.
Exit
Note:
'" 116 ..,
Set d' = d x p ..
1
n. = n~
J J
( ) (, I ,)r"r2,···rk j = r"r2,···rk j
and d = d" ,
j = 1, 2 ••• P ( 30)Update
and goto 5tep 1.
d is nOVT the gcf of the original set of p Lnt.ege rs,
Given an integer n., one of its factors p. and the
J 1
chinese representations of n. and p. ,
J 1
the chinese representation of n~
J
n! = (n./p.)
J J J.
(32)
can be obtained in a minimtw number of divisions by
the following method. It is assumed that a set of
k multiplication tables T1, T2, .••• Tk, of dimensions
P1 x P1' P2 x P2 ••• Pk x Pk corresponding to the
prime numbers P1,P2' •••Pk are available for this
method. Obtain the ith component r! the remainder of
J.
the division operation of n~ by p. (one division).
J J.
From the multiplicative relations
p , t ;t i
obtain ri by looking ~p table Tt' Thus the conversion
involves only one division operation.
The following example illustrates the met~od.
Let (1,0,1)n. = 21
J
P2 = 3 - (1,0,3)
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Therefore nj = nj/P2 = 7 ~ (r"r2,r3) to be obtained.
ri x 1 = 1 mode2) from T1 ' r1 = 1 ;
r' x 3 = 1 mod(5)3 from T3, r3 = 2
Further r' = remainder of (7/3) =2
Therefore n! = 7 ~ (1,1,2) •
J
Multiplication Tables
Table Tl
p = 3 0 1 22
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2
2 0 2 1
Pl = 2 0 1
.
0 0 0
1 . 0 1
Table T2
.'
P = 5 0 1 2 3 43
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2 3 4
2 0 2 4 1 3
3 0 3 1 4 2
4 0 4 3 2 1
Table T3
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Appendix 5.2.
The Theorem 5 stated in the text of this paper has been proposed
by Garfinkel and Nemhauser [4.4J. Thi,sTheorem is proved in this
appendix and forms the basis of the algorithm proposed by the
author .
Proof: Let d be the gcf of b .., i,j = 1,2 •••m,
l.J
it is required to prove that °1 = d. Asd is the
gcf it must divide any 'integer linear combination'
of the elements of B. It foll~ws from the operations
~y which 01 is obtained there exists a set of integer
multipliers (hence the term 'integer linear combination')
k .. (i,j = 1, 2 •••m) such that 0 is expressed as
l.J 1
mr k .. b ..
l.J l.J
(34)
i=l j=l
Therefore d divides 0, which implies,
B.1 back sUbstitution it can be proved that 01 divides
all b .. , therefore 01 divides their gcf d. This implies
l.J
that
(36)
From (35) and (36) it is deduced that
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CHAPTER SIX
HYbrid Gradient and Simplex Me~hod for the Solution of Linear Program
6.0 Summary
A mixture of gradient and simplex method is used to obtain an
optimal solution to a linear programming problem. It seems
that for some problems this method in contrast to the simplex
method mignt arrive at the optimal solution with a fewer number
of iterative simplex steps.
6.1 Introducti on
The simplex method is the most attractive and powerful method
for solving a linear programming problem, and was developed
by G.B. Dantzig. This is an iterative method which converges
to an optimal solution in a finite number of iterations. The
number of iterations depends on the number of constraints and
on the number of variables.
To illustrate the idea underlying the present approach consider
the linear programming problem shown graphically in Fig(l) and
defined mathematically as:
(1 )
Subject to Ax s b
x ~ 0 , where x = (XI,X2)
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"
function
Fig( 1 )
For simplicity assume that the vector t = (C1,C2) ~ O. The
vector Ac~(where A is a scalar) is perpendicular to the hyperplane
c1x1 + C2X2. Suppose for some A.AO,A~ t ,the vectorsAoC'A~C cut the
region S (region S is defined by the set of inequalities
Ax $ b , x ~ 0) at the paints Fl and F2. If F2 is chosen as a
starting point (note that the solutions corresponding to the
point Fl and F2 are feasible but not necessarily basic) at most
in two iterations the optimal solution is obtained.
In section 2 of this chapter the algorithm based on the above
mentioned idea is described, and in section 3 an example is
worked out by this algorithm. Section 4 contains a discussion
on the possible ways of extending this algorithm.
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6 •2 A1gorithms
Consider the general linear programming problem:
+ c xn n
subject to
a. x + a. x + +a.x (b. ei = l,.•.,p)111 12 2 1n n 1 I .
aiIxi + ai2x2 + + a. x ') b. ei = PI + 1, .•.,P2)in n r 1
aiIXl -l- ai2x2 + + a. X = b. i = P2 + 1, ... ,m1n n 1
(2)
x. ~ 0
J
(j = l,...,n) , and
it is assumed that all the b's are non-negative.
After introducing slack, surplus, and artificial variables (2)
can be written as:
Max z n= I c .x •j=l J J
'subject to
i = 1, •.•,PI
i = PI + 1"",P2 (3)
i :;P2 + 1, ••• ,rn
i = P2+1, ...,m .
a. x + a. x +
11 1 12 2
+ a. x - x . = b.
1n n n+t 1
+ a. x + v. = b.
1n n 1-P2 1
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Consider two cases:
CASE 1. p = rn i.e., there is no equality constraint.
2
Define
P = {j I c.' > O}
J
(4 )
and set
{
Cjt if j € P
Xj = 0 otherwise, (j = 1, .•.,n) (5)
Substitution of these x's in (3) leads to the relation
n
xn+i = b. - ( l c .e .. )t i = 1, .•.,Pl1 j=l J lJ (6)
n
xn+i = ( l c .a..)t - b. i = Pl+1, ..•,rn .j=l J 'J 1
Let
a. =
1
n( l c.a .. )j=l J 1J i = 1, ... ,rn , (7)
whereby (6) can be expressed as
i = 1, ... ,Pl
(8)
i=Pl+1, •..,rn .
Let
Q = {i I a· ;t O} ,1 (9)
set xn+i = 0 for all i € Q , this leads to
bit,. = -- for all i € Q •
ai
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Suppose
t*:: Min {to > 0 i € (Q {1,2, ... ,PI})}
I 1
(10 )
t; = Max {ti > 0 I ; € (Q {P1+1, ...,m})}
then obtain
x* b. Ctitf 0 i 1 , Pln+i = - ~ = ...,,
x~+i = Ctit~ - b. ~ 0 i = P1+1, ...,m1
(11 )
If t* ~ t* ~ 0 it can be immediately deduced that the constraints
1 2
are consistent and two feasible solutions may be constructed as
where (12 )
x~ =
J
x~ =
Jo otherwi se o otherwise
and
n n
L c.x~ ~ I C.X4 (13)
j::l J J j=l J J
It follows from these relations that xl is a feasible solution.
Later on it is shown how a basic feasible solution may be obtained
from this solution.
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If t* > t* it cannot be deduced that the constraints are not consistent.
2 l'
Fig(2}
This is shown in Fig(2). Under these circumstances the problem
is considered as CASE 2.
Example 1.
Max z = 2x1 + 3x2 '
subject to
(14 )
3x1 + x2 S 54
xl + 3X2~ 6
2x + x ~ 41 2
X ,x ~ 01 2
,
,
,
Grapntca11y tQts problem ts snown tn Ftg(3}.
(S)
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solution
function
Fig(3)
After introducing slack and surplus variables the problem may be
wri tten as:
Max z = 2x1 + 3x2
subject to
-x + 3x + x = 28
1 2 3
3x1 + x2 + X4 = 54 or
xl + 3x2 - Xs = 6
2x
I
+ X - X = 4
2 6
X. ~ 0 i = 1, ... ,6,
By setting x = 2t x = 3t
1 2
in (15) gives
r
X3 = 28 - (-Xl + 3x2)
X4 = 54 - (3Xl + x2)
1
Xs = (Xl + 3x2) - 6
x6 = (2xI + x2) - 4
X.~O i=1, ... ,6,
(15)
p = {1,2}, and substituting these
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X3 = 28 - 7t
x,+= 54 - 9t
Xs = llt - 6
x = 7t - 4s
Putting xi = 0 for i = 3,4,5,6 gives
t = 28/7 = 4 t = 54/9 = 6 t = 6/11 , t•.= 4/7I 2 3 ~
t* = Min {4,6} = 4
I
.
t* = Max t6/11,4/7} = 4/7
2
so t* > t* ~ 0 , and the feasible solution which is chosen as the. I 2
starting point is
Xl = (8,12,0,18,38,24) , (16)
which is a feasible, but not basic solution. Later on it is shown
how a basic feasible solution can be obtained from this feasible
solution.
CASE 2. P2 < m i.e., there are some equality constraints.
In this case an infeasibility form is introduced as:
m P2
l V. - P - LX. =i=P2+1 1 2 ;=P1+l n+1
m P2
=. l Cbi-Ca; Xl + .•.~ a;nxn)J+ L [b.-(a. x1+ ...+ai X )J1=P2+1 1 i=P1+1 1 11 n n
m-P2 P2-P1
= i~l Vi - i~l xn+P1+; =
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[I a. lx, soi==p.l+1 m n
w == a - a x - a x - ... - BnXn 'o 1 1 2 2
m
B· = l a ..
J i=p +1 13
• 1
(17) can be written as:
where (j = o,l, ... ,n)
-6 == -w - e x - e x - ... - ~nxnQ 1 1 2 2
Let
R = {j lB. > 0 ,
J
j = 1, ... ,n} ,
introduce a parameter t, and set
, (j == 1, ... , n ) ,
substituting these in (3) and solving the equations for
xn+i (i = 1,· •. ,P2)' and vi (i = 1,... ,m-P2) the following
is obtained
n
xn+i = b. - ( l a. ·a·)t
1 j== 1 1J J
n
Xn+i = { la .. a.)t - b.
j= 1 1J J 1
v, = b. - ( ~ a .. 6.)t
1-P2 1 j==l 1J J
(i = 1, ... ,Pl)
(i == Pl+l,•..,P2)
(i = P2+1, ..•,m)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21 )
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or (21) may be written as:
where
Let
(i = 1,.•.,p}) ,
(i = Pl+1, ...,P2) , (22)
(i = P2+1, ...,m) ,v, =b.-6.t1-PZ 1 1
n
6. = ( L a .. 8.)
1 j= 1 1J J
(i = 1, ... ,m) •
T = {i I 0 t ~ 0, i = 1, ..• ,m} (23)
set ~n+i' vi-P2 equal zero for those i € T and solve the equations
for t, which gives
b.t. = _1 for all i € T .
1 0; . (24)
t* is chosen as:
t* = min {ti I ti > 0 and i € T}
substituting t* in (22) gives
and
i = 1, ... ,PI
(2S)
v. = y .'= b. - 8·t*1-P2 n+1 1 1
{
cit* if
,xi= Y i = 0 otherwi se
i = P2+1, .•.,m
i € T
,
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w = Ml = ao - elYl - e Y - 63y 3 - - 6nYn2 2
(26)
z = M2 = cIYl + c2Y2 + ... + cnYn
In tableau representation this is shown in (Tab1eau -0) .
Note. The elements of the ~th tableau are denoted with superscript ~ •
F-ru1e
Initial step ·set ~ = 1
Step O. Choose a column, say jo ' such that Yj~> 0 and -ej~ > 0
and Xj is not a basic variable and go to step 4. If no such
o
column exists go to step 1.
Step .1. Choose a column, say jo ' such that
(-a.-f.) = min {(-ej:) I (-6.~) < O} (27)Jo Jo
go to step 2. If no such column exists go to step 6.
Step 2. For finding pivot row carry out ratio test as
(28)
Choose the ioth row as a pivot row, do pivotal transformation,
Y ~r.
~ '0 th= Y. + -- , update all the entries of the (~+l)J ~o a ..'oJo
tableau, set ~ = ~+1, go to step 3.
Step 3. If w = 0 go to step 7, otherwise go to step O.
- 13\-
< < x x x X I3 .... ::s ::s ::s ::s N ~I + + + . . . +"'0 "'0 "'0 "'0 ......3 N ...... ....
+......
-< -< -< -< -< -< ::s: :3:
3 ::s ::s ::s ::s . . . ::s N .... ......+ + + + + +::s "'0 "'0 "'0 "'0 __,N N ..... .....+ +__, __,
III III III III III III I I
3 ::s ::s ::s ::s . . . ..... o U) x...... + + + + ..... ..... ..... ..... ...."'0 "'0 "'0 "'0N N ..... .....+ +__, __, __, ......__, __,
· · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · ·.
III III III III III III , I3 ::s ::s ::s ::s · · · ..... o U) x::s + + + + ::s ::s ::s ::s ::s"'0 "'0 "'0 "'0N N ..... .....+ +....... ::s ...... ::So
::s ::s
x
::s
0 0
0 0 __, 0 +__,
. ·. ·. ·
x::s
0 0 __,
0 0 0 +""0
1-1
X::s
+I "'0
0 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 .....
+__,
···
x
::s
0 I
0 0 0 0 +......
"'0
N
<
0 __,
0 0 0 0 ......
·. ·. ·
<0
0 3
__,
0 0 0 0 0 I
"'0
N
0 0 0 0 0 0 ...... 0 N0 0 0 0 0 __, ~
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Step 4.
increased.
As (-(3/') > 0, therefore by decreas ing x . ,-w can be
Let 0 Jo
. Y/
r = m~n {min { 1~ ,
1 [a .. IlJO
(29 )
1If r = y. , set
Jo
1+1 0 and 1+1 = y1 1Yj 0 =, Yr. r, + ra ..1 1 lJO (i = l,...,m)
all the other entries of the (1+1}th tableau are the same as
Hh
If r =
1 = 1+1, go to step O.
for some i = i , then seto
y~+l = y~ _ rand y1+1 = Y 1 + ra.~ (i = l, ... ,m) ,
Jo J ri ri lJO
all the other entries of the (1+1}th tableau are the same as 1th
tableau, set 1 = 1+1, go to step 5.
Step 5. It follows from the above operation that for i = io'
111Y = 0 and a. . < 0, choose a. . as the pivot element, carryria laJa lOJO
out a pivotal transformation, set y~~l = y~ ,update all the
10 Jo
element of the (1+1)th tableau, set 1 = 1+1, go to step O.
Step 6. If w ~ 0 , problem has no feasible solution,
go to step 8.
Step 7. The present representation contains a feasible solution.
Step 8. Stop.
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B-ru1e which can be applied to get a basic feasible solution from a
given feasible solution is discussed now. B-rule in some way is
similar to F-ru1e.
B-ru1e
Initia1 step . Set ~ = 1 go to step O.
Step O. Choose a column, say jo ' such that, yJot > 0 and (-cot) > 0
o Ja
and xo is a nonbasic variable, go to step 4. If no such column exists
Jogo to step 1.
Step 1. Cnoose a column, s~ j , such that yot > 0 ando Jo
(_cot) = min {(-c~) I (-c~) < 0 , Y~ > O} ,go to step 2. If no
Jo j J J J
such column exists go to step 6.
Step 2. Do ratio test for finding the pivot row as usual, i.e.
{
R.
Y. ro
o 1= mm -t-. ,ao 0lJO
ao~ > o} ,lJO (30)
if all ao~ s 0 then the problem is unbounded, go to step 7, otherwiselJO
choose ioth row as a pivot row, carry·out pivotal transformation update
all the entries of the (~+l)th tableau,
t+1 t R. tset Yro = yo + Y lao 0 ,set t = t+1, go to step 3.10 Jo rio lOJO
Step 3" If all the nonbasic variables are zero, go to step 6,
otherwise go to step O.
Step 4. As (-cJ~) > 0, therefore, by decreasing Xo , the objective
Jofunction can be increased, let
, ao~ < 0 } , yot }lJO Jo
(31 )
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If R. R.+1 R. R.. R.+1r = YJ·o ' then set, M2 = M2 + r(-c .. ), y. = 0,lJO J 0
R.+l R.Yr. = Y - + ra ..
1 ri 'Jo
of the (R.+l)thtableau
i = 1,2, ... ,m and all the other entries
are the same as the R.thtableau, set
If
R.+l,g0R.to step O.
Yr.
10r = ---R.- for some i
a ..10JO
R. =
yR.+l = y R. + ra.R.. i = l,..•,m MR.+1= M2R.+ r(-c.~ ) ,
ri ri 'oJo ' 2 'Jo
and all th~ other entries of the (1+1)th tableau is the same as R.th
tableau, set R. = R.+l,go to step 5.
choos~ a.R.. < 0 as a pivotal
. ' oJo
upaate all the element of the
It follows from the above operation that for i = io'Yr~ = 0,
'0
Step 5.
element, carry out the pivotal transformation,
(R.+l)th tableau, set R. = y.R. , andYr. Jo10
R. = R.+l,go to step O.
Step 6. The solution is a basic feasible solution moving from
a feasible vertex in the steepest direction to increase the objective
function.
In the tableau containing a basic feasible solution. Let
L = {j c~ > 0 for some jJ 1 s j s m+n}
K = {j Xj is nonbasic variable}
set Xj = {C~t if j £ LnK
o otherwise
where t is a parameter as in (20). Substitute these x's into the
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equations obtained from the corresponding tableau, carry out the
operations as defined in (22), (23), (24) and (25). This gives a
solution to the equations obtained fr?m tableau.
Now the steps of the algorithm may be stated as follows:
Step O. If P2 = m ~ use CASE 1 to obtain a solution, if the
solution is basic feasible go to step 4. If it is feasible but not
basic go to step 1. If the solution is not feasible go to step 2.
Step 1. Apply B-ru1e, if a basic feasible solution can be
obtained go to step 4; otherwise corresponding to the unbounded
exist of the B-ru1e go to step 6.
Step 2. Use CASE 2 if a basic feasible solution is obtained
go to step 3. If the solution is feasible, but not basic, go to
step 1. If solution is not feasible go to step 3.
Step 3. Apply F-rule, if a feasible solution is obtained go
to step 4; otherwise go to step 8.
R. .Step 4. If -cj ~0 for j = l,...,m+n, go to step 7, otherwise
go to step 5.
Step 5. Move from the given feasible vertex in the steepest
direction to increase the objective function,whereby you get an
improved solution and go to step 1.
Step 6. Problem is unbounded go to step 9.
Step 7. The corresponding tableau contains an optimal solution
go to step 9.
Step 8. The problem has no feasible solution go to step 9.
Step 9. Stop.
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6.3 Example
Max z = 5x1 + 16x2
subject to
2x1 + x2 S 10
Xl + 2x2 S 10
4xl - 2X2~· 1
-2x + 4x ~ 1
1 2
X1,X2 ~ 0
By introd~cing negative slack, and slack variables, the problem
may be rewritten as:
Max z = 5x + 16x ,
1 2subject to
2xl + x2 + x3 = 10
Xl + 2x2 + x4 = 10
4xI - 2x2 - Xs = 1
-2x + 4x - X = 1126
X ,X ,...,x ~ 0126 X, ••• ,X·~O1 6
X 3 = 10 - (2x1 + X2 )
X4 = 10 - (xl + 2x2)
Xs = -1 + (4Xl - 2x2) (a)
X6 = -1 + (-2x1 + 4x2)
It can be easily seen that CASE 1 cannot be applied, therefore the
infeasibility form is introduced as:
or -2 = -w - 2xI - 2x2 •
By substituting xl = 2t, X2 = 2t in (a) the following equations
are obtat ned.
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X3 = 10 - 6t
xlt = 10 - 6t
Xs = -1 + 4t
x = -1 + 4t ,n .
(b)
setting xi = 0, i = 3, ••. ,6 , gives
tl = t = 5/3, t = t = 1/42 3 It
t* = nun {l/4,5/3} = 1/4 .
Substituting t* = 1/4 gives tne following values for x's
(c)
in the tableau form this may be written as
1 xl X2 X3 XIt Xs X6 Z W
-w 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 1
z 21/2 -5 -16 0 0 0 0 1 0
x3 17/2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
xlt 17/2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
Xs 0 -4 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
Xs 0 2 -4 0 0 0 1 0 0
X = X = iI 2
Tableau (6-0)
The tableau (6-0) contains a feasible solution, which is not basic.
Now B-rule is applied to get a basic feasible solution. The related
steps of this rule are carried out in tableau (6-1), and tableau (6-2).
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1 Xl X2 X3 X4 Xs X6. Z
Z 21/2 -37 0 0 0 8 0 1
x3 17/2 4 0 1 0 -1/2 0 0
x4 1/2 5 1 0 0 -1 0 0
x2 1/2 -2 1 0 0 1/2 0 0
x6 0 "1"6 0 0 0 2 1 0
X = i1
Tableau (6-1)
.
1 Xl X2 X3 X4 Xs X6 Z
Z 21/2 0 0 0 0 -13/~ -37/6 1
X3 17/2 0 0 1 0 5/6 +5/6 0
.x4 1/2 0 1 0 0 ·2/3 5/6 0
x2 1/2 0 1 0 0 -1/6 -2/6 0
Xl 1/2 1 0 .0 0 -1/3 -1/6 0
Tableau (6.2)
Tableau (6-2) contains a basic feasible solution, which is not optimum.
Now put X = ~ t X = 37 t5 3 6. 6
By substituting these into the equations
X3 = 17/2 - (5/6xS + 4/6x6)
X = 17/2 - (2j3x + 5/6x )4 5 6 -
X
2
= 1/2 + (1/6x
S
+ 2/6x
6
)
Xl = 1/2 + (1/3xS + l/~x6.) ,
(c)
which are obtained from tableau (6-2},the following are deduced.
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X3 = 17/2 - (5/6.13/3 + 4/6.37/6}t
X4 = 17/2 - (2/3.13/3 + 5/6.37/6}t
X2 = 1/2 + (-/6.13/3 + 2/6.37/6}t
Xl = 1/2 + (1/3.13/3 + 1/6.37/6}t .
By putting xi = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4 in (d) one gets
tl = 1.1007 t2 = 1.0588
substituting t* in (d} gives the following solution
(d)
Xl = 3.1177, x2 = 3.4411, x3 = 0.3235, x4 = 0, Xs = 4.5882, Xs = 6.5294,
which is a feasible solution to the problem. This solution in tableau
form is represented as:
1 Xl X2 X3 XI+ Xs Xs z
z 70.646 0 0 0 0 ·-13/3 -37/6 1
x3 0.3235 0 0 1 0 5/6 4/6 0
xl+ 0.0 0 0 0 1 2/3 5/6 0
x2 3.4411 0 1 0 0 -1/6 -2/6 0
xl 3.1177 1 0 0 0 -1./3 -1/6 0
Tableau (6-3)
Xs = 4.5882
x6.= 6.5294
All the entries of the tableau (6-3) are the same as the tableau (6-2)
except the values for x's. Now a pivotal transformation is carried
out on the tableau (6-3) to make Xs basic variable. This is shown in
tableau (6-4).
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1 ~Xl X2 X3 X4 Xs X6 Z
Z 70.6461 0 0 0 37/5 3/5 0 1
x3 0.3235 0 0 1 -4/5 3/10 0 0
x6 6.5294 0 0 0 6/5 4/5 1 0
x2 3.4411 0 1 0 +2/5 1/10 0 0
xl 3.1177 1 0 0 2/5 -1/5 0 0
Xs = 4.5882
Tableau (6-4)
By decreasing Xs the objective function is increased. Consider
r = min{15.5885,4.5882} = 4.5882 ,
therefore set Xs = 0 and the optimal solution is
X3 = 0.3235 + (4.5882)(0.3) = 1.7
x6 = 6.5294 + (4.5882)(0.8) = 10.2
x2 = 3.4411 + (4.5882)(0.1) = 3.9
xl = 3.1177 - (4.5882)(0.2) = 2.200 = 2.2
z = 73.4
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6.4 Discussion
The ideas put forward by Hadley [1.3] and Zoutendijk [6.4] in
applying gradient method to solve the ~athematical programming
problem, takes a simple form by mixing that idea with simplex
method, and taking advantage of the structure of Linear programming
problem. The preliminary investigation reported in this chapter
leads to the following question
Is it possible to carry out the algorithm mentioned in this
chapter in the context of product form, rather than tableau,
which is used throughout?
A similar method may be developed to solve the quadratic programming
problem or in general a convex programming problem.
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Appendix Rl
Tnis Appendix contains a FORTRAN program for finding all the vertices
of a convex polyhedron S, using algorithm 1 in chapter 2. The set
S is defined by the set of inequalities,
Ax'~ b ,
x ~ 0 ,
and it is assumed that all the components of b are non-negative.
The Data Deck
To use the program, a data deck should be prepared as follows:
First Card. This card contains 3 values. These may be punched
in whatever fashion the user desires, but FORMAT statement number 100
mLis·tbe changed accordingly. The variable names into which these
3 data are read, and their purposes are as follows:
IW The number of rows of constraint equations
IZ The number of columns in (e) including the column of constants
in the .constraint
IV The number of real variable + 1 ;.a real variable meaning variables
in the set of inequalities Ax ~ b, i.e., other than slack
variables which are introduced to convert Ax s b into the set
of equati on
Ax + IU = b (e)
Second and Subsequent Cards: Onto the next set of cards the
coefficient of the matrices including the constants defining the
set of equations Ax + IU = b are punched, and if necessary the
FORMAT statement number 102 is changed in such a fashion that these
data are read into the array.
D(M,N) M = 1 to IW and N = 1 to IZ as follows:
D(l,N) Holds the coefficient (elements) in tne first row(thus the
first constraint equation)
D(IH,N) Holds the coefficient (elements) in the Mth row and final
row (thus the final constraint equation).
Example problem.
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It is required to find all the vertices defined by the set of inequalities
5x + 3x2 + X ~ 1050I 3
4x
I + 3x2 + 2X3~ 1000
Xl + 2x2 + 2x ~ 4003
Xl' X2' X3 ~ 0
Ca)
Adding slack variables x4' Xs and Xs (a) may be written as:
5x
I + 3x2 + x3 + x4 = 1050
4x
I + 3x2 + 2x + X = 1000 (b)3 5 .
Xl + 2x2 + 2x3 + X = 400 .6
The data deck is prepared as follows:
! _-.~J~1-0__ 2_'.0_U_- __ 2.0_0__ 0_._OI_J __ 0_.U_-O 1._00_- _4_00_.00
4 90 3.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1000.00.l-.r,:l~!-~-- ---- ---,---- --_ ---- -- __!itJ 3.00 1.013 1.00 0.00 0.00 10.50.00l,._i,l.--- --- --- --- ---- --- -------- ..-
.j 7 4
C-";'ICCM~t": ~
TATE~::"~;~
NUMt'cr< i=:~
o100TDi~yo Q 0 0 0 DOG 0 0 0 0 0 fO'Oo 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 J DODO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 :TffiooocTIOii'rrU-ooo'1ITiff
;:; ; ; ;I;I; ;..; 'I! 'I: ;! j! .; .; ;' ~ '11 ;' :: :; ;! ~ :; '; ~ ;' II' ;' ;1 ;' ~ 1; ~ ~ ~' ;' ;' ~ ;' ;' ;' ;: ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ;1 '; ~; ;J: ~ '; '; 'I' I; '; ;' ~ 'I' ~ ;: '; ~ ;! '; i; ~ ;: :;
2:22"221212222222222222222222222222222222222222222: 12 2 2 2 212 22222222 Z 2 2 21 2 2 2I •
13~3 3 l 3 • J 3 3 3 3 J 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 l j 3 l 3 :; 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 13 3 3 3 3 3 j 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ~ 3 3 3
f
.:. « 4 .'~ 14 ( « 4 4 « 4 ( ( « 4 J 4 • 4 • 4 4 4 4 « « 4 ( 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 • 4 • 4 4 « « 4 • C 4 ( « « « « ~ • « « 4 4 ( 4 4 4 4 « 4 4 4 4 4 _
5:5 5 5 s,'+ 5 5 5 ; 5 5 5 5 5 , ; 5 5 , , , 5 , , , , , , , , 5 , , , , , , , , 5 5 , , s 5' ; , 5 , l 5 5 , , , , , , , , s , , , s , , , ;
i&~6 & S 6 U 6 ti 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 & 6 6 6'6 6 & 6 6 6 6 & 6 6 6 6 6 ~ 6 6 6 6 & 6 & 6 ~ & & 6 i f j 6 6 6 & 6 6 6 & 6 , 6 6 6 6 6 D 6 6 6 6 ~ 5
FORTRAN STATEMENT
A scratch file is used in the :program to write the generated tableaux
for further reference.
I •
J 00.
102
103
,104
:1 U 5
,IU6
.7
8
145
. '.... .,:"
UEFJNE' FILEIU(22U~~Uu~u,K~V£)
IN1EGE~' ~MALL{20U~3U) ',Ak(30)
OIMEN~IONU{3U~~U)~IdV(4U)~X(~U) .
COM~ONIIK~Vfu~N~V~~L~VE~U~~MALL~N,\IW,IZ~IY~Kl~IHV~Ak~X,IX
FOkMA1(3I6) .
F'OK Ml.\ 'J ( 1 (J F)3 • 2 )
FOK~Al(IHl~4UX~I~HINIlIAL iA8LEAU)
rUHN]A}(,IX~ lc~~;.1/(7X~ 12~«.1 )/(7X, 121-'8.1 n
FUt<·\1{\ 'j ( 1HI, ;2IJX, 22;;(;1YHdJ J N/~"I E U~" VEI·d I C~~)
FOI~;v)/U (IX"2HXC,, 13~21i)=,f iO.Li)
KEAO(2~IUU)IW~IZ~IY
'IX=IZ-l
DO 1 M=I~JW
HEAD(2,IU2)(U(M,N)~N=I~IZ)
~"kr TE ( 3 ~ 1U~DDO
" .
2 M= 1,I~,!
WkllE(3~I04){U(M,N),N=1~I7.)
OU 3 N=IY,IXOD 4 L= 1" 11:1
1 F ( un, , N) • EU • 1 )
CON'jINu£.
ltiV(L)=N
CUN"j 1 NUE
l'lI'd 'J E ( 3, lOS)
DO ., I=l~IW
X(I~V(I»=D(IJIZ)
DO' k J = 1 ~ I Y - 1
I..JkI 1 E ( ~~" I 0 6 ) ,J~ X ( J)
UQ ?P?
~:"1AL L ( 1 " J - !Y + I ) = I
Kl=1
L~\"E.:"K~\lE=1
CALL 1011-18.
N~IJE=1
l\j:O
N=\!+l
L~"E:.=3
K2:L(~'vE
eJ:oLL Hnr4d
~~\it:.=K2
I ~ ( 0j - I '/ ) IIi; ~ liLt' 1 ::,
:V~\"!:..=·\J~V!:..+1
\1=11
GO '10 6·
I=IY,,rX
, .
-,
IF(~~Vl-L(~~~)MU,~u,PI
Glj "j Cl 1 U
G;j hi fiu lJ
lJt.i 'J I=I~
IF (N-In\j( I »9" IU,9
Ci.JN1!~uE
U·U_ r' rvn U 6- 1 Cl)
Gil hi 111
• :~" e ,
~ ."
",.: .,' .
,'
"
"
. '.,
.. ' ~:...
.• 1...
.......
. :.' 141·.-::
. '..
. ,~ .
•
60
!:iUH!~LJU1'I NE. I Ul Ai::!
IN1£GEk ~MALL(~OU,~U) ,AK(~U)
OIMEN~10NU(30,~U),18V(4U),X(~U}
COMMUNII~~VE,N~VE,L~VE,U,~MALL,N,IW,IZ,IY,~l,I~V,AK,X,IX
J F (L ~V E - 2 ) 611 , () U , 62
\~k~I 'I F~( 1 U • K ::,V ~~) ( C Cu(M, i ), 1 = 1 , I Z ), I tj'v ( M) ) , iVl= 1 , J \.J)
1<S V r..= K ~ V E - 1
Kt: lU!,i\!
KSVE=;-~':)v£:.
k EA j) C 1 U • K ~ V£.) ( ( CU(fvl, J ), I = 1 , I Z ), I B V ( ,Vl) ), Ni = 1 , I ~'I }
K~Vf~"'~~VE-l
kEILJi<N
END
.SU8,tOLJlI NE Old BV
IN1EGEk ~;v,ALL(2IJU,~HI) ,At.;(3(J)
DI'\"~N;;'II]t\lUCJIJ,::>I1), IHV( 4U ),XC ~(J)
COMM0NIIK~'vi,t\I~~E,L~VE,U,~MALL,N,I~,Il,IY,KI,I~V,AI~'X,IX
Kl=~<l+l
DU 204 I=l,IW
~04 SViALLCK1, I }=1(J(j.
DO 200 1=1,
DO 202 M=!,lW
s, IF(?\ldM)-~i\':{\LLCK 1, I}) 2lJ3,2U2,2lJ2
FOa SM~LL(K!,I)=A~(M)
K3=,V)
, CON'1 I N liE
AtH K :3 ) = 9 99
CCIN1 I i\iUE.
HoJ
KEl L!r;i'J
E·'\JtJ
F 1:\1 I .';of-!
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Appendix R2
In this Appendix two FORTRAN programs are presented. Program 1
solves the problem of finding all the vertices of a convex polyhedron
S as defined in Appendix Rl, via algorithm II in chapter 2. The data
deck for this program is prepa~ed exactly in the same way as that
described in Appendix Rl.
Program II is used to find all the vertices of a convex polyhedron
S defined by
{ Bv = b
v ~ 0 ,
(a)
.via algorithm II in chapter 2.
The data deck for this program contains the following cards
First Card. This card contains 4 data values. These may be punched
in whatever fashion one desires, but FORMAT statement number 104
in the SUBROUTINE SIMPLEX must be changed accordingly. The variable
names into which these 4 values are read, and their purposes are as
IW The number of rows in the set of equations (a)
IZ The number of columns, including the columns corresponding to
the artificial variables, which one introduced to get a feasible
solution and the column associated with the constant in the
right-hand side of (a)
IV The number of components of v1 plus one. After introducing
arti,ficia1 variab1e (a) may be written in the form
Cd)
130 The number of artificial variables express
Second card. This card contains only one datum: al or 0 in the
first column. If one wishes to have the successive tableaux
printed out as the iterative process progresses to get a
basic feasible solution, l should be punched in the first column.
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thtrd Card. In the third card the user punches the coefficients of
tne tnfeasibi1ity form used to.get a basic feasible
solution to a FORMAT statement number 102 in the
SUBROUTINE SH1PLEX may be modified accordingly for
reading this into the array P(J), J = 1 to IZ-l.
Fourth and subsequent Cards. Onto these cards the coefficient ~f the
equation~ (d) are punched as explained in Appendix Rl.
Example Problem
Find all the vertices of a convex polyhedron defined by
2xr + 3x2 + x3 + x4 = 2
3x1 - 2x2 + X3 = 3
3xI + 4x2 + 5x3 + Xs = 4
X1.x2 ••••,xs ~ 0
By introducing Xs as an artificial variable, the starting basic
feasible solution is the optimum solution of the linear program
Max z = -999X6
subject to 2x1 + 3x2 + x3 + x4 = 2
3x1 - 2x2 + x3 + Xs = 3
3xI + 4x2 + 5x3 + Xs = 4
Xl ~ 0 ; = 1,••.,6
The data deck are punched as
0.00 LOO C.C:D 4.00
3.(:0
1
FORTRI-\N STATEME:H
DEFINE FILEI0(20U,~OU,U,K~VE' .
DIME~~ION U(2U,27),I8~(~7),IilN(22U,21),IBk(22n,27),X(21)
CLJi"li"1DNIIU, 1H\.!, 1I3t\, IH\I,X, IX, II., IY,N,N:::,vE,L:::,vE.,K!:>v[,K9,K8,Nl, I bKl fJ
J lUO· l'uh"lp·l(316)
,;l1U2 FUr:V1A·!(Jurb.c)
A I U!::I F U r< 1\1.lI T ( J HI, c !jx " 22 H ()J Ij r< UU<J ATE U f V Eh "II C E. ~ )
K I:JHJ ( 2, I U iJ ) I '.oJ, I 2, I Y
IX=IZ-1
00 M=),IW
kEAD(2,)02)(UCM,N),N=),IZ)
DO 3 N=IY,IX
DO " L=},IW
IFCO(L,N).E.u.l)
CtJ,'J 1 IN u t:.:
18V(L)=N
CONTJNLJE
t·}K I 'I E:C ~~, 1 (l S )
00 9 1=1,100·
DU 1 U .J: 1 , 17.
It3~<I,J)=J
OfT 1 1
I8k(I,K)=K
CONTI\lUE
KS=U
.~ \
I 1
LA
~ i6
c la .
"I .
I
I
i-l 10
J'
..ijla
\
I?I 19
'; I~~
'J I'" ,~~
;j J 5
:-
PROGRAU I
I,"
GIJ 6
N:::'VE" K :::,iJ E, L ~ 'II E: 1
CALL I ,j'i~\t~
N=I)
L.::;VE.=3
N=K~
N=N+l
K8='\)~\iE
K2=l.{,:)VE
CALL nilA8
K~VE=K;2
..I= l.{ .s VE + 1 , 2 0 0
Ib'H J ,I)=Io,'iCN:::'I.IE"T>
C,-)\11 J ,\luE
IF (!'i-I!;) 14, 14"I,S
fe I
!, •
!i :31
,~ :33
,~ j60
,jI~O
,: 110
:118
1
.: '~_9
: ~ • q9
,. 38
:"'1 ql:!...., ~~
i; ~O
I .
I .
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N=(J
IfCN~~E-K~VE)17117118
GO TO 19
IfCIBN(KHIN»19120120
DD 2 1 I = 1 1 I i'l
H CN-lti\l( I) )2111 9121
CON', INLJ[
K5=N
KK=(j
~NALL=999C)9.1I
DO ~O I = 1 1 Hi
I F ( I Ht\ ( K f< 1 I ) ) ~ (J 1 ~(J I 31
IF ( 0 ( I 1 o\j ) ) su 1 !::>OI 33
o UA L L = U ( I I I I. ) I U C lIN)
IfCOLJALL-~NALL)6UI~UI~U
~NALL=OUALL
KK=I
CLJN1INLJ~
I f" CK i.: ) 1 9 1 1 9 1 7 0
CALL PIV01EC&12)
K 1 [J =K.~ VE.
L~Vf.=3
N!>N E. = o
DO . 3U I=lIKIU
N~VE=N!:>vE.+I
CALL IOlAi3
,.~t\I 'I t. ( 31 39 ) I
FOKMA1C3UXI22H1HI~ I~ lHE lAHLEAu N~II3)
t-jh I '1E ( 3 I t. 'J ) ( Id ,'i ( I 1 .J) 1 .J= 1 1 I X )
hlz-.;iV'A"O-;;~1131~)
UO ~u ~=III~
:'ii\ I lE ( 31 i;1 ) I cih ( I 1 ,"I ) 1 Ib IJ ( M )1 ( IJ( Vi 1 }{)1 I{ = 1 1 I 7 )
F8K~Al(lHUIIXII312HX(II~IIH)IIJ~H.2/(9XI13F~.2)/(9XI13FK.~»
Ui) i;8 L = 1 1 IX
XCL)=O.tJ
Dn 3B L=lIIW
X(I~V(L»=D(LIIZ)
IY~=IY-I
/
IJd
~~J~~(JI43)LIX(L)'
~UK~A1(~XI~HXCII~I~~)=lr~.4)
c- j\i', I\ uE.
~ 1'-)1';'
F:\Ju
~0bKOulINE ~I~u~~(*)
DIMEN~IUN U(2U,27),I8V(27),IBN(22U,27),IBK(22U,27),XC27)
CL!;V)MUN/I[), ItW, IbH, J8N,X, IX .. i z , IY,i\),i';!)vE.,L.<J"E,KSVbK9..K8,Nl, I 'iJ,K} iJ
Nl=U
KH=fJ
K9=N's'Jt:
44 SNALL=999999.U
00 30 I=l,IW
31
33
60
30
99So
,! 1;1
.': .' 70
,I,
,': f 12
I r ( I HI~ (1<9, I ) ) :3 lJ .. 1U , j 1
I F ( IJ ( I , N ) ) ~i(J .. ~1II .. ] 3
WLALL=UC},IZ)/DCI,N)
If(0UALL-SNALL)6U,JU,3U
SNALL=IJUALL
Kt<=J
CLl\!', IN UE.
IF<Kc,,)99,99, ~l
IFCNI-IX)K9,Sn,SO
I~E 1 UJ'; NI
BM = LJC.K«, N )
IBVCKt·, )=N
Nl=O
K,SVE.=K ~WE+ 1
KIO=K:::'VE
DO. . 1(j , I= f, I~'I
18K(KSVl,I)=IHK(K9,I)
18t«K~VE ,Kt{ )=-Kh:'
L
18~(I<9,N)=-;\,j
0.] 37
Cr(ANK=U( I,N)
ou 36
I = 1 , I ~'i
J=l,IZ
I F ( I - K 1\ ) 1 1 .. J 7 , 1 1
KS=C.'-(ANK
LJ<I,J)=U(I,J)-(l.)CKK,J)/bM)*~~
C~T\jTI NUE
Ul] 32 I=I.,J7.
o ( K j..;, I ):: l)( Kr" I ) / H.",
t,jld ·IE.(3, 12[1 )'<SVE ..i\JSVE....~<IU,l{9
FIJr<;:v1A'I <;2rJX,.£jIK)
Kh=(J
LsvE=1
CM_L IiJll\d
LJ,j 7 1 I = 1 .. I':!
H ( I Hid .<:~"c_ .. r ) ) 7 I .dl!l , h u
CU\! 'I 1·\ uE.
_:'.;; T '.. " '\' I
r!
Y I
' ..
1ti~O
,'8'89
, .
I..
.. I
...... .e ,
:. . ", ..'
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"
L!-JVE=3
Nl=Nl+l
K3=N!-JVC:
N~\lE=K~VE
K4=K!-JVE
CALL I IJ'j AB
N!:>V~.=I<3
K!)\/I:,=K4
I~eNI-IX)H418418~
kE'j L/\\J 1
I~eI8N(KIUINl»8919019U
DD ,. 9 1 I = 1 I I b
IF(NI-IBVeJ»91IB9191
C!~IN'1INlJ~':
N=Nl
K9=K~IJE
GLI TU '-tit
kE'jUI~N •
END
!:>U8t< tJLn II~ E. I I]1M3
DIME~SIUN De2UI21)IJ8Ve27)IIBNe22UI21)IIBKe220127)IXe27)
COMMONIIU,I~VlldnIIH~IXIIXIIZIIYININ~VE.IL!:'\I~I~~\lE.,K9,K8,NIIIW,KIU
I'F (I_!:, \lE-2 )6lJ, flU, 62
r
I,'JK I ''I t: ( 1 IJ I K ~ V t: ) ( e ( tJ ( ,v" I ) , I = 1 , I Z ) , I 8 V ( :vi ) ) , M= 1 , I \'. )
K!:>\iE,=K:iV£-l
f< E.'j lJ/'~N
K~\JE.=,\J~\iE
K E:.: A [) (1 II 'K ~ \; E.) ( ( ( iJ ( .V;, I ) I I = 1 , I z ), I 8 V ( :vi) ) I M = 1 , I 1:/ )
K :s V c_ = v. oS Ii E - 1
KEHJl';\!
END
FPJI ~H
J I'
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105
l'1ASTEB CU,'!VEX SET
DEFINE FILEI0e220"500"U"K20n),, 12(220"500"U,,K100)
DI.1Ei\)SIU~\JDC 10"20)"IBVC20)"IBl\)e4(10"2f),,IBHC400,, lO)"XC20)
CO~~ONIID"IBV"IBB"IBN"X"IX"Il"IY"~"NSVE"LSVE"KSVE"K9,,K8"Nl"IW"K10
l/AREAlll/K100"K200
CALL SIMPLEX
\OlRITEe 3" 105)
FOR~ATC IHl,,20X,,22HCOORDINATE OF VERTICES)
DO 9 1= 1" 100
DO 10 J=l"IZ
I Bi\)Cl" J) =J
DO 11 K= 1"IW
IBRel"K)=K
CUNTINUE
K5=0
10
1 1
9
12
NSVE" KSVE" LSVE= 1
CALL IOTAB
N=O
LSV~=3
N=K5
N=N+l
K8=NSiJE
K2=KSVE
CALL IOTAB
.KSVE=K2
DO 55
DO
IBNe J
CONTINUE
I Fe N- IX) 14" 14" 15
NSVE=;\jSVE+1
K8=NSVE
N=O
IFeNSVE-KSVE)17,,17,,18
GO TO 19
IFCIBNeK8"N»19,,20,,20
DO 21 l=l"IW
I FeN- I ave I ) ) 21" 19" 21
CONTI NUE
K5=N
KR=O
SNALL=99999·0
DO 50 I=I"IW
IFeIBReK8"I»50,,50,,31
IFe DC I"N» 50" 50" 33
QUALL=DCI"Il)/DCI"N)
IFCOUALL-SNALL)60" 50" 50
SNALL=OlJALL
KR=I
CONTINUE
I Fe KR) 19" 19" 7 0
CALL PIVOTEC&12)
K10=K5VE
L5VE=3
19
25
55
J=KSVE+1,,400
25 l=l"IX
"1)=IBNeNSVE,,I)
15
17
14
20
21
31
33
60
50
70
18
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DO 30
['JSVE=i'JSVE+1
CALL IOTAE
\.JP.ITEC 3,39)I
FORMATC30X,22HTHIS IS THE TABLEAU NO,I3)
WRITE(3,49)CIBN(I,J),J=I,IX)
FOm1ATC8X,13I8)
DU 40 ~=I,IW
WRITEC3,41)IBRCI ,M),IBVCM),(DCM,K),K=l,IZ)
FURl'1ATClHO, lX,I3,2HXC,I2, lH), 13FS.2/C9X, 13FB.2)/C9X, 13F8.2»
DO 48 L=I,IX
X(L)=O·O
DO 38 L=l,IW
XCIBVCL»=D(L,IZ)
IY2=IY-l
DO 42 L=1,IY2
WRITE(3,43)L,X(L)
FORMAT(2X,2HX(,I2,2H)=,F8.4)
CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE PIVOTE(*)
DIt1ENSION D( 10,20),IBVC20),IBNC400,20),IBR(400, 10),XC20)
CO~MONIID,IBV,IBR,IBN,X,IX,IZ,IY,N,NSVE,LSVE,KSVE,K9,K8,Nl,IW,KI0
J/AREAlll/KlOO,K200
Nl=O
KR=O
K9=NSVE
SNALL=999999·0
DO 30 I=I,IW
IF(IBR(K9,I»30,30,31
IF(D(I,N»30,30,33
QUALL=D(I,IZ)/DCI,N)
IFCQUALL-SNALL)60,30,30
SNALL=QUALL
KR=I
CONTINUE
IFCI<R)99,99,51
IFCNI-IX)89,50,50
RETURNI
39
40
41
48
38
42
43
30
44
31
33
60
30
99
50
51
12
BM=DCKR,N)
IBVCKR)=N
Nl=O
KSVE=KSVE+l
KI0==KSVE
DO 10 I=I,IW
IBRCKSVE,I)=IBRCK9,I)
IBRCKSVE ,KR)=-KR
IBNCK9,N)=-N
DO 31 I=I,IW
CRANK=DCI,N)
DO 36 J=l,IZ
IFCI-KR)11,31,11
RS=CRANK
DCI,J)=DCI,J)-CDCKR,J)/BM)*RS
10
'-'.......... ,.. ,- .~';- - ..-" ~..... -:...
-. '"
• l.,"
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37 C i]•.JT Il-.J UE
DO 32 f=l.dZ
32 D(KP~I)=D(XR~I)/BM
WRITE(3~ 120)KSVE~NSVE~KIO~K9
120 FORMATC20X~4IR)
KR=O
LSVE=l
CALL IUTAB
DO 71 I=l~IW
IF(IBR(KSVE~I»71~80~80
7 1 CONTI NUE
RETURN I
R 0 LSVE::3
89 N 1= i\ll + 1
K3=NSVE
NSVE=KSVE
K4=KSVE
CALL IOTAB
NSVE=K3
gSVE=K4
IFCNI-IX)~4~84~85
85 RETURNI
84 IF(IBN(KI0~Nl»~9~90~90
90 DO 91 I=I~IW
IFCNI-IBVeI»91~89~91
91 CONTI NUE
N=Nl
K9=KSVE
GO TO 44
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE IOTAB
DIMENSION Del0~20)~IBVe20)~IBNe400~20)~IBRe400~ lo)~xe20)
CUMMONI/D~IBV~IRR~IBN~X,IX~IZ~IY~N,NSVE~LSVE,KSVE~K9,K8~Nl~IW,KI0
l/AREA111/K100,K200
IFeLSVE-2)60~60~62
60 IF(KSVE-220)100,100~101
100 K200=KSVE
\.JRITEe 10'K20 0)(e(DC rvh I),1= 1~IZ ),IBV(1) )~1'1= 1~ I \.J)
RETURN
101 K10n=KSVE-220
1•.,RITEe 12'K 100)( eeDCM, I),1=1, IZ) ~ Isvc M) ),M= 1~IW)
RETURN
62 KSVE=NSVE
IF(KSVE-220)200~200,202
200 K200=KSVE
READ e 10'K200)eeeD(M,I)~I=1,IZ),IBV(M»,M=1~IW)
RETURN
202 K100=KSVE-220
READ (12' K100)«(DCf"1~I>,r = 1~ 17:), I svc M) ),M= 1~ 1\01>
RETURN
END
t. I
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10 1
SUE.<PLJUTI :\lE' 51 ':~LEX-------·--·-----'"··
DP,1EN5ION LH 10,20)'IBve20),IBN(/~OO,20),dBRe400" 10),xe20)
1,5C(40),pe40)
CO~MONIIU,IEV,IBR"IBN,X,IX"IZ"IY,N"NSVE,L5VE"K5VE"K9,K8,N1,IW,K10
1/AREA111/K10Q,K200
FURMAT ell)
FOR,'1ATe 41 4)
FlJRv'JATC20F4.0)
FLJR:'1AT( 20F4. O}
FUR~AT (lHO, IlHTABLEAU NU.,I6)
FURl'1AT e IH 1, 9H SULllTION)
FUR.''1AT( 1HO, fHVARI ABLE, lJX, 511VALUE)
FORi"iAT (lX,2HX(,I3,lJH) = ,FI2.2)
FURAAT (IHO,2RH ALL OTHER VARIABLES = ZERO.)
FORMAT (IHI,,21H THE INITIAL TABLEAU.)
F 0 RY]A T (1 1X, 1 0 FlO • 4 I C 1 1X , 1 0 FlO • 4) )
FORMAT< IIX,lOIIO/CIIX,lOIIO»
FURl"lAT CIHO,2X,2I1XC,I2,lH),3X,IOFIO.31 CIIX, 10FIO.3»
FoR!'1ATe 1HO, 18H SI;Y1PLEX CR,10FIO.31 e i ix. 10FIO.3»
FURl\jAT C IHO,9f-!OBJ FNCTN, IX, 10FI0.31 C l1X, 10F10.3»
FORMATC IHO, IOX,2BHoBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE IS ,FI5.S)
RE~D(2, I04)IH,IZ,IY,I30
IX=IZ-I
. READe 2, 10 1> I TAB
READC2,I02)(peJ)'J=I,IX)
DO 1 SM= 1 , I \0]
READe2,103) CDCM,N),N=I,IZ)
\olRI TEC 3, 112)
WRITEC3,30S)CPCM),M=I,IX)
DU 16 M= 1, 1111
\olR I TEC 3, 113) CDCM, N) , N= 1, I Z )
DO 20 N=IY,IX
DO 30 L=1,I1I1
IFCDCL,N).EQ.I.) GO TO 40
30 CONTI NUE
GO TO 20
40 IBveL)=N
20 CONTI NUE
15
IO/-l
102
103
106
lOR
109
11 0
111
112
113
300
301
302
305
16
Z=O·
DO 2 1 0 M= 1, 1\0]
I BW'!=I BVC M)
210 ~=Z+DC~,IZ). PCIBVM)
NOPIVS=O
IFCITAS.NE.1)GO TO 13
13 SCt'1AX= O.
DO 31 N= 1, IX
DO 32 1= 1, 1111
IFCN.EQ.IBVCI» GO TO 3)
32 CONTI l\lUE
S UM= O.
DU 33 I = 1, I \01
J=IBVC I)·
33 SUM=SUM+PCJ). DCI,N)
sceN)=PCN)-SUM
I F Cse: N) • LE. SCM AX ) GOT 0 3 1
SC:1AX=SCC i\I)
IPIVCO=N
, "', ~.~ .'
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J 1 CU:\iTI,~UE
DU 200 .1=I,I\oJ
IBV;.1=IBV( :.1)
~0 0 5 C( I BVi'1)= 0 •
IF(SCMAX.LE.O) GO TO 14
NOPIVS=~llPIVS+l
S:\1LVAL=999999 •
DO 4 [YJ=I,IW
IFCDCMdPIVCO» 4, 4, 5
5 PUONT=DC~,IZ)/DCM,IPIVCO)
IF(QUONT-SMLVAL} 6,4,4
6 IPI VRO=M
S~'1LVAL=QUONT
4 CO;-JTINUE
IBVCIPIVRO)=IPIVCO
DIV=DCIPIVRO,IPIVCO)
DO 1 N=1,I2
CRANK=DCIPIVRO,N)
7 D(IPI~RO,N)=CRANK/DIV
IFCITAB.NE.l) GO TO 12
WRITE(6,302) (SCCJ),J=l,IX)
NIOO=,~OPIVS +1
\lTHITEe 3, 789) Z
WRITE(3,106)NIOO
WRITE(3,300)CN,N=1,IX)
12 DO 10 LvI= 1, I yl
IFCM-IPIVRO)9,S,9
9 RM=-DCM,IPIVCO)
DO 11 N=1,I2
BM=DCIPIVRO,N)*RM
SINK=D(M,N)+BlVl
DCl'1,N)=SINI{
11 CONTI NUE
8 IFCITAB.NE.1) GO TO 10
WRITEC3,301)IBVCM},eDeM,N),N~1,I2)
10 CONTINUE
2=2+SMLVAL*SCMAX
GO TO 13
14 \YRITEC3,108)
\o/RITE( 3, 109)
DO 21 M=I,IW
2 1 !,oJR I TE ( 3, 1 10 ) I BV CM) ,DC M, I2 )
\ITRI TEC 3, 11 1)
WRI TEC 3,789) 2
131=12-130
IX=IX-I30
DO 2717 I=l,IW
2777 D(I,131)=D(I,12)
12=12-130
RETURN
END
-.,.. -_.~....E.t,NJ ,5 f-t.~
;_' ... ~~_~; ..... .,,:.~ • :";·r ,,":.-,'" _'!"" ._-...-.. .: _' ..
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Appendi.x R3
Two FORTRAN programs are described in this Appendix. In the first
program Lemke's method is applied to ,the Fundamental Problem
-Mz + IW = q
,w,z ~ 0
wTz = 0
(f)
A data deck for this program is prepared as follows:
First Card. This contains two values. These may be punched in
whatever fashion the user desires, but FORt~ATstatement number 100
must be changed accordingly. The variable names corresponding to
these values are as follows:
1M The number of rows in the set of equations -Mz + IW = q.
IN The number of column of the matrix [M,I] plus two.
Second and subsequent cards. Onto the next set of cards the user
punches the coefficient of the equation
(g)
where e' = (-1,-1,•..,-1). These should be in conformance with
the FORMAT statement number 101, in such fashion these data are read into
the array O(I,J), I = 1 to 1M, and J = 1 to IN, as follows:
D(l,IN} Holdsthe coefficient (elements) in the first row (thus the
first equation in (g)).
O(U1,J) Holds the coefficient (elements) in the IMth and final
row (thus final equation in (g)).
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Example
w = 2 + 2z + 3z + 4z
1 I 2 3
W =-20 - z - 2z + 14z .
2 I Z 3·
W3 =. +3 + zl + 4z2 - z3
Wl '\'(2 ,W3 ,Zl'ZZ ,Z3 ~ 0
W.Z. = 0 i = 1,2,3
1 1
The data deck is shown in Fig(l}.
~rO 4.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -1.0 3~O I
.1rO -2.0 14.0 o~o 1.0 o~o -l.~ .-2~~ ___j
I frO 3.0 4.0 1,;0 O~O 0:;0 -1.0 2...~ .._.... __J-:..r jC tCMI!£~r ~
TA1E~E~r~ FORTRAN STATEMENT Cj
_ NUM(·EH 3 __ . '
D DODO iD '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 IQ i'I'll I • 1'1 I I I Ii " II II :1 II II " II II II :1 !tIl II II II 11 II 11 II 11 U IIlC II II 11 1I 31 I' " II Il II U Ii Cl 1111 1111 II Ill< II Ii II II II ;1 " Cl 1111 II 1111 ;1 n " " ': 11 I
III , , , I I I , , 1 1 1 1 I I I I I 1 I , 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I '.' 1 , , I , 1 I , I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I ~
2:22 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2t 2 22 2 7'~ 12 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 :
I~i~~: .~.~~~~~~~~.~~~~~'.'.'.'.'.'.3.'. ': ': ',~, 3.', 3.'. '.'.3. " 3.', 3,3.': " " " " '. " " " " " " : " " : " " : : " : " :I~,~
1=~41 )
Program II solves the Fundamental Problem via the algorithm proposed
by the author in chapter 3.
The Fundamental Problem may be written in full as
(h)
wi,Zi t! 0 , Z.w. = 01 1
Define
Q1 = {i I qi t! O} , and Qz = {i
Then (h). is written in the form
i = 1,.•• ,n
I -milz1 -
l m. Z +111
w;'Zi t! 0
if i € Q1-minzn + wi = qi
+ m. Z - w. + v. = -ql' if i € Q21n n 1 1
(f)
w.Z. = 0
1 1
i = l, ... ,m
Vi = 0 i € Qz
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To use tne program one must prepare a data deck as described below
1. Read in conformance with FORMAT statement 104 in the
SUBROUTINE SIMPLEX, value for th~ following variables
IW = number of rows in the set·of equations Ch}.
IZ = number of the columns of matrix [M,I] + the cardinali'ty of the
set Q2 + 1.
130 = the cardinality of the set Q2.
If the set of equation is expressed in tne form
M v = M v + Iv = ql211 2 (ql ~ 0) (k)
then
IV = number of components of the vector VI plus one.
2. Read the coefficient of the artificial variable in the infeasibility
form introduced to get a basic feasible solution to (k), into
the array P(J},J = 1 to IZ-l.
Where,
P(J) = { _:
if Jth component of v is not artificial
if Jth component of v is artificial
where M is very large positive number.
3. Read the coefficients of the equation in (f) into the array
D(M,N), M = 1 to IW and N = 1 to IZ, in conformance with the
FORMAT statement number 103.
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Example
Wl = 10 + 2z1 + 2z2 - Z3 + Z4
W2 = -2 + 3z - 3z + 4z - Z1 234
W3 = 3 ....zl + 4z + 10z + 2z. 2 3 4
W = -4 + z ~ 5z ....z + 3z4 l? 3 4 .)
W.Z. ~ 0 W.Z. = 01 1 1 1
m~ be expressed as
...2z· ....2z + z ....z +w. = 101 2 3 4 1
3z1 - 3z + 4z - z - W + v = 22 3 421
Zl 4z2 10z - 2z + W = 3a 4 a
Zl - 5z - za + 3z4 - W4 + V2 = 42
The data cards are as:
I 1~ ns. -1. ;:; C. c. C. -1. C. 1. 4.
, 1~r~.-=-~C...-2.~ C. c~ 1; C~C. c. 2:-------
I 3.: I-P• 4• - 1. C• -1. C. C. 1• c. 2._ lII~._~ -- -- -- -- ___J _ __,..__ _r 1\.-. _
I -2; rf· 1. -1. c. c. C; C; c. C: io,
I (;: I' e· c. c. C. C. C. C.-9S. -99 •. ...._ _ -_ _) --T .------.----. ----
f ...I ~------------
c..~:~lirl
TATE ... = .... i:.
NlJIo'i zH '=
s
FORTRAN STATEMENT
o 0 0 0 u;o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 ODD D DODO a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 I: Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 if
,:, I • ,;!, 1 I t !l" " ::., " :1 '1111111 :: 1lll:' n:i 1111 2t :t ,I l'll ..;;:11: 11:1'1" .; I: '" <l •• : II 1111 jl II jJ;o llll:' lilt 1111111)" n II s: " II ,
1I111 Tt : 111111111111111' 1111111111111'11111111 '11111111111111111111111;
2:22 2 2~212 2 2 2 2 2 2 7 2 : 2 2 2 2 Z 2 2 2 2 Z 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21! ~ 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Il~3 3 j lb'3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 113 3 3 3 3 333333333333333333 s: ] 33 3 3 j 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 J 3 3 ] 3 3 3 3
1
.:44 ! 4!'I' •••••••••• c ••• c c c c c c etc. 44. ! cc. C ••• C 4 4' le 4 4 C C 4 4 4 C • C 4 4.4 C C 4 4 4 C C C 4-
. I .'.' "." •..•••• - - --- •.•.•.•.•. ~ •••••••• c cc, cc (( (~( ~ c."""" ~,,~ \ \ \ ~ S S ~ 5 5 s'
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[IlASTEP LE,"1Kl:..
DI~ENSION D(40,100), IBV(40)
CaM~ON D,IRV,KR,LP,IM,I~,K2 ,ICOLU~ ,M1
100 FI]Rl"lAT( 21 4)
101 FLJR''1AT( 1OFB. 1)
READ( 2, 1(10) L'1d N
LX=IN-1
DO 102 1= 1, 1 .>1
102 RE~D(2,101)(D(I,J),J=1,IN)
:'11= 0
RC=O·O
DO 150 1=1,11'1
IFCDCI,IN» 151, 150, 150
151IFCDCI,IN)-RC)152,152,150
152 RC= [j Cl ,x I'll )
i sn ClINTI !\lUE
DO 1 0 4 I = 1 , I :'1
DCI,IN)=DCI,IN)+ABSCRC)
IRVCI)=IM+I
10 I! CONTI NUE
\.JP.I TEe 3, 111 )
111 FaR~AT(30X,23YTHIS IS I~ITIAL TABLEAU)
~RllEC3,201)CI,I=1,I~),CJ,J=1,IM+1)
PO 1 FLlrU.iATC 11X, 6C ?t-Iy(, I:?, Pi), ax ),7 (2H\J(, I 2, 1H), 3X»
DO 108 I = 1 , I ,v]
Il'(DCI , IN) ) 1 0~, 109, 1 08
109 KR=I
,"llO=IPVCKR)
GU TU 160
1 O~ CUNTI :.JUE
160 DU 106 I=l,IM
120=IDVCI )-Pl
IF(120)400,40n,401
400 \.JP.I TE( 3, 101) ( I BVC I ), DCI , J), J= 1, I i'l)'
GO TO 106
401 WRITE(3,402)I20,CD(I,J),J=1,IN)
106 CO,'IlTINUE
107 FO!1:v1ATC1X,2HX(,I3,2~)=, 15F~.1)
402 FOR:vJ~T( IX, 2mJ(, 13, 2H) =, 151'8.1)
I Cl1L!J"l="'11 0 - 1'1
DCKR,IN)=ABSCRC)
LR= I ~\j-1
IBV(KR)=LR
200 CALL PIVOT
141 CALL CHECK
IF(K2) 114,140,114
114 LR=ICOLUM
Si"lALL=999999 •
DU 115 1= 1, 1ilj
I FC DCI, I CULU.'1» 115, 115, 199
199 SI ;'l=D( I, I:\J) ID( I, I COLUM)
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51.11=SI·1-S.'iALL
IF'CSI:vJl)196 ..115 ..115
196 S:·~t'\LL=SI.vJ
KR=I
115 CO.·J1'It\!l1E
I3=IDVCKE)-LX
:112=IBV(KR)
I BVC !(R ) = I CULm',
CALL PIVUT
IfCI3)116 ..l1R ..116
11R WRITEC3 ..172)
112 F'ORMAT(10X ..QHSGLUTIUN)
DD 17 1 I = 1 , 1.'1
I3{l=IBVCI)-U~
IF(I30)600 ..600 ..601
600 WRITE(3,173)IBV<I>..D<I ..IN)
17.'3FOR!<lATC5Y. .2~~Xc • 13, 2H) =..F8. 1)
GO TO 171
601 WPITEC3,6(2)I30 ..D(!;IN)
602 FOR~AT(5X ..2HW( ..I3 ..2H)=,FR.1)
171 CONTI L'IIUE
\"P.ITEC3,174)
174 FURMAT(10X ..19HALL OTHER VARIABL=O)
G.O TO 300
116 I4=r11.2-IM
IDV( KR) =1 COLU,~
IFCI 4) 121,120 ..120
120 ICOLUM=I4
GO TO 141
121 ICOLUM=~12+IM
GO TO 141
140 WRITEC3,202)
202 FORMAT(IX ..23HPROBLEM HAS NO SOLUTION)
300 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE PIVOT
DIMENSION DC40,lOO),IBV(40)
COMMON D,IBV,KR ..LR,IM ..IN,K2 ..ICOLUM,MI
K6=IN
IFC .:11) 17, 16, 17
16 Ii'J=IN-l
17 DIV=DCKR,LR)
DIV IS PIVOT ELE~ENT
DO 7 N=I ..IN
CRANK=DCKR,N)/DIV
7 DCKR,N)=CRANK
DO 10 M= 1, 1M
IFU'I-KR)9, 10 ..9
9 R:IJ=~DC1'1..LR)
DO 11 N= 1.. IN
B~'1=D(KR ..N) *RM
S I ,\I K= D( :vl, [\I ) + P:vl
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D(;"l,l\l)=SINK
11 COi\)TI ~UE
10 CU.'JTINUE
I:-.I=K6
£-11=:"11+ 1
\.JRITE(3,110)Ml
110 FORAAT(lX, 18HTHIS IS TABLEAU NO,I3)
DO 112 I= 1, I~Ij
1 20= I BV (I)-li'1
IF(I2n)200,20~,201
200 WRITE(3, 113)IDV(I),(DeI,J),J=I,IN)
113 FtJRMATe lX,2HXC,I3,2H)=, 15F8·1)
GO TO 112
201 WRITE(3,202)I20,(D(I,J),J=I,IN)
202 FORMAT(IX,2HWC,I3,2H)=,15F8·1)
112 CONTI NUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CHECK
DP1ENSION De40,100),IBVCI-!0)
COi'-1~"10~D, IBV, !m, LR, ILVi, IN, K2 ,ICOLUM ,l'11•K2=0
DO 3 0 0 I = 1 , I M
IF(D(I,ICOLU~»300,300,302
302· K2=1
GO TO 310
300 CONTINUE
310 RETURN
END
FINISH
.'
.- :.. .,
.::
, .".
" ....
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PROGRAIIl II
:v1l\SH ..R t.t ~Et.>r CU-IjPLE:.'H:;;\l1(\RYPI vur
JJE'FI .\JEFl L F. 1n e 2 f1 n, 5 n n • u. K 1 } , i i r 2 no, 12 n , LT,~2)
DIAENSIUN D(20,~n),IPV(20),~(4n),~e20),~1(~n),Nl(4n) ,K(200)
C8AMUNIID,IPV,IW,I~,IX,Z/AREnl/A,~,AI,NI,Kl,K2,L'I,LK,LW/~REn2/~R,
lLR,ICOLUA,ICY,K,I30 ,~10
Kl=l
CALL SI:"-1PLEX
10 1 DU 1n? 1= 1, 1\~
102 ,\J<I BV<I »= 1
DO 1?6 1=1,1\01
12 6 :'1 ( I ) = 1
KCKJ)=O
131=17.-130
DO 111 I = 1, I IY
111 DCI,131)=~(I,IZ)
17.=IZ-I30
Ll=1
IX=IY.-130
DO 103 J=I,IX
I r-( ~C,) ) - 1 ) i i n. 1 (I;l, 1 1 0
1 1 0 I F ( ;\1 ( J) - 2) 1 0 4, 1 0 3, 1 0 4
104 I10=J-I\.J
I Fe I 1 0) 1 n 5 .. 1 05, 1n 6
1n 5 I 11 =..1+I 'Y
.DO 1 01 I = 1 , I tol
IFC I 11- 1BVC I ) ) 101 ..109 ..101
101 CO.\lTINUE
NCJ)'NC 111 )=2
KCKl)=KCKl)+l
109 GO TO 103
106 DU lOR I=l.IW
I FC I 1n- I nvc I » 1O~, 103 ..lOR
10R CW·JTI NUr:
N C \.J) , ['IIC t 1 0 ) = 2
KCKl)=KCK1>+1
103 CONTI l'liUE
C UP TO YEPE WE ~AVE CALCULATED KILTER NU~BER
vn I T EC 3, 1 11 ) K 1 .. KC K 1 )
111 FOR;YJ.?\TC3X ..24i1t.<ILTER NU\v]EER IN TAl?LEAU, 13, 2YI S ..13)
C UP TO HERE WE YAVE CHECKED FISIBILITY&CONSISTENTLY OF TABLEAU
LK,LW=O
ICOLI):v1=1
CALL IDTAB
120 DU 112 J=I,IX
1 1 Po 1\1 J( J) = i\J C J)
DU 113 I= 1..IW
113 .'11CI )=I'1CI)
ICOLtM= 1
IFC KC K 1) ) 114, 114 ..266
266 MI0=0
GO TO 333
114 1'110=0
CALL BRULE
IF' <ICY) 116.t16, 111
.. '... " ...
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116 LK=1
CALL IOTAB
DO 12? 1=1,.1\01
122 M leI)="leI)
DU 130 J=IIIX
130 flll(J)=NeJ)
IF( K ( K 1))3 1(l, 31 0131 1
310 l'110=0
CALL BRULE
1Fe I CY )3 12, 3 12, 1 1'1
312 CALL OUTPUT
Kl=Kl+l
320 IFCKI-Ll) 1161116112~
311 ''<]10=0
CALL BRULE
IFe ICY) 314,31/11 117
314 CALL OUTPUT
Kl=Kl+l
GO TU 320
117 Ll=Lf+l
KFIX=Kl
Kl=Ll
LK=1
CALL IOTAR
PO 1313 I=ldW
1381'11CI)=MC!)
DO 139 J= 1,IX
139 NICJ)=NCJ)
Kl=KFIX
300 IFCKCL1»1311131, 132
131 1'110=1
CALL BRULE
IFC ICY) 133,1331134
133 GO TU 116
134 GO TO 117
132 MIO=l
333 CALL BRULE
IF CICY ) 1351 135, 136
135 GO .TO 116
136 GU TO 117
i nn \o/RITE(3,140)
140 FUR~ATeIOXI23HPROBLEM HAS NO SOLUTION)
176 CALL OUTPUT
U~~ STLlP
END
SUBROUTINE tOTAR
DI~ENSION D(20140),IBV(20),MC20),NC40)INIC4n)IMl(20) ,K(200)
COM~UNIID,IBV,IW,IZ,lX,Z/AREAI/M,NI~I,NI,Kl,K2ILI,LKILW/AREA2/KR,
1LR I IC OL U~vjI ICY ,K
IFCLK)2031203,205
203 IFCLW)2nn,200,201
200 WRITE( IO'KI)CCIBVCI),CDCI,J),J=IIIZ»II=I,IW)
'<l=KI-l
PO 1 K2=Kl
• 'r_
", ....
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WRITE( 11'K2)(~(I)II=IIIW)I(N(J)IJ=IIIZ),ICULU~
1-<2=K2-1
GO TU ?Oll
205 READ( 10' Kl) ({ IBVC I), (DC I,J), J= 11IZ», I= 1,I tV>
Kl=Kl-l
K2=Kl
READ(11'K2)eM(I),I=I,IW),eNeJ),J=IIIZ)IICOLUM
K2=K2-1
20ll RETURN
EI\lD
SHBRUUTI NE PI VOT
DIMENSIO~ DC20,lIn),IBVC20)
COMMONIIDIIBVIIWIIZ/AREA2/KR,LR
DIV= DC I,m, LR)
DO 7 N=ldZ
CRA~K=DCKR,N)/DIV
7 DCKR_,N)=CRANK
DO 10 lVl=ldW
IFCM- KR) 9, 10,9
9 R,"l=-Jj( M,LR)
DO 11 N=1117;
Bl>1 = DCKR, :-3) *R;'1
SI NK= DC l'1,;'oJ) +BI'1
DC~,N)=SINK
11 CONTI SJUE
10 CO''lTlNUE
RETURN
F~ND
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
DIMENSIO~ D(2n,lIO),IBVC20),~(20),NClIO),NIClIO),MIC20) ,K(200)
COMMUNIID,IBV,IW,IZIIXIZ/AREAI/M,NIMI,NI,KI,K2ILIILKILW/AREA2/KR,
lLRIICOLU~IICYIKI130 IMI0
WRITEC315nn)KIIK(KI)
500 FUR~ATC lXI I~HTHIS IS TABLEAU NOI13,20HAND KILTER NUMBER IS113)
WRITEC3,351)CN(J)IJ=IIIX)
351 FOR:'1ATClOX, 15IfO
DO 50 II I = 11 I IN
I20=IBVct)-Hl
IFCI20) 200,200,201
200 WRITE(31113)MCI),IBVCI)I(D(I,J),J=1,IZ)
113 FORMAT< lXI 131 2YX( I13, 2H) =, 15FR.l)
GO TU 50ll
201 WRITE(312n2)MCI)II20ICD(IIJ),J=1IIZ)
202 FUR:"lAT(IXI131 2H101(, 131 2H) =1 15F~. 1)
50 II CO~TI NUE
RETURN
END
SU8ROUTINE BRULE
DIMENSIO~ D(20140)IIBVe20)IMC20),N(lIO),NIClIO),Ml(20) ,K(200'>
I,ICH(20n)
CO~MONIIDIInV,IWIIZ,IX,Z/AREAl/MIN,MIIN1,KlIK2,LI,LK,LW)AREA2/KR,
lLR,ICOLUMIICYIK,I30 1~10 IAREANEW/ICHIJIM
S.'1ALL=999999·0
IRO\~=0
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ICY=O
IFC~lO)9000,9000,9001
9000 IFCKCKl»9003,9003,9n04
9004 CALL CHECK
IF(I30)90n3,90n3,QRB
9001 IFCKCLl»9003,9003,9004
9003 CALL CHOOSE
IFC I30)9950,9950,9951
9951 J=JI M
GO TO 803
9950 J=O
802 J=J+l
IF(J.GT.IX)GO TO 888
605
606
IFCNCJ)-1)2000,R02,2000
IFC[\JeJ)H~02, IB02,803
DO 6 0 lj I = 1, I vI
IFCMCI»604,604,605
IFCDCI,J»604,604,606
RM=DCI,IZ)/DCI,J) i:
IFCRM-SMALL)607,604,604
SYlALL=Rt'1
IROW=I
CONTI NilE
IFeIROW)802,~02,1609
122=,J-IH
IFCI22)6l0,610,1699
I22=J+ I1,J
IFCIBVCIROW)-I22)68l,680,681
TAIS IS THE CASE IN WHICH COMPLEMENTARY PIVOTE IS POSSIBLE
NleJ)=-3
N(I22)=-3
Ml(IROW)=-MCIROW)
MCIROW)=-MCIROW)
N(J)=l
IBVC IRmY> =J
GO TO 699
IN T~IS C~SE PRINCIPAL PIVOTI~G NOT POSSIBLE
1221 =Invc IROio])
I231=IP.21-IW
IF(I231)650,650.651
IP.31=I22l+tW
DO 698 I=l.d\.J
IFCIBVCI)-I23l)69R,660,698
IFCMCI»661,697,697
COl'lTI~UE
GO TO 503
THE V~RIABLE IS IN BASIC AND FLAGGED
NlCJ)=-3
NeJ)=1
NCIBVCIPOH»=-3
MC IrWiJ) =-:-1( I Ruty)
DO 500 (2::Q, It'"
IFCIBveI2)-I231)500,510,500
cuxr r :\iUE
IFOH 12» 1509,1510,1510
:11 e I 2 ) =- .'1c r a )
I FWC I RO',."=J
2000
1802
607
604
1609
610
1699C· .
680
c
681
650
651
660
698
c
661
S55
500
510
IS10
1509
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GO TU 699
697 \\llCJ) = - 3
l\lCJ)=1
N C I DV ( I R u\n ) = 0
MC IR!J\·J)=-;1CIRDW)
GO TD 555
503 DO S04 12=I,IW
IFCIBVCI?)-I22)S04,150S,S04
504 CONTINUE
GO TO 1506
IS05 IFCVJCI2» IS06dS07, IS07
1507 ~ICI2)=-MCI2)
1506,\llCJ)=-3
NCJ)=1
IFCNCI231)+3)S06,SOS,S06
506 NCI231),NCIBVCIROW»=2
I PVC I nOH) =,J
GU TO S07
505 NCIB~CIROW»=2
507 MCIRUW)=-MCIROW)
IBVC IRD''')=J
IFC M10) 16~q, 16q 1, 1680
1681 KCL1+1)=KCK1)+1 .
. GO TU 4000
16~0 KCL1+1)=KCL1)+1
GO TLl 4000
699 IFC M 10) 691,691,692
691 K(Ll+l)~KCKl)
GO TU 4000
692 K(Ll+l)=KCL1)
GO TO I·tOOO
R 03 I ROvJ= 0
DO 8 0 4 I = 1, I W
IFCMCI»804,804,B05
80S IFCDCr,J»R04,~04,B06
806 RM=DCI,I~)/DCI,J)
IFCR~-SMALL)~07,804,804
807 SMALL=R:"l
IROy]=I
804 CONTINUE
IFCIRD~)~n2,802,1809
1809 122=J-IW
IFCt22)~10,810,899
810I22=Ivl+J
899 1221=IBV(IROW)
1231 = I221- IVT
IFC I231 )8S0,RSO,8S1
R50 I231=I221+IW
8 SI DO 8 S2 1= 1,IW
IFCIBVCI)-I231)RS2,853,852
8 S2 CO:-JTI"-JUE
IFCNCI231)+3)351,3S0,351
350 NCI221)=2
GO TU 855
. ~, .
... ..
351 ~CI221)I~CI~31)=8
GO TO R55
R 53 IFC;'1 ( I))7 00I7 (l 0I7 01
700 :.)(1221)=-3
GO TU 702
701 N<1221>=0
7 0 Po I F ( :'11 0 ) 9 1 0 I 9 1 0 I 9 1 1
910 K(Ll+l)=KCK1)-1
GO TU 815
911 K(Ll+l)=K(Ll)-1
GO TO R15
~55 IFCMln)22212221223
222 KCLl+1)=K(Kl)
. GO TO R 15
P23 K(Ll+1)=K(Ll)
815 ICOLU~'1=J
IBV( IROW) =1 COLUM
:'v1( I ROW) =-:'1( I ROW)
NI (IGDLU,~D=-3
N ( I C LJL UM )= 1
N(122)=-3
4000 KR=IROW
LR=J
CALL PIVOT
Ll=L1+1
r s rX:..K1
Kl =L 1
CALL IOTAB
Kl=IFIX
Ll=Ll-l
ICY=1
DO 82 0 I = 11HT
R20 M(1)=;'11(1)
DO 822 J=IIIX
R22 N(J)=Nl(J)
IFCMI0)3201320132l
320 LK=O
LW=1
CALL IOTAB
GO TO 888
321 IFIX=Kl
Kl=Ll
LK=O
·LW=1
CALL IDTAB
Kl=IFIX
JJ88 RETURN
END
,
c.
e ,
. :,.
I •.•
-:
107
106
121'
•122
101
104
102
103
106
10·q
109
11 O.
111
112
113
300
301
302
305
~tr~9
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100
101
103
SUBRUUTINE C~OUSE
DIMENSIO~ D(20~40)~IBV(20)~~(20)~Ne40)~Nl(40),Mle20) ~K(eOO)
1,ICH e 20 I) )
CO~~0~//D,IBV~IW~Il~IX,Z/AREAI/M,~~Ml,Nl,Kl~K2,Ll,LK,LW/AREA2/KR,
lLR,ICOLUM,ICY~~,I30 ,~10 /AREA~~W/ICH,JIM
I3,I30,Jl,JIM=O
K3=IY,/2
I FOn 0) 1001 1001 10 1
I F Cl CH CK 1» 1 0 2 ~ 1 0 2 ~ 1 03
I F Cl CH CL 1» 1 0 2, 102, 104
Jl=ICHCKl)+IW
Go TO 105
Jl=ICH(Ll)+I\J
DO 106 I = I, rv ,
IFCMCI»106,106,107 '-
IFe DC I,J 1))106, 106, 106
CONTI NUE
IFC 13) 11/~,11'll 102
130=8
GO TO 120
130=100
JIM=Jl
IFe I3) 130,130, 121
IFCMIO) 122,122,123
t CH (K 1) =J 1
GO TO 130
ICH(Ll)=Jl
GO TO 120
Jl=Jl+l
13=0
J2=Jl+1\'1
IFCJl.GT.K3) GO TO 120
IFCCNCJl).EQ.2).AND.CNCJ2).EQ.2»GO TO 116
GO TU 102
13=1
GO TO 105
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE SJ('1PLEX
DIMENSION DC20,40),PC39),IRve20),SCC39) ,K(200)
CO~MON//D,IBV,IW,ll,IX,Z/AREA2/KR, LR,ICOLU~,ICY,K ,130
FOR'1AT (11)
FOR"1ATC41 La>
FOR;v1ATC20F4 -.0)
FOR~ATC20F4.1})
FORMAT (lHO~11HTABLEAU NO.,16)
FOR~AT (IHl~9H SOLUTION)
FORMAT(iHO~8HVARIABLE,4X,5HVALUE)
FORMAT (IX,2HXC~I3,4H) = ,FI2.2)
FURMAT CIYO,?~H ALL OTHER VARIABLES = ZERO.)
FOR~AT C IHl,21H THE INITIAL TABLEAU·)
FORl1AT C 1 1X, 10FlO. 4/ C11X , I0FlO •4) )
FORMATC 1 1X, 1 0 I10/ C 1 1X, 10I 10) )
FUR1AT (IHO, ex, 2HX (, I 2, 1H) , 3X, 10FlO •3/ (1 1X, 10 FlO •3) )
Fon.1AT( IHO,12H SI:YiPLEX CR, IOFIO.3/ (llX,IOFIO.3»
FURl'lATC IHO,9HOBJ FNCTl'h IX, 10IQO·3/ (1IXdOFIO·3»
FUR:"1ATCIHO,lOX,28HURJECTIVE FUl\lCTIUN VALUE IS ,FIS.5)
104
105
114
108
123
130
102
116
120
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REA D(2, 10L!) I',.},IZ, IY ,I30
IX=IZ-l
REA DC ?" 10 1)ITr~B
READC2,102)(PCJ),J=I.dX)
DO 1 5:'1= 1 , I VI
IS READC2,103) (DCM,N),N=I,IZ)
VlRITE( 3,112)
WRITE(3,30S)(P(M),M=I,IX)
DO 16 ,1=I,IVI
16 WRITEC3,113) (D(M,N),N=I,IZ)
DO 20 N=IY,IX
DO 30 L=I,IW
IF(DCL,N).EQ.l.) GO TO 40
30 CONTINUE \
GO TU 20
40 IBVCL)=N
20 CONTI .\JUE
Z=O·
DO 210 M=I,HI
IBVM=IBV(M)
210 ~=Z+D(~,IZ)* PCIBVM)
NOPIVS=O •
IFCIT~B.NE.l)GO TO 13
13 SC:'1AX=O.
·00 31 N=I,IX
DO 32 I=I,IVI
IFCN.EQ.I8VCI» GO TO 31
32 CONTI NUE
SUM= O.
DO 33 1= 1,IVI
J=IBVCI)
33 SUM=SU~+PCJ)* DCI,N)
SC C N ) =P C l\l ) - S Ul'1
IFCSCCN).LE·SCMAX)GO TO 31
SCf'1AX=SC(N)
IPIVCU=N
31 CONTI NUE
DO 200 l'1=1,HI
IBV~'1=IBVC i'1)
200 SC(IBVM)=O.
IFCSCMAX.LE·O) GU TO 14
NOPIVS=NOPIVS+1
SMLVAL=999999.
DO ,~ L'1= 1,I~IT
IFCDCYldPIVCO» L!, 4, S
S QUONT=DCM,I~)/DCM,IPIVCO)
IFCQUUNT-SMLVAL) 6,4,4
6 IPI VRU=M
SMLVAL=QUONT
4 CUNTI:-JUE
IBVCIPIVRO)=IPIVCO
DIV=DCIPIVRO,IPIVCO)
DO 7 N=I,IZ
CRANK=DCIPIVRU,N)
7 DCIPIVRU,N)=CRA~K/DIV
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.IFeITAB.NE.}) GU TO 12
WRITE(6#302) CSC(J)#J=l,IX)
NIOO=NOPIVS +1
WRITEC3,7f<9) Z
vlRITE(3,I06)t'-.ilOO
WRITE(3,300)(~,N=I,IX)
12 DO 10 M=I.dW ,.
IFCM-IPIVRU)9,~,9
9 m1=- DC~, IPIVCU)
DO II ;\I=I,IZ
B~=D(IPIVRO,N)*RM
S It\JL<=DCM, N) tB;1
DCM,N)=SINK
CONTINUE
IFCITAB.NE·l) GO TO 10
WRITEC3,301)IBV(A),(DeM,N),N=I,IZ)
C01-JTINUE
Z=Z+SMLVAL*SCMAX
GO 'TO 13
WRI TEe 3, lOR)
\.JRITEe 3, 109)
DO 21 M=I,lloT
WRITEe3,110)IBVei'1),DeM,IZ)
WBI TEe 3, 111 )
·\.JRITEC3,789) Z
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CHECK
DIMENSION DC20,40),IBVC20),Me20),NC40),Nl(40),MIC20)
1 1
q
1 0
14 •
21
,1o{(200)
COM~ONIID,IBV,IW,IZ,IX,Z/AREAI/M,N,Ml,NI,KI,K2,LI,LK,LW/AREA2/KR,
1LR,ICULU~,ICY,K,I30 ,MIO
..11,I30=0
K3=IX/2
I 10=- 3
400 JI=Jl+1
IFCJl·GT.K3) GO TO 200
IFCNCJl)-IlO)400,401,400
401 IFeCNeJl).EQ.IlO).AND.eNeJl+IW).EQ.IlO» GO TO 202
GO TO 400
202 130=100
200 RETURN
END
FI,\JISH
-.:
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-Appendix R4
The FORTRAN program in this Appendix solves the plant location problem
with unlimited capacity, and concave cost function using the algorithm
discussed in chapter 4.
To use the program one must prepare a data deck as described below.
1. Read in, in conformance with FORMAT statement number 100, values
for the following variables:
LAST = number of arcs of the graph related to the given problem.
{This is a directed graph.}
1M = number of plants.
IN = number of customers.
2. Read the nodes of the graph from which arcs start, into the
array Ml(I),I = 1 to LAST, in conformance with FORMAT statement
number 101.
3. Read the nodes of the graph to which arcs end,into the array
Nl(I),I = 1 to LAST, in conformance with FORMAT statement
number 101.
4. Read the number of customers that can be supplied from each
plant, into the array N2(I),I = 1 to 1M, in conformance with
the FORMAT statement number 109.
5. Read the number of segment of each cost function of the plants,
into the array, IK(I),I = 1 to 1M, in conformance with the
FORMAT statement number 109.
6. Read the points of discontinuity of gradient of the cost function
of the plants, into the array L(I,J),I = 1 to 1M and J = 1,IK(I),
in conformance with the FORMAT statement number 105.
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7. Read the slope of the lines, Into the array ALAM(I',J),I = 1 to 1M,
J = 1 to IK(l}, in conformance with the FORMAT statement number 107.
8. Read, the demand of each customer, into the array D(J),J = 1 to IN,
in conformance with the FORMAT statement number 108.
9. Read the transportation cost of a unit from plants to the
customers ,into the array T (I,J),I = 1 to 1M and J = 1 to N2(I),
in conformance with the FORMAT statement number 104.
10. Read the least fixed charge at each plant, into the array
F(I,l},I = 1 to 1M, in conformance with the FORl'v1ATstatement
number 112.
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c
C
. 'MASTER PLA~T LUCATIO~'
THIS PRUGRA~ SOLVES PLA~T LUCATIUN PRUBLEM WHEN
PLANTCOST ARE CO~CAVE FUNCTIUN*
DEFINE FILEIO(100,60,U,XSVE)
DIMENSION C( 15,20,S),X( 1S..20,S),
1 Z(ROO) ,Y ( 1S,5),F(1S,S),ALAl'1 ( 1S,6)
INTEGER .'11(200)'Nl(200),N2( lS)'N4(99)'L( lS,6),D(20), N3( IS),
1II{ ( 1S),SU:-1( 1S) ,T( 1S,20)
1,,\lUDE(200)
CO~~ONIIIM,IN,LINK,IB,I 1,J1,LI,LX,ANS/AREAI/Y,IK/AREA31
IMl,N1/ARE~4/KSVE,NSVE,LSVE/AREA2/C,F,N2,X/AREA91
2L,SUM IAREA11/D/AREA12/KR,KRl,KR2 IAREA10/LAST,N3
3/AREA20/JS,Z,NODE,M11,MIO,N4
C READING NUMBER OF ARCS NUMBER UF PLANT, NUMBER OF
C CUSTUl'IJERS
100 FOR,'lJAT(316)
C READING NUDES FOR NETWORK
101 fo"ORl'IJAT<4012)
102 FORMAT(10X, 29HTHESE ARE THE ARCS OF NETWORK)
103 FUR:'1.AT<1SX, IH(, 16, 1H-, I6, 1H»
C READING THE TRANSPORTATIUN COST
104 FUR:v1AT<20I4)
C READI :\lGTHE pOI NT OF DISCOt'.)TINUl TY
lOS FURi1AT(10I8)
C READING NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
106,FOR:'1AT(IB)
C READING THE SLOPS OF THE LINES
107 FURMAT(10F8.1)
C READING DEMAND
lOR FUR.'1AT<201 I,n
C READING NUMBER UF CUSTOMER THAT CAN BE SUPPLIED
109 FORMAT( 2014)
110 FURMAT(20X,32HPRUBLEM HAS NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION)
C READING INITIAL FIXED COST
112 FURMAT( 1OFS.l)
READ(2,100)LAST,IM,IN
READC2,101)(Ml<I),I=1,LAST
READ(2,101)(NlCI),I=I,LAST)
WRr TE( 3, 102)
DO 113 1= 1,LAST
113 WRITE(3,103)Ml(I),Nl(I)
READ(2,109)(N2(J),J=1,IM)
)
REA D ( 2, 109)( I K ( I),I::1,IM)
C READI NG THE POI NTS OF DISCUNTI NUl TY
DO S 1= 1, I M
S READ(2, 10S)(LCI,J),J=1,IK(I»
C READING SLOPES OF THE LINES
DO R I = 1, 1['1
8 READ(2, 107)(ALAl"l(I,~J),J,=1,IK(I»
C READING DEMAND
READ( 2, 108) (D(J), J= 1, IN)
DO 3 1=1,IM
READ(2,ln4)(T(I,J),J=I,N2(I»
N3(1)=N2(1)
..........~ .... ~ ....... ..,........~.~~.~~ .......,-,.- •.?;. _. -,.- ......... ,.;":.~-~.-.--~
" '
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3 CU,\JTI,\JUE.
C READING I~ITlaL FIXED COST
RE.ADC 2, 1 12) C F Cl, 1 ) , I = 1, I ;'1 )
C ***SIMPLICATIFICATIUN UNE***
C THIS CALCULATIJ~ MUST BE DONE BEFORE ANY OTHER
C IT SHOWS HOW ~ny SEGMENTS CAN BE USED FOR EACH PLANT
DO ~on I=1,1~
2 f1 0 SU:-1( I ) = 0
DO 9 I 1= 1,I(>1
DO 10 J 1= 1,IN
1B= I 1
CALL ,\lETFU]
IF(Lll'HO 10,10,11
lIS U,Vj(I 1 )=SUM C I 1)+D(J 1) •
10 CU.\lTINUE
9 CONTI NUE
DO 13 1= 1,IM
IF(SU,"1(J)·LT.L<I,!» GO TO 15
DD 14 J=l,IK(I)
IF«(SUMCI).GE.L(I,J».AND.CSUM(I).LT.LCI,J+I»)GO TO 77
14 C 0~~TIN UE
15IKCI)=1
GOTO 13
77 UH 1> =J + 1
13 CONTI NUE
C
C
C
END UF THE SIMPLIFICATION ONE
***
*WRITE(3,100)IM,IN,LAST
DO 224 1=1,11'1
224 WRITE(3, 105)(L(I,J),J=I,IK(I»
DO 223 I=l,IM
223
117
'NEITE( 3, 109) (TC I,...1), ,1=1,N2( I»
DO 222 I=I,IM
WR ITE(3, 106)S0:"1(I)
WRITE(3,105)(IK(I),I=I,IM)
***THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM CALCULATES PLANCOST***
K6=0
DO 16 I 1= 1,IM
DU 17 Jl=I,IN
IB= I 1
CALL NETFLI.>1
IF(LINK) 17, 17, 117
K6= K6+ 1
DU lR K=I,IKCIl)
lR cc r I,K6,}O=CTCl I,K6)+ALM1CI I,K»*D(Jl)
17 COl\lTINUE
K6=O
16 CONTINUE
*** THIS PART CALCULATES FIXED CHARGE COST***
DO 19 1= 1,IM
DO 20 K=2, IKCI)
20 FCI,K)=ALAMCI,K-l)*LCI,K-1)+FCI,K-1)-ALAM(I,K)*L(I,K-I)
19 CUNTI NUE
- ...7"'"' ...... ,...,.-- - .•
222
C
C
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DU 230 I=l,I~
DO 231 K=I,IK(I)
WPITE(3,112)(C(I,J,K),J=I,N2(I»
~31 Y<I,K)=2.0
~30 CONTI ;\jUE
C ***SIMPLIFICATION TWO **
C THIS SIMPLIFICATION REDUCES THE NU[vjBEROF Y"S
SNALL=99999999·0
DO 30 J=I,IN
IF ( D(.J) - S~\jALL) 3 1,31,30
SNALL=D(J)
CONTI:\JUE
SMALL IS ~INIMUM OF THE DEMAND
IH=O
IH=IH+1
DO 32 I = 1, I ~"1
IFCL(I,IH)-SNALL)32,32,33
CONTINUE
GO TO 34
IFCI+f-l)35,35,36
DO 37 I=l,IM
DO 3R K=I,IH-1
Y<I,K)=O·O
CONTI NUE
DO 225 I=I,IM
.WRI TE( 3,112) (F( I,K), K= 1,IKCI»
DO 226 K=I,IKCI)
CONTI NUE
CONTI NUE
DO 228 I=l,IM
WRITEC3,112)(YCI,K),K=1,IK(I»
CALL SIMFIC
:110=99
DO 280 I=1,M10
280 N4(I>=O
J5= 1
KSVE=l
LSVE= 1
NODECJ5)=1
CALL SIMPLX
CALL IOTAB
I F ( KR )2 1, 2 1, 23
21 WRITE(3,110>
GO TO 80
23 CALL CHECK
IF(ANS-l.0)2780,2199,2780
\oJRITE( 3,2999)
FORMAT(38HOPTIMAL SOLUTION OCCURED AT FIRST NODE)
GO TO 80
UPB=9999999.0
*** BRANCHING STRATS FROM HERE***
31
30
C
34
32
33
36
38
37
35
226
225
228
2799
2999
2780
C
C
C
C~ •..~
*******
*****
***-:-:--_ .. -
" .
PART .(E'JE
*** CHUOSI~G THE ['JODE FOR FURTHER
i.JRITEC 3"8899) UPS
SI-1ALL=9999999 .0
FORMATC3X,,13HTRIS IS UPER="FI2~2)
DO RR91 I=I"J5
WRITEC3"R~92)I"ZCI)
FOR~ATC l1X"qH****"I5"FI2.2)
DO 1023 I= 1"J5
IFCZ,CI)-SMALL)102q,,1024,,1023
SMALL=ZCI)
MIl = I
CONTI NUE
***** END ******
READING THE RECORD
LSVE=2
r14=KSVE
NSVE=NODECMl1)
CALL IOTAB
KSVe=M4
CALL YRULE
CALL SIMFIC
DO 129 0 I = 1" M1 0
IFCN4CI» 1290,,1290,,1292
1292 KSVE=NljC I)
·NlICI>=O
GO TO 1350
129 n CONTI NUE
1400 KSVE::KSVE+l
1350 LSVE=l
CALL IOTAB
J5=J5+ 1
NODECJ5)=KSVE
CALL SIMPLX
C *** END OF THE FIRST BRANCH ***
*****READING THE
NSVE=i'JODECM 11)
M/~=!<SVE
CALL
KSVE=M4
¥CLI"LK)=O·O
DO 1390 I=I,MI0
IFCN4<I» 1390" 1390" 1392
1392 KSVE=N4CI)
N4CI)=0.......,._ •..,... " .•.
C
C
8000
8899
8R91
8892
1024
1023
C
C
2501
2500
252/-1
C
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BR{lNCHI,'JG***
KRl=KR
I FCKR 1) 24" 24" 25
24 DO 2500 I=I"MIO
IFCN4CI»2501,,2501,,2500
NIH I)=NODEC J5)
ZCJ5)=9999999·0
GO TO 2524
CONTINUE
LSVE=2
AGAIN ***
I DrAB
" '..
. I ~.'
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GO TO 2509
.1390 CONTINUE
2/~OO KSVE=KSVE-f'1
2509 LSVE=l
CALL IOTAB
CALL SIMFIC
J5=J5+1
NODECJ5)=KSVE
CALL SIMPLX
KR2=KR
IFCKR2) 1064, 1064, 1065
1064 DO 2600 I=I,MI0
IFCN4CI» 2061,2061,2600
2061 N~CI)=NODECJ5)
ZCJ5)=9999999.0
GO TO 2664
2600 CONTINUE
2664 IFCCKR1.EQ.0.0).AND.CKR2.EQ.0.0» GO
GO TO 1065
25 CALL CHECK
IFCANS-l.0) 133, 1066, 133
1066 IFCZCJ5).GE.UPB) GO TU 2524
UPB=ZCJ5)
M12=J5
133.GO TO 2524
1065 DO 2066 I=I,MI0
IFCN4CI»2067,2067,2066
2067 N4CI)=NODEC~11)
Z(M11)=9999999.0
GO TO 3065
2066 CONTINUE
3065 IFCKR2)3069,3069,3066
3066 CALL CHECK
IFCANS.EQ·l.0) GO TD 1067
3069 KS=J5-1
IFCZCK8)-UPB) 1068,1068,1230
1067 IFCZCJS).LT.UPB) UPB=ZCJ5)
M12=J5
1068 M8= 0
DO 1069 1=I,J5
IFCr,CI).EO.9999999.0) GO TO 1069
IF(7,( I)-UPS) 1442, 1444, 1444
M8=l'1S+1
GO TO 1069
Z<I )=9999999.0
DO 1070 J=I,MI0
IF(N4C.)) 1071,1071,1070
N4CJ)=NODECI)
GO TO 1069
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
IFCMS.EQ.O) GO TO
GO TO 8000
8888 WRITEC3,8800) M12
~.~., ............ ~ >.~- •• ,-. ,-". ~-"'I' .~'-'
1444
1071
1070
1069
8888
" .
. / '
.•..:-.
TO 21
2p:00
2R01
1230
1232
1231
80
C
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FUP~ATe3XI40rlTYIS IS OPTI~AL SOLUTIUN OCCURED AT ~ODEII6)
IIIRITEe312R 01)UPS
FORMATeRHOPTI~AL=IFI2.3)
GO TO RO
DO 1231 I=11M10
I F( NLI( I ) ) 12321 123211231
N4(I)=NODE(K8)
Z(KB)=9999999·0
GO TO 1068 .
CONTINUE
GO TO 1068
STOP
END
*** THIS SUBROUTINE CHOOSES FREE PLANT***
SUBROUTINE YRULE
DL1JENSION Y( 1515)IIK( 15)
COMMONIIIMIINILINKIIBII11J11LIILK/AREA1/YIIK
ALARGE=O·O
DO 1'{)00I=IIH1
DO 2000 K=IIIK(I)
IF(CYCIIK).EQ·1·0).OR.(YCIIK).EQ.0.»GO TO 2000
IFCYCIIK)-ALARGE) 20001200013000
3000 ALARGE=YCIIK)
LI=I
·LK=K
2000 CONTI NUE
1000 CONTINUE
YCLIILK)=1·0
DO 4000 K=IIIK(LI)
IFCK.EQ.LK) GO TO 4000
YCLIIK)=O·O
4000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
**** END OF THE SUBROUTINE YRULES ****
* THIS SUBROUTINE SOLES LINEAR PROGRAM AT NODE *
SUBROUTINE SIMPLX
DIi'1ENSIONIK( 15)IYC 1515bFC 1515)IC( 1512015hG( 1515)IL1( 15h
IXC 1512015)IN2C 15)IZC800>
IINODE(200) IN4(99)
COMMONIIIMIINILINKIIBII 11<11 IAREA1/Y,IK/AREA2/C,F,N2,X
l/AREA4/KSVE,NSVEILSVE/AREA12/KR,KRl,KR2
3/AREA20/J5,Z,NODE,Ml1,MlO ,N4
WRI TE( 3, 1240)Ml1
1240 FORMATC2XI17HTHE LAST NODE WAS,I5)
IIJRITE( 3, 1220)J5
1220 FOR~AT(2X,16HTHIS IS THE NODEII5)
DO 7777 I=l,IM
DO 7778 K=l,IK(I)
7778 WRITE(3,7779)Y<I,K)
7779 FORMAT(FI2.6>
7777 CONTINUE
KIO=J5
....._""~_~.~ l~_l_0_) .~ ..~~_o_'"" ""","__~__'~ __..,,_, __
" .
,-~-_..
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DU 4 0 I = 11 I ,'1
'40 LlCI)=O
S~'1ALL=999999. 0
DO LI J 1= 1, 1N
S,"1ALL=999999·0
KR=O
DU 5 11=I,IM
18=1 1
CALL NETFLW
I Fe LI l\jK) 5, 5,1
1 LIe I 1 ) =L 1C1 1 ) + 1
DO 6 K=I,I~ell)
IFCYC! I,K» 48,216,48
216 XCIl,LIC!l>,K)=O.O
GO TO 6
413 1FCY( I 1, K) - 1 .0) 51,46, 51
46 IF(X(I 1,Ll<I I),K»45,45,49
49 x Cl 1, L 1CI 1 ) , K) = 1 • 0
IFCKIGE.IKCIl» GO TO 11
DU 13 K2=K+l,IK(Il)
13 X CI 1, L 1 ( I 1 ) , K2 ) = 0 • 0
17 IFCll.GE.I~) GO TO 55
K20=Il
DU 10 I 1 =K2 0 + 1 , I M
r 8=1 1
CALL NETFL\o1
IF(LINK)10,10,11
11 L 1CI 1 ) =L 1( 1 1 ) + 1
DU 72 K2=I,IKCll)
72 XCll,LlCIl>,K2)=0.0
10 CONTINUE
Il=K20
GO TO 55
45 GO TO 59
51 IFC XCII ,LlCIl>,K)-FCll,K)/N2(Il»59,59,52
52 XCI 1,LlCI 1)IK)=1.0
IFCK·GE.IK(Il» GO TO 4008
DO 4009 K2=K+l,IKCIl)
4009 X(Il,LlCIl>,K2)=0.0
4008 K20=Il
DO 4 0 0 0 I 1=K2 0 + 1 , I M
18=1 1
CALLNETFLW
IF(LINK)4000,4000,4001
4001 LIC! l>=Ll<I 1)+1
DO 5000 K2=1,IK(ll)
50 0 0 X ( I 1, L 1( I 1 ) , K2) = 0 • 0
4000 CONTINUE
Il=K20
GO TO 55
59 X ( I 1, L 1 ( I 1 ) , K) = 0 • 0
IF(YCI 1,K)-1)9,8,9
P, GCIl,tO=O.O......._ ~-'-.. ~.-..---..., _ _
t
, ..
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9 GCIl,K)=FCIl,K}
11 IFCC CI1,L 1CI1),K)+(]CI 1,K) 1.\]2 CI 1)-Si'!~LL) 12,6, 6
12 S:-1ALL= CC! 1,LICI 1>,K)+G<I 1,K)/l\j2CI1)
KH=Il
KlvJ=L1CI 1)
KR=K
6 CONTINUE
5 CO:\lTINUE
IFCKR)60,60,61
60 ZeKIO)=99999999.0
\.]RITEC 3, 1222)
1222 FORMATC36HPROBLEN HAS NO SOLUTION AT THIS NODE )
GO TO 20
61 XCKH,KM,KR)=1.0
GO TO 63
55 KH=Il
KM=L 1Cl 1)
KR=K
63 WRITEC3,41)K~,KM,KR,XCKH,KM,KR)
41 FoRMATC2X,2HX(,I2,lH"12,lH,,I2,2H)=,F5.2)
Z(K10)=ZCK10)+C(KH,KM,KR)
4 CONTI NUE
DO 1100 1=1,IM
WR t TE( 3, 1 0 0 5) L 1Cl)
1005 fURMAT(120)
1100 Col'JTINUE
DO 2 1 I 1= 1 , I M
DO 22 K=l,IKCIl>
IF(Y(I1,K).EQ.l.0)Go TO 220
SUM=O.O
DO 23 J=I, N2(ll)
23 SUM=S UM+X Cl 1,J,K)
IFCN2CI 1»8133,8133,8134
8133 YCI1,K)=0.0
GO TO 22
8134 vc t 1,K)=SUM/N2(I 1)
iHK10)=Z(K10)+Y(1 1,K)*F(I I,K)
GO TO 22
22 CONTINUE
220 ZCK10)=ZCKIO)+FCI1,K)
21 CONTINUE
DO 24 l=l,IM
24 WRITE(3,1/!5)(YCI,K)"K=I,IKCI) )
145 FOR:vIATC1X,10F~.2)
WRITE(3,144) ZCKI0)
144 FORMATe lX,21HoBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS ,FI4.2)
20 RETURN
END
c
c *** END OF THE SUBROUTINE SIMPLX ****** SUBROUTINE FOR CHECKING FEASIBILI1Y ***
SUBROUTINE CHECK
DIMENSIO~ YC 15,S),IKCI5)
Co~MON//IM,IN,LINK,IB,II,JI,LI,LK,ANS/AREA1/Y,IK
~~. ANS=1·0- ~~.-,." ......
• lr_O~... '.
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DO 1 1= 1,I:1
DU 2 K=l, IK(1)
IF«Y(I~K).EQ.l.).OR.(Y(I,K).EQ.O.» GO TO 2
ANS=O
GO TO 3
2 CONTI NUE
1 CO:'-JTINUE
3 RETURN
END
C *** END OF THE SUBROUTINE CHECK ***
C * THIS SUBROUTINE CYECKS THE NETFLOW *
SUBROUTINE NETFLW
DIMENSION Ml(200),NlC2rrO) , N3ClS)
COAMONIIIM,IN,LINK,IB,11,JI/AREA3/MI,NI,I9/AREAI0/LAST ,N3
19=0
LINK=O
M3=3
Kl1=IB
DO S J=Kl1,LAST,M3
IFCMICJ)-IB)S,6,6
S CONTI NUE
61FCMl<J)-IB)11,10,11
10 J=J-l
IFCJ) 6,11,6
GO TO 6
11 I B=J+ 1
DO 1 I=IB,xB+N3CI1)-1
IFCN 1Cl) -J 1)1,4, 1
CONTINUE
GO TO 7
4 LINK=1
19=1
7 RETURN
END
C * THIS SUBROUTINE IS ONLY FOR READ AND WRITING
C IN SCRATCH FILE
SUBROUTINE IOTAB
DIMENSION YC IS,S)'IKC IS)
COMMONIIIM,IN/AREAI/Y,IK/AREA4/KSVE,NSVE,LSVE
IFCLSVE-2)60,62,62
60 WR ITE C 10 ' KSVE) CCY Cl, K) ,K= 1,IKC I ) ) , I= 1, I M)
KSVE=KSVE-l
RETURN
62 KSVE=NSVE
REA DC 10'KS VE) CCY Cl, K)' K= 1,IKC I)),1= 1,IM)
KSVE=KSVE-l
RETURN
END
C *** END OF TaE SURT FOR DISC FILE ***
C ***** MAIN SUBROUTINE *****
C * SUBROUTINE FOR SIMPLIFICATION
SUBROUTINE SIMFIC
DIMENSION XC IS,20,S),YC IS,S)'LIClS),N2( IS),
ICC IS,20,S) ,LC lS,6),IKC IS)'
~~" ....,.._.:---_",-- ..~, __ ~ .~_.,.c~~_~~ __ ~.-,__'. _. --v- ,_"' •. ,,~,..........
'. '
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IDlh-1<15,20,5) ,T<15,?0),F(15,5) ,1\)1<200) ,111(200)
INTEGER D(20),SUM< 15) ,1 13C 15)
CDMMUNIIIM,IN,LINK,IB,Il,JI IAREAI/Y,IKI
lAREA2/C,F,N2,X/AREA9/L,SUM/AREA11/D IAREA3/M1,Nl ,19
$i'1ALL=9999999.0
I 1= 0
DO 23 n I = 1, I i'1
DO 240 K=l,IK<I)
Tel ,K)=O.O
DO 1240 J=1,N2(I)
1240 XCI ,J,K)=O.O
240 CONTI NUE
230 CONTINUE
20111=11+1
IFCIl.GT·IM)GO TO 250
DO 203 K=1,IKCI1)
IFCY( I I,K) .EQ.l. 0) 11=11+1
IFCIl·GTeIl'1) GO TO 250
203 CONTINUE
K3= 1-
1023 DO 800 K=K3,IKCIl)
IF(Y CI 1,K) )800,800 1290
800 CONTI NUE
GoTU 201
29 IT LK=K
LR=Il
DO 202 I= 1.1 IM
202 L1CI)=0
DO 204 Jl=lIIN
I1=LR
SMALL=99999999.0
IB=LR
CALL NETFLW
WRITE(311234)LRIJ1ILINK
1234 FORMAT(30XI5HGRAPHI3IS)
IFCLINK)2040120401206
2040 K20=I1
DO 2071 11= 111M
I B= I 1
CALL NETFLW
IFCLINK)20711207112072
2072 L 1CI 1)=L 1CI 1)+ 1
2071 CONTINUE
11=K20
GO TO 204
206 RH=CCLR,LICLR)+lILK)
DO 207 Il=lIIM
IB=I 1
CALL NETFLW
IFCLINK)20712071209
209 LIC! 1>=L1CI 1>+1
DO 2 10K 1= 1,If{ ( I 1)
IF~I1.EQ.LR.AND.K1.EQ.LK)Go TO 210
I F CY CI 1, K 1 ) ) 2991 2 1 0 , 299
,-.", .... -.,. "'~'",,"' "i". __ -V"'"
,. _:
-1 :37-
1777
400
..
:?')c) DELTA=C(Il,LlC!l),i\l)-RH
WRITE(3, 1~22) DELTA
1222 FOR~AT( 11X,5HLELTA,F12.3)
IF(DELTA)~19,?19,~12
212 X3=DELTA
GO TI] 300
219 X3=0.0
300 RI=X3
IF(R1-SMALL)220,220,210
~20 S1'1ALL=R1
210 CUNTINUE
207 CW.JTINUE
IF(S~ALL.EQ.99999999.0) SMALL=O.
XCLR,Ll(LR),LK)=SMALL
WRITE(3,55554)X(LR,LICLR),LK)
FUR~AT( l1X,5HS~ALL,FI2.3)
WRITE(3,2345)LR,J1,LK,SMALL
FORMAT(3X,3HRUW,I2,3HCOL,I3,3HSEG,I3,5HSMALL,FR.2)
CONTINUE
DO -231 J=I,~2CLR)
T(LR,LK)=T(LR,LK)+X(LR,J,LK)
T(LP,LK)=TCLP.,LK)-FCLR,LK)
WRITE(3,9999)LR,LK,T(LR,LK)
FUR~ATC2X,10HI~PUP.TANT=,2I5,F13.3)
-IFCT(LR,LK»260,260,262
YCLR,LK)=1·0
K=LK+ 1
K3=f{
I1=LR
WRITE(3,6677)LR,L1CLR)
FOR~ATCI0HVALUEOFL1R,2120>
IF(K3-IK(11»1023,1023,201
WRITE(3.15555)
FURMAT( 12X,7HSIMFICX>
*E~D OF THE DELTA SIMPLIFICATION
* THIS PART OF SUBROUTINE REDUCES N2'S; THAT IS
THE SU~ UF CUSTlJ.V1ERSTHAT CAN BE SUPPLI ED
FROM EACH PLANT. IF N2'S BECOMES ZERO
THAT PLANT WILL BE FIXED CLOSED.
I 1= 0
WRITEC3,1777)
FORMAT(19H*THIS IS PART 2 ***>
11=11+1
IFCI I.GT.PDGO TO 450
DO 403 K=1,IKCI1)
IF(Y<Il,K)-1·0)403,400,403
CONTI NUE
DU 514 K=1,IX(Il)
IFCYCI1,K»514,514,4016.
CONTINUE
GO TO 400
LR=Il
IB= I 1
231
55554
2345
204
9999
262
260
6677
250
_5555
C
C
C
C
C
403
514
4016
'..
.... ,..:..
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112 0 L 1 ( I ) = 0
DO 404 Jl=I,If\i
IB=LR
SYiALL=9999999·0
CALL NETFLW
1I'(LIN 10 1Ij 00, 1Lt00, Lt06
lLtOO K20=ll
DO lLJOI 11=1,IM
1B=I 1
CALL NETFLi.J
1F(LIN!O lI-lO 1, lLtO1,1402
1402 LIC! l)=Ll<I 1)+1
1401 CUl'JTINUE
11=K20
GO TO 404
406 K=O
DO 11113 I=I,IM
11113 113(1)=0
RH=O.O
4~0 K=K+l·
SiYJALL=9999999·0
IF(KoGT.IK(LR»GO TO 490
IF(Y(LR,K»LtRl,4R2,481
4R2 T(LR,K)=-100.0
-GO TO 4RO
LtgI IF(RH)9000,9000,9001
9000 RH=C(LR,Ll(LR)+I,K)
GO TO 11112
RH=C(LR,Ll(LP),K)
vlRI TE( 3, Lt091) RH
FOR:-1ATC25X, 3HRH=, 1'15.4)
DO 407 Il=l,IM
1 B= I 1
LK=K
CALL NETFLW
IFeLINK)407,407,Lt09
409 I 13C! 1)=1 13<1 1>+1
11'(113(11)-1)4086,4086,4099
4086 LlCIl)=LlCIl)+l
.WRI TE( 3, 4089) 1 I,Ll ell)
40R9 FORMATe 11X, 3HI 1=, I5, 7HL 1(II) =, I5)
4099 DO 470 K2=1,IK(ll)
IF(ye I 1"K2) .NE. 1. ) GO TO 470
DEF=cell,Ll(ll),K2)-RH
WR I TE ( 3" 4 0 0 0 ) I 1" L 1( 1 1 ) , K2, C ( I 1" L 1( I r )., K2 )
4000 FoRMAT( lX,11HTHE COEFFE="3I3,,FI2.4)
IF(DEF-SMALL)411,,411,,470
411 SMALL=DEF
470 CONTI NUE
407 CONTINUE
IF(~MALL.EQ.9999999.0)
T(LR,LK)=SMALL
GO TO 480
~~90 ALARGE=-1000000.
, , .. __.. !._---. .. -.- ..-.....~.-'.. '···~··'··~·-········'·-r'·11·,~---··'-
9001
11 112
4091
SMALL=O.O
....
J .• "','.
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DO 491 K~=l,IKCLF)
IFCTCLP,K2)- ALARGE)491,491,492
492 ALARGE=TCLR,K2)
491 CONTI NUE
DO 1779 I= 1,IKCLR )
1779 WRITEC3,177R)TCLR,I)
177B FOR~ATC8H~EGATIVE,FI2.4)
IFCAI..ARGE)1493,4004,4004
4004Il=LR
GO TO 404
1493 IFCN2CLR»497,497,493
497 DO 498 J3=I,IKCLR)
498 YCLR,J3)=0.0 ~
GO TO 400
493 N2CLR)=N2CLR)-1
IFCN2CLR»5000,5000,5001
500G DO 3000I=1,IKCLR)
3000 YCLR,I)=O.O
5001Il=LR
WRITEC3,4278)Il,Jl
427R FORl1ATC20X,11HARC OF THE=,2I6)
IB=LR
CALL NETFLW
.WRITEC3,9977>I9
9977 FORMATC lIX,14HTHIS HOUSE IS=,I9)
NICI9)=0
DO 8000 K=l,IKCLR)
DO 8001 J=LICLR),N2CLR)
8001 CCLR,J,K)=CCLR,J+l,K)
CCLR,N2CLR)+1,K)=0·0
8000 CONTINUE
L 1CLR) =L 1CLR) - 1
WRITEC3,1555) N2CLR)
1555 FoRMATC17HTHE REDUCEDN2.IS=,I5)
SUMCLR)=SUMCLR)-DCJl)
LH=O
DO 494 K=l,IKCLR)
IFCCSUMCLR).GE.LCLR,K».AND.CSUMCLR).LT.LCLR,K+l») GO
494. CONTI NUE
500 LH=K+l
T0500
LH=LH+l
IFCLH.GT·IKCLR»
DO 501 K=LH,IKCLR)
YCLR,K)=O·O
CONTINUE
Il=LR
GOTO 400
DO 7001
WANS=O.O
DO·· 7 0 02 I1= 1,IM
DO 7003 K=l,IKCIl)
IFCYCIl,K)-1.0>7003,7100,7003
CONTINUE
GOTU 7002
~ .......-,...-'F"-~'-"'"-".~ ......
GO TO 404
501
404
450 Jl=l,IN
7003
I' _._ .-_
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7 1 00 I B= I 1
CALL NI!~TFLtO]
IFCLI~K)7600,7600,7700
7600 GU TO 7002
7700 WANS=I·0
GO TO 7001
7002 CO~TINUE
IFCWANS)7300,7300,7001
7300 GO TU 650
7001 CONTINUE
3400
3200
IFCWANS)650,650,9666
*** END OF THIS PART ***
* THIS SIl'1PLIFICATION DETERl'1INESA iv1AXIMW1
BOUND ON THE COST REDUCTION~OR OPENING
A PLANT. IF THIS BOUND IS NEGATIVE THE PLANT
WILL BE FIXED CLOSED***.
DO 3200 I=I,IM
DO 3400 X=I,IX(I)
IFCY~I,X).EO.l.0) GO TO 600
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
GO TO 650
I 1= 0
.DO 920 I= 1,IM
DO 621 X=I,IX(I)
621 T<I,X)=O.O
920 CONTI NUE
60111=11+1
IFClI.GTeIM) GO TO 650
DO 603 X=I,IX(Il)
IFCYCI1,X).EQel.0) GO TO 601
603 CONTINUE
X3=1
3023 DO 808 X=X3,IXCI1)
IFCY (I1,X) )8 0R, 8 08,690
808 CONTI NUE
GO TO 601
600
C
C
C
C
C
9666
690 LK=K
LR=ll
DO 602 I = 1 , I M
602 LlCI )=0
DO 604 Jl=I,IN
SMALL=99999999.
Il=LR
1 B=1 1
CALL NETFLW
IFCLINK) 1604,1604,606
1604 K20 =1 1
DO 3071 11=1,IM
I B=I 1
CALL NETFLW
IFCLINK)3071,3011,3072
3072 L 1CI1)=L 1CI 1)+1
.,,3n71 CONTINUE
I. '. ,
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Il==K20
GO TO 60L:
60n RH=CCLR,LICLI\)+I,LK)
LH==Ll(LR)+l
DO 6 07 I 1==1, I··j
I B= I 1
CALL NETFLW
IF(LINK)607,6IT7,609
Ll<1 1)==L1(1 1>+1
DU 6 10K 1= 1 , I E( I 1 )
IFCI1·EO.LR.A~D.Kl.EQ.LK)GO
IF(Y<Il,Kl)-1·0)610,699,610
Al'1EGA=CCII,Ll<I I)'Kl)-RH
IFCA~EGA)619,619,612
X3=AMEGA
GLJ TO 700
X3==0·O
R2==X3
609
TO
699
r
612
619
700
IF(R2-SMALL)620,620,610
620 SMALL=R2
610 CONTI NUE
607 CONTINUE
IF(SMALL.EQ.99999999.0) SMALL==O.
DOMCLR,Ll(LR),LK)=SMALL
604 ,CONTINUE
DO 622 J=1,N2(LR)
622 TCLR,LK)=TCLR,LK)+DOMCLR,J,LK)
T(LR,LK)=TCLR,LK)-FCLR,LK)
IFCT(LR,LK»652,651,651
652 YCLR,LK)=O.O
651 K=LK+l
K3=K
Il=LR
IF(K3-IKCIl»3023,3023,601
DO 3340 I=l,IM
3340 WRITE(3,3339)CT(I,K),K==1,IK(!»
3339 FORMAT(8HNEGATIVE,13FI0·2)
650 RETURN
END
FINISH-.___.__ . --,--~-.,"," '.
"
610
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Appendix R5
The program in this Appendix'transforms an integer matrix B into its
Smith Normal Form via the algorithm developed by the author in the
chapter 5.
To use the program one.must prepare a data deck as described below:
1. Read in value for the following in conformance with the FORMAT
statement number 600
H1=IN= number of rows or column of B.
IK = number of the prime numbers for converting the given
integer to its chinese representation.
2. Read the prime numbers which are used in converting the given
integers to their chinese representation, into subscripted
variable, B(I),I = 1 to IK, in conformance with FORMAT statement
number 601.
3. Read the element of the matrix B, into the subscripted variable
D(I,J),I = 1 to 1M, J = 1 to IN, in conformance with the FORMAT
statement number 603.
An examp 1e wi 11
B =
illustrate the
[
1~
33
30
40
use of program.
20]
12
5014
33 1114 soL_f" ...~.----------------,-----
L_:J,rO 12
1~ ; '=:0 20
I, _ , . .LI-:r ::------------- _
L 2 'I? c;: 7_.,.1..' -', -
I ? 'I? 4c7;:~A~,---------·----.--------_
TATt":, ...·,.n FORTRAN
~"'Mi.·E" ,~I
0;0 D 0 ~;j',J ::-Ca 0"""0"""'0"""0"""0-0 o-oOOiToiio'o 0 coo 00 00 0 Q OD 0 U 00 0 0 OD P .. • '. . :-::-=--:-7":'
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4 4 4 4 4!H 4 C 4 4 4 4 4 4 C C 4 4 f 4 4 4 4 4 C , 4 C 4 4 4 i 4 4 , , Lt • I ~I .t J ., ,...... •
STATEMEN:
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605
606
607
60R
699
610
777
6F~0
613
68?
612
615
SOl
ROO
802
614
617
401
lInn....._~
Yj AS T FP. S "iI TB
INTEGER DC40,40),C(40,40,R),BCR),K2C40),KIC40) ,DETER
1,S C8, 19, 19 ) , P ( ~, 19, 19 ) , D2 CIj 0 )
2,DELTA
CoMMUNIID,C,I~'IN,KM,DELTA,DETER IAREAI/IR,IC,K20/AREA2
IN,I2n/~REA3/JIA,MF1,KIM/AREA21/B,IK/AREA20/S,P
l/i"\REAI0/D2
1-('1=
C REAVING NO RO~ CoLU~N PRIME NUMBER
DE:TER= 164
READCP,6nO)I~,IN,IK
6 n 0 F [JP '''1 A T( 3 I Lj)
READC?,6nl)epCI),I=I,IK)
601 FlJRfYJATC2nI4)
DD 608 1=1,1.'1
602 READ(2,603)eDCI,J),J=1,IN)
603 F'OH:'-1ATC2014)
CALL CJ...!INESE
K:<1=K!'1-
Cf\LL .:rABLEAU
\HH TEe 3, 604)
6n4 FORMATelX,23HTYIS IS INI1IAL TABLEAU>
DU 6 n5 I= 1, I tv]
WP.ITE(3,6n6)CDCI,J),J=I,IN)
< F'URYJA'f(IX, 8RI 4)
DO 607 1=11111
WRITE(3,60R)CCC(I,J,K),K=I,IK),J=1,IN)
F'UR"l A TC 10CRI 2, 1X) )
K~=O
IY=IM-l
Ki"!=Klv1 + 1
IF'CKM-IY)610,610,611
CALL GRETCD
CALL OfECK
IFeK20)612,612,171
IF'CIR-KM)613,6~O,613
IF'eIC-KM)613,6R2,613
CALL PUSIT
CALL SUBTRACT
GO TO 699
CALL PRINRoW
IF(KIM)614,614,615
Cl'\LL OBTAI NRO\.,J
IF'CIR-KM)80n,R01,ROO
IF'(IC-KM)gOO,S02,sno
CALL POSIT
CALL SUBTHACT
GO TO 699
CALL PRINCOL
IF'(KIM)616,616,611
CALL OBTAI NCUL
IFCIR-KM)400,4nl,400
IFCIC-KM)400,402,400
CALL, P IJ~ II
" <
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~n? C~LL SUBTRoCT
GO Tu 69g
616 vIR11E( 3,900 )
90n FUR~vjl\T(1X,?5f..i'JfJRE~SUBRUUTINE IS Nr:EDED)
611 IF(D(KM,KM»693,69~,692
693 D(KI~,K.~)=-D(W-1,Kl~)
69~ D2(K~)=De(K~-1)*D(KM,KM)
DC K''1,K:VJ) =D? (Kl'j)
\.JRITE( 3, 6LIO)
6LIO FOR~l\T(2nX,17HSMITK NURMAL FORA)
DU 6LI1 I= 1,1'1
6LI1 WRITEC3,606)CD(I,J),J=1,IN)
STOP
END
SUBRGUTI~E CHECK
INTEGER DCLIO,LIO),C(LIn,LIO,R),DELTA
COM~UNIID,C,IM,IN,KM,DELTA/AREA1/IR,IC,K20
Keo=o
DO LI0 0 I = KM, I M
DO LIn1 J=K,'1,IN
IFCIABS(D(I,J»-DELTA)401,LI02,LIDl
LIO? IR=I
IC=J
K2D=1
GO TO LIn3
LIOl'CONTINUE
'~O0 ClNTI t.\JUE
LI03 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GRETCD
INTEGER D(LIO,LIn),c(~n,LIo,g),B(R),N(g),DELTA ,D2 (LIO >
CUMMUNIID,C,IM,IN,KM,DELTA/AREA2/N,I20/AREA21/P,IK
l/AREAlO/D?
DELTA=l
.22? DO 2no K=l,IK
DO 2nl 1=!{,'1,IM
DO 202 J=K;'1,IN
IF(CCI,J,K»200,?02,2DO
?O? CUI'lTINUr:
2 0 1 CON T I 1\1UE
DELTA=DELTA*B( K)
DO 211 I=KM,IM
DO 210 J=KM,IN
210 DCI,J>=DCI,J>/8CK)
211 CU(-JTINUE
CALL CHINESE
GO TO 222
200 CONTINUE
l'11= ( I ,'1- Kt~) + 1
WRITEC3,2n~)Ml,DELTA
?OLI FURMATC2X, lRHMATRIX IS OF ORDER,I3,3X,10HAND G.C.F=,13>
IF(KM-l)2LIO,2LIl,2LIO
eLI1 D2(1)=DELTA
DELTA= 1
'- _._._._ (3lJ__ .•• TO......_.? 60._,
.~..
' .. ~.
~" ,'..
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240 DP(K~)=D?(K~-I)*DELTA
DELTA=1
260 RETURN
EI'-lD
SUBROUTINE C~INESE
INTEGER DC40.40),CC40,40,8),BCB)
CO~~ONIID,C,t~,IN,KM/AREA2I/B,IK
DO 100 I=K~,IM
DO 101 J=K·";,IN
DO 102 K=l,IK
IR=IABS(DCI,J»/BCK)
CCI,J,K)=IABS(DCI,J»-IS*SCK)
I F< DCI , J) ) 1 10, 1 02, 1 02
t i n IFCCCI,J,K»I02,102dI2
112 CCI,J,K)=B(K)-CCI,J,K)
1n2 CONTI NUE
1nl CONTINUE
100 CO,'JTI NUE
RF.TURN
END
SUPRUUTINE TABLEAU
INTEGER 5CR,19,19),PCR,19,19),BCR)
COI'1:'1U\11 AREA2 0 IS, pI AREA21/B, I}{
DO 660 K=I,IK
S (X, 1, 1) = 0
·PCK,l,l)=O
IN1=l
DO 66 1 1=2, B ( X)
11=1-1
INl=INl.+l
5 CK, I, 1) =5 (K, I 1, 1) + 1
S ( X, 1, I ) =5(KI I I 1)
P(X,I,l),PCKll,I)=O
DO 662 J=2d NI
Jl=J-l
P(KsI,J)=I l*Jl
IF(P(X,I,J)-B(K»670,670,671
671 IX=PCK,I,J)/BCK)
PCK,I,J)=PCX,!,J)-IX*BCK)
670 PC}{,J,I)=PCK,I,J)
5CK,I,J)=S<K,I,Jl)+!
5AM=5<K,I,J)-BCX)
IFCSAM)664,665,666
665 S<}{,I,J),5CK,J,I)=O
GO TO 662
664S(K,J,I}=S<K,I,J)
GO TO 662
666SCK,I"J)=SAM
5C}{,J,I}=S(}{,I,J)
662 CONTI NUE
661 CONTINUE
660 CmJ'fI NUE
DO 680 K=l,IK
DO 6Rl I=l,BCK)
6R 1 \'}RI TEe 3.1 6R 3) e S ( K, I , ,J) .I J= 1 , B( K) ) .I ( PCK, I,J 1),J 1= 1.IBCK) }
__.~q n C UlYJ: IJ'J {JE N'-.' ,,-1
"
--'.
;' _",.
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6q3 FUR~AT(5X,35IJ)
RETURN
END
SUBRUUTINE SUBTRACT
INTEGER DC/~n,LjO),CCLJO,LJO,FndlULT<S3),SIN}~,SIN!'<l,SC8, 19, I9)'PCR, 19,
119),B(8),DELTA,DETER,D2CLJO)
CrJ:'1MONIID, C, 1:,", !,'V, K\'1,DEL TA, DETER/AREA21 IB, IX, MUL T, ~'1UL r i.J60, ICAL"
lCAL/AREA20/S,P/AREAI0/D2
I 7. =Xi"!+ 1
I F'C DC KM, KM » 51 0, 5 10 , 5 11
510 DU 512 I=X~,I~
DU ROO K=I,IK
IFCCCI,KM,K»ROO,ROO,801
ROI CCI,KM,K)=BCX)-CCI,KM,K)
ROO CONTINUE
512 DCI,KM)=-DCI,KM)
511 DD 500 J=U':,[N
IFCDCI{\'1,J» 51LJ,500,515
514 DO 516 I=XM,IM
DO 700 K=I,IK
IFCCtI,J,K»700,700,702
702 CCI,J,K)=BCK)-CCI,J,K)
700 COl\lTINUE
516 DCI,J)=-DCI,J)
SIS ,'lULTl=DCKM,J)/DCKM,Kl'1)
-J60=1
GALL CONVERT
DO 50 1 I=Kl'1,1M
DCI,.)=DCI,,-J)-MULTl*DCI,KM)
520 DO 502 X=l,IK
SINK=PCK,MULTCK)+l,CCI,KM,X)+l)
IFCSINK)503,503,504
503 CCI,J,K)=SCK,CCI,J,K)+l,SINK+l)
GO TO 502
504 SINKl=BCK)-SINX
CCI,J,K)=SCK,CCI,J,K)+l,SINKl+l)
502 CONTI NUE
501 CONTINUE
500 CUNTIl\lUE
DO 550 I=KM+l,IM
550 DCI,KM)=O
DC KM, Kl'1)=D2C KM)
DO 530 I = 1 , I M
530 WRITEC3,532)CDCI,J),J=1,IN)
532 FORMATCIX,20I3)
DO 663 K=l,IK
DO 660 I=IZ,IM.
660 WRITEC3,661)C(CCI,J,K),K=1,IK),J=IZ,IN)
661 FURMATC30I3)
663 CONTINUE
RETURN
END.,
SUBROUTINE POSIT
INTEGER DC40',LJO),CCLJO,LJO,8),8(R),KIC40),K2C40)
.....,._._. _£g.l~~[)~_1!P' C,} ,'1'_I.~,K,Vj,DEL TA, 1{1 , K2 IAR,F-AlII P, IC, 1{20I APE~21 IB, IK
" '
",'"
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925
940
DO 700 I=~~,IM
KICT)=J)(I,IC)
DCl, IC )=DC I I ;<;vol)
VCI,K,vj)=KICI)
DO 7 0 1 K=. 1 , I K
K2CI)=CCIIIC,K)
CCI,IC,K)=CCI,KM,K)
701 CCI,KM,K)=K2(I)
700 CONTINUE
DO 702 J=KM,IN
KICJ)=DCIR,,})
DCIR,J)=DCKM,J)
DC KM I ~J) = K 1 ( J)
DO 703 K=ldK
K2CJ)=C(IRIJ,K)
CCIR,J,K)=CCKM,J,K)
703 CC~~,J,K)=K2CJ)
702 CONTI t\lUE
RETURN
E!\lD
SUB80UTINE PRINRoW
INTEGER DC40,40),C(40,40,R),B(8),N(8)
COMMONIID,C,IM,IN,KM/AREA2/N ,I20/AREA3/JIM,MFl,KIM/AREA21/B,IK
IY=I:w1
KIM=O
l"1F=KM-l
920· I'1F=~"1F+1
IFCMF-IY)991,991,910
991 IF(DCMF,KM»911,920,911
911IN1=IN
Kl"11=K\'1+1
DO 930 J=KM1,INl
15= 0
DU 940 K=l,IK
904 IFCC(MF,KM,K»922,923,922
923 Jl=J
IF(CCMF,J1,K»922,930,922
922 Jl=J
IFCCCMF,KM,K)-CCMF,Jl,K»940,925,940
I 5= I5+ 1
CUNTI NUE
16=15
9ill
IF(I6-IK)941,930,941
MF1=MF
JIM=J1
KIM=1
WRITE(3,966)JIM,MF1,KIM
FURMAT(3X,4HJIM=,I5,4HMFl=,I5,4HKIM=,I6)
GU TO 910
CONTI NUE
GO TO 920
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PRINCOL
INTEGER D(40,40),CC40,40,g),BCR),N(8)
C 1);1.1 UN II Ij, C, I ,'1, I ,\I, K;'11f\ n EA21 N , I 20 I AREA 3 I J IM, r"1F 1, K I:1 I AR EA 2 lIB, IK
966
930
910
" '
. I
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IY=IN
XI ~<1=0
..IF=K.V!-l
9~0 ~'1F=MF+1
IFCMF-IY)991,991,910
991 IFCDCXM,~F»911,9201911
911 I:Vll=l:>1
X.VI 1 = K t'1+ 1
DU 930 I=KM11IMl
15= 0
DO 940 X=I,IK
904 IFCC(X~I~FIK)}92219231922
923 11=1
IFCC(IIIMF,X»92219301922
922 11=1
IF(C(K~IMFIK)-C(IIIMFIK»94n,9251940
925 15=15+1
940 CONTI NUE
16=15
IF( I~-I X)9411930,941
<) 41 [''IF1=lVlF
JIlVl=Il
XIM=1
GO TO 910
930. CONTINUE
GO TO 920
910 RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE CONVERT
I~TEGER D(40140),C(4014018)IB(~),MULT(8)
COMMUNIIDIC/AREA21/B,IXIMULTIMULT1,J60,lCALIJCAL
IF( J60) i o1, 101, 102
10 1 I F (D(ICAL, ,]CAL ) > 105, 106, 106
105 D(ICAL,JCAL)=-D(ICAL,JCAL)
106 DU 100 X=lIIK
100 C(ICAL,JCAL,X)=D(ICALIJCAL)-(D(ICALIJCAL)/B(K»*B(K)
GO TO 104
102 DO 103 K=I,IK
103 MULT(K)=MULTl-(MULTI/B(K»*B(K)
104 RETURI'.J
END
SUBRUUTINE OBTAINROW
INTEGER DC40,40)IC(40140IB)IB(8)
I,MULT(8)ISINKISIi'lKl ,SC81 191 19)'P(8, 19, 19)
2IDETER,DELTA
CUMMONIID,CIIM,INIKMIDELTAIDETER/AREA3/JIMIMFII
2AREAI/IR,IC,K20/AREA21/BIIK
1, (i]UL T,MUL T 11 ,J6 n, I CAL, ,)CAL IAR E:A2 0I SIP
IF( D( MF 11KM) ) r i i. 112, 11.2
111 DU 100 I=XMIIM
DO 300 X= 11IK
IF(C(I,KM,K»3001300,301
301 CCIIKM,K)=BCX)-C(I,XMIX)
300 CONTINUE
100 D(I,X~)=-D(I,KM)
-........_JJ?.J.f< DC ;1F I.' ,11 ."1) ) t 13, 1 1il, 1 I/j
• -_ ',' -.~ ...•... _- __-, _.-..-,... .......'c ••. --_ .. :--,;,'.~-"'::~'~'-'~
'.,'"', ~.:-
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1 1 3 DLJ
DO
In 1 I = 1-\'., I [1
LJon K=I,1K
I F' ( C ( I, ,j I :>1, K) )I! n 0 , LJn n, LJ0 1
LJnl C(I,JIM,K)=B(K)-CCI,J1~,K)
14 e o CUNTI :\JUE
101 DC1,JI~)=-DC1,JIM)
1 1LJ I F CD CV1F 1, I~'1)- D"viF 1,JPD ) 1 16, 1I9, 1 17
116 It:l=D(l1Fl,JI.1)/DC'1Fl,K~".l)
IDIV=DC~FI,JI~)-In*DCMFI,KM)
IFCIDIV) 11~, 119, IIA
1 19 I B=,"lF1
IC=K;"l
GO TO 200
ItR DO 120 I=KM,IM
J60=1
l1ULTl=IA
CALL CUNVERT
DO 220 K=l,IK
SIN t.( =P CK,v]UL T ( K ) + 1,C Cl, 1-<1'1,K )+ 1)
1FCS~NK)221,221,222
221 CCI,JI~,K)=S{K,CCI,JIM,K)+I,SINK+I)
GO TU 220
222 S1~Kl=RCK)-SINK
CCI,JIM,K)=SCK,CCI,JIM,K)+1,SINKl+1)
22n CDNTINUE
DCI,JIM)=DC1,J1M)-1A*D(1,KM)
12n CiJNTI NUE
GO TO Ill!
117 1A=D(MFl,KM)/DCMF1,J1M)
1D1V=DCMFI,KM)-IA*D(MFl,JIM)
IF<ID1V) 130, 131, 130
131 1R=;"lFI
I C=,JI M
GO TO 200
.130 DO 140 1=KM,IM
J60=1
l'1ULT 1=1 A
CALL CONVERT
DU 202 K=I,1K
S1NK=PCK,MULTCK)+l,C(1,J1M,K)+l)
IFCSINK)203,203,204
203 CC1,KM,K)=SCK,CC1,KM,K)+l,S1NK+l)
GO TO 202
204 SINK1=BCK)-SINK
CCI,KM,K)=SCK,CCI,KM,K)+l,SINKl+l)
202 CONTINUE
DCI,KM)=DCI,KM)-IA*DCI,JIM)
140 CUNTI NUE
GO TO 114
20n RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OBTAINCDL
INTEGER DC40,LJO),CC40,LJO,A),BC8)
1,M UL T C8 ), S I 1\1K, SIN K 1 , S (f~, 19, 19 ), P C8, 19, 19 )
2, DELTA, DETER
~ C iJ"i:IJUN I II', C, I iVj, 1,\1,1-(,1,DEL Tf\,DE:TERI AREA3 I JI M, lv]F1I
, ._'_"'~''''''_~''_o'_.-o' -._"._.-.''''-''' _...,...- -..,. .,. ' _ ";' . . - . '" . .,' .
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2AREAI/IP,IC,K?O/AHEn21/B,IK
1,;YjULT, ,'lUL T1, ,)60, rCAL, JCAL/AREA20 IS~ P
IFCDC K_YJ L'1 F 1)) l. 11~ 112~ 112
III DU Ion J=KA,IN
DO 300 K=ldK
IFCCCK~,J,K»300,300,301
301 CCKM,J,K)=F(K)-C(KM~J~K)
300 CUNTINUE
100 D(KM~J)=-DCKM,J)
lIP. IFe DC JP1~ :VJF1)>113~ llll~114
113 DU 101 J=K:>1dN
DO 400 K=l,IK
IFCCCJI~,J,K»400,400,401
401 C(JI~,J,K)=BCK)-CCJr~,J,K)
400 C01'JTINUE
101 D(JI~,J)=-DCJIM,J)
114 IF CDC K ,>1, 1"1 F' 1)-DCJI>1~M F' 1))116, 119, 117
116 IA= DC JI I':}, IVJF'1) IDC KM, MF' 1)
IDIV=DeJI~~MFI)-IA*D(KM,MF1)
IF'(IDIV) 111~,119, 118
119 IR=KM
IC=('1F1
GO TO 200
118 DO l20 J=KM~lN
.160=1
iVJULT1=IA
CALL CONVERT
DO 202 K=I~IK
SINK=peK,MULTCK)+I,CCKM ,J,K)+l)
IFeSINK)203,203,204
203 CeJIM,J,K)=SCK,CCJIM,J,K)+l,SINK+l)
GO TO 202
204 SINK1=BCK)-SINK
CCJIM,J~K)=SCK,CCJIM,J,K)+1,SINK1+1)
202 CONTINUE
DCJIM,J)=DCJIM,J)-IA*DCKM,J)
120 CONTI NUE
GU TO 114
117 IA=DCKM,MF1)/DCJIM,MFl)
IDIV=DeKM,MFI)-IA*D(JIM~MFI)
IFe IDIV) 130, 131, 130
131 IR=JIM
IC=MFI
GO TO 200
130 DO 140 J=KM,IN
~]60=1
MULT1=IA
CALL. CONVERT
DO 220 K= l» IK
SIN K= P (K, i'1UL T( }oO + 1,CC JIl"",J, K) + 1)
IFCSINK)221,221,222
281 CCKM,J,K)=seK,CCKM,J,K)+I,SINK+l)
GO TO .220
222 SINKl=BCK)-SINK
CCKM,J,K)=SCK,CCKM,J,K)+1,SINKl+1)
220 CONTINUE
DCKIVj, J) =DC I<M~J) -IA*DC JI M" J)
140 CONTI NUE
GO TO 114
200 RETURN
END
FINISH
"'!'<O,'"rn ~.:~ ....... ·"'Jr"'......,-- ..,--
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Group Theory and its Application in Mathematical Programming
INTRODUCTION
Recently considerable work has been done towards applying group theory
to integer programming problems. While studying the literature [2,3,5J
it became evident that theoretical background of the relevant aspects of
group theory and that of integer programming are not available in one
source document. In the present study we have, therefore, set out to
provide some of the pertinent theoretical results which may form the
basis of further study of this topic.
In the first part the concept of binary operation in a set, group,
subgroup, normal subgroup of a group, quotient group, homomorphism,
kernel of homomorphism, isomorphism, isomorphic, and direct sum group
are briefly studied. In the second part the group minimization problem,
and solving integer programming problems by means of the knapsack
problem are discussed.
PART ONE
Definition. A "mapping" f, from S to T is a subset of ordered pairs
of S x T (by S x T, we mean the Cartesian product of Sand T) such that
for SfS, there is a unique tfT, such that the ordered pair (s,t)ff;
this is shown as f : S + T or S!T. If t is the image of sunder f
we shall represent this fact by t = f(s). Indeed this notation is
used instead of writing (s,t)ff.
Definition. A binary operation in S is a mapping of S x S to T, denoted
in this note by (f), therefore,
@
6) :. S x S + T or S x S + T
If tfT.is the lmage of ordered pair (SI,S2) under binary operation,
we denote this by t = SI ~ S2 instead of t = G} (S1'S2)
Example: Addition is a binary operation in the set of real numbers, R, i.e.l
+
+ : R x R + R, or R x R + R
which is defined +(a,b) = c, and is expressed in the form (a+b) = c.
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1.1 Group
A nonempty set of e.lenerrts G is said to form a group, if in G there is
defined a binary operation such that the following holds:
(1) a ,bEG, implies that a (!) btG, i.e., the set G is closed under
this operation.
(2) a,D,cEG implies that,
(3) There exists an eIemerrt eEGwhereby
a 0 e = e e a = a for all a£G
(e is called the identity element in G).
(4) For every dEGthere exists an element (-a) EG, such that
(-a) ea = ae (-a) = e,
(the existence of inverse in Cl ) •
r~,l.JJlition. A group G is said to be 'abelian' if for every a,hEG,
a e b = b. a.
Example 1. The set of all square nonsingular matrices of order ~ under
This group of coursethe multiplication defined for matrices, forms a group.
is not abelian, since (1)
a b- a' bT a' bT a D=
c d c' d' c' d' c d
(1)
does not hold for all a,b,c,d,a',b',c' ,d~
Exarrple 2. The set of all integers under the addition forms an abelian group.
Example 3. Let P be a real number, cS , a posi ti ve integer, and x the
remainder when p is divided by cS; that is p = m5+x, where m is an Irrteger-,
and 0 ~ x < cS. We say that x is congruent p modulo a and ·write this relation
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For example 7=43(mod12). Wewill prove that the set S={O,I,2,3, .•. ,6-1}
under the addition with rrodulo 6 forms an abelian group. For this purpose
we should verify "that all the conditions (1) to (4) hold, and ifp,qe:S,
then we have (p+q)(mod6) ; (q+p)(mod6).
(1) let p,qe:S, therefore Ospes , and O~q<o
if p+q<6, then p+qe:S,but
if p+q>6,.we can write p+q=6+r3or rl(p+q)(mod6)(Osr3< 6'
i.e., r3e:Sor (p+q)(mod6)e:S.
By similar argurrentx the other staterrents can be verified, therefore, the
set S under the binary operation defined in it forms an abelian group.
Example4. This example proves very useful in applying group theory to
integer programming. Let S ={~,gl' ••• gt-l} and binary operation in S ~
defined as :
From l:.xanple 3 it" follows that the set S uncier the binary
operation defined as above foms an abelian group am let this De denoted
by G(6).
Definition. A subset H of a group G is said to be a subgroup of G if
under' the binary operation defined in G, H itself forms a group.
Theorem1. A nonerrpty subset H of the group G is a subgroup of G if
and only if,
(1) a,be:Himplies that a e be:H.
(2) ae:Himplies that (-a)e:H.
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Theo~1II2. If H is nonemptyfinite subset of a group G and H is closed
wider the binary operation defined in G, then H is a subgroup of G.
A natural characteristic of a group is the numberof elenents it contains.
knoen as tne oroer- of G, and denoted by IGf• This Jaurnberis of
course nest interesting when it is f~te) in that case G
is a finite group.
Definition. If G is a group, and a£G define
a 0 a 0 ,... ea = rra~------v-------- )
mtines
.md a1:.;() define e = oa
iJ..-(. order of a£Gis the leaSt positive \
Irrtegcz...m such that ~ = e, and will be denoted by lal •. It can be
easily"'shown that if G is a finite group, and a£G, then lailiGI
i.e., Ia] divides IGI.
I'ef~u tion. A group G is said to be 'cyclic' if there e.xists an element
..i..nG,say a, such that
For th.! group C(o),
". a--_te:.ia., ~gl = Er.o' therefore Ig11 = s , Le., G(o) is a cyclic group.
[a] = IGI •
D:finition. If H is a subgroup of group G, and a£G, then
H Et> a = {h (±) alh£H} is called a 'right coset' of ,H in G.
Similarly the left coset of H in G can be defined.
Normal subgroup of a group. A subgroup N of G is said to be a normal
subgroup of G if, every left coset of N in G is also a right coset of
N in G; Le., for every a£G, N e a = a (if) ·N. Of course whenG is
an abelian group each subgroup of G is a noma! subgroup of it; but
the converse is not always true. Note it can be sOOwnthat for
a,beG, and a f. b either·N EO a = Neb or (N (!) a)n(N 4) b) = ~,
end furthernore u (N (f) a) = G.
aEG
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let GIN (N is a normal, subgroup of G) denote. the collection of right t'(x:(~t~;
of N in G (that is the elerrent of GIN are cer-tain subsets of G) and we 1l:~;C
the binary operation of set G to yield for us a ,binary operation in
GIN. For "lhis binary operation ~ claim that
X,Ye:G/N irrplies that X(!)Ye:G/N,; for X=N0 d,Y=NGb
fOI' sene a~b~G, and Xe Y=(NEl) a) ED (N CD L) = (.1)
N e (a e b) =N @ c e:G/N, where C:=(1 () b.
The other three conditions can be ver-Ll'Iod as above; therefore the set
GIN under binary operation (!;,), forms a group, which if; called "quotient
group" or factor group of G by N.
N.B. If G is abelian, then GIN is abelian as well ~
Example. let 'G be the group of integers under addition, and N be the set
of all multiples of~. We shall write the coset of N in G as N + a
rather than as N E> a, since the binary operation in G is addition.
Consider three cosets N, N+I, N+2. We claim that these are all the coscts
of N in G. For ae:G)a=3b+Cwhere be:Gand C=O,l, or 2 (C is remainder of
a on division by 3). Thus N+a = N+3b+C= (N+3b)+C= N+C, since 3bEN.
Thus~very coset is, as 'we stated one of N, N+1 or N+2, and
GIN = {N,N+I,N+2}
Howdo we add elenerrts in GIN? Our formula (Nea) e (N f) b) = Ne (a ,eb)
translates illto:
(N+I) + (N+2) = N+(1+2) = N+3 = N since 3e:N;
(N+2) + (N+2) = N+(2+2) = N+4 = (N+3)+1 = N+I, and so on.
Cleal"'ly what we did for 3 ~ could emulate for c:J.y' integer n,
1.2 HOmJrrorohism
A mapping ~ from a gI"QUPG into a group G is sale to be a "hoeorphi.sm" if
for all a,be:G G G
_ ~(a e b) = ~(~) Cl) ~(b), . (b)
G G
bye, and e we rrean the binary operation defined in G, and G respectively.
Fig. I is an illustration of the relationship in (b).
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G-, a..(f)b
G
Example: let G be the group of all real numbers under addition, and let
G be the group of nonzero real numbers with the binary operation multiplication
of ~al numbers. Define the napping,
+:G + G by +(a) = 2a•
In order to verify that this mapping is a hOIIOi1OIphismlNe must check if
.'
• ch' ck' f 2a+b 2a 2b hich' . d d S' 2a. al1..e., we must e 1. =. ' , W 1.Sm ee 'tr\E. anoe 1.S ways
positive the image of ~ is not all of G, so + is a hcm:>norphismof G into G,
but not onto G~cf p, 12 (i].
Exanq>le: If G is a group, N a nornal subgroup of G; define the mapping t from
G into 'GIN by
+(X) = N ex
for all XEG. Then ~ is a honorphism of G onto GIN.
Kernel of a hOITOITOryhism.
If , is a horronorphi.smof G into G, the ''kernel'' of ., K, is defined by
. ,. ;)
K. = {XIXEG and, ,(X)· = e, where e i~ th= identity elenent of G}
It can be easily shown that if ~ is a hononorphism of G :nto G with kernel
K~' K+ is a nonnal subgroup of G.
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IJefinition: A homomorphism~ of G into IT is said to be an "isorrorphism" if
4J is one-to-one.
Def.ini t ion: Twogroups G, G:.': are said to be isorrorphic, if there is an
if.,
~SOm)rl)hj.:;1II01 (; (JJ Ito 0:. In this case \oK! vlI'i te G : G~':.·
.,,
'lwo i:;ollk.Jrphlc. groups ,.ire the :-;anc mathomat i.cal, object, only
dl\~ di Ifcrcnt. •
r: Leima, Let ~ be a honorrorphi.sm of G' onto G with kernel K, then
..;,./
G/K : G; sce 1, p. 50.
This resuU is frequently used in the present study.
1. 3 Direct Sum Groups
Let S = {ai,~)li=0,1,2'.'.'~1-1,k=0,1,2" •• '~2-1} and
(ai'~) ~ (~,bt) = (a(i+J·)(mod~ )' b(k+1)(mod~ » then it can be shownthat S
• J . 1 2
under this operation fonns an abelian group of order ~1·~2' this is defined as
G_<~1'~2)'where G(~1'~2) is said to be the direct sumgroup of G«\) and
G(62) and expressed as G(61'~2) = G(~l) (!l G(~2). In exactly the sameway am
.direct sum group G(61'62, ••• '~m) of order n ~i can be.defined as
i:l
:~r example consider G(2,3). The elements of G(2,3) are the ordered pairs
&0,0 = (aO,bO)'bl,O = (al,bO)'~,l = (90,bl),gl,l = (al,bl),~,2 = (90,b2),
E.xc3ii!ple: The groupsG(6) anc r,(2 ,3) are Lsorrorphi,c.'D'.e correspondence between
the efenerrts , are set out graphically in Fig. (2).
Fig (2)
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For cXdlflple choose tv¥'>e lcrrerrts in G(6), say gl ,g2' which correspond to
gP2' 1~(),1ronpoct ive'ly,
gl 0g2 = .e3,
gl,2 (9 &0,1 = gl,O'
asd't is showng3 corresponds to gl,O. Similarly ,it can be checked
that, the mappinger is a homomorphismof G onto G(2,3), and is one-to-one,
therefore G(6) and G(2,3) are isonorphic.
"Note. 'The group G(6) is cyclic, therefore G(2,3) is also cyclic.
m m, •LetlR , '2 be the sets of columnvectors WJ.th m componentsof real and
integer entries respectively. These sets under the usual operation of
addition form abelian groups. Clearly the group '2m is a subgroup of the
m
group f( •
Let A = [aij] be an mxn natrdx express~ as a set ~f columnvectors
A = [al ,a2, ••• ,an] where any vector aj 18 madeof mteger components.
Define the set
n
-{A} = {xix = I Pj~'Pj integer,j = l,2, ••• ,n} ,
j=1
, then this set {A} under addition forms an abelian group. If the matrix A
oorrtains an noon identity matrix, then z" = {A}. In general the group {A} is
, '"a subgroup of the group Z ·Assume that A is of rank m, and - t
B = [bl'b2, ••• ,bm] is an noon submatrix of A, also of rank m, We can consider
the abelian group formed by the set {B} defined as follows:
m
{B} = {yly = I Pjbj 'Pj integer, j=l,2, •• : ,m} ,
j=l
tnen OH forms a group under addition. In general, group {B} is a subgroup
of group {A}. Let
-1Cl= [a .. ) = B A, and
, l.J n
'{Cl}={zlz = I P·~,p· integer j=1,2, ••• ,n}
J J J
j=1
Tne set {Cl} under-the usual binary operation of additim forms an abelian group,
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let Cl be the set madeup of the fractional part of a such that
a = Cl + L.
n
Then the set {a): =_ {wiw = r p.a. ,p. integer, j =1,2, ••• ,Cl, and W = W IIK.Xj( I )},J) )
j=l .
forms a group which is generated by the frac..1:ionalparts of COiunU1 vectors 1..'1 .
a under addi.tion (nod 1). Thus given a group {I\} , B-1 is used to nap {A}
into the group {a}, and let, be the nupping from group {a} to the group {a}. '
This can be indicated as follows:
-1B . ."
{a} -----__..;';_,. Ca}{A}------------------~~~
-1' ,The composite mapping f defined as f = ,B, may be proved to be a homorrorphi.sn
from {A}into {a}. Let al,a2dA}, and al ,a2da}, such that,
Fromearlier definition it follows
: ::,',1 a??lying the napping "
. . -1 .so the composate mapping f = ,B l.S a hononorphismof group {A} onto group
{a}, see below.
Tneorem. TIlequotient group {A}/Kfis Lsonorpr.Ic with the group (a}, Le.,
{AJlK,S-l z {a} The proof is straightforwaro, because cpB-1is a horronorpnism
{A}onto {a}.
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Theorem. The kernel of cjlB = {B}. To see this suppose a£K.B-l ~{A};
therefore ~B-1Ca) = 0*, we knowthat
n
"a:; I Pjaj for sane Pj' j=l,Z, ••• ,n,
j=l
so
so
-1 nB (~ p.a.) = r (r is an integer vector)t J J ,
j=l
or
n
I Pjaj = Br =
. j=l
m
I b.r .•
J Jj=l
So
..
a£K'.l:implit:!S~l therefore K.B-1 ':[B)+B .
Slmilarly we can prove thattBl~ K,B-l, thus,
. K.B-1{B!
Let us study the structure of the groupZm/{B}•
Since~m is m-dimensional, the unit vectors ei(i=1,2, ••• ,m) serve as a basis, m
forz , and certainly for the group {B}; where
m
b. = lb .. e., (j =1,Z, ••• ,rn) • Therefore the matrix Bexpresses every
J l.J l.i=l
~ bZ • • •
e1 bU ~2 • • •
e2 b2l b22 •
• • • • •
• • • ••
• • • ••
bm
~
b2m
- B• -
•
•
bnm
b. in term of e.. By changing the basis vector b., and :he unit vector e. ,l. J l. J
~ c:andiagonalize the matrix by aserdes of elenentary :ransformation such that
l.t 1S of the form' s
* (0 is the identity element of the group {a})
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b'm
e' 611
c' °2 0 = ~ ,2
,-'
0
e' c5mm
\vhere 6. is ii divisor. of 6.+l(i=l,2, ••• ,m-U. TIle matrix B is called the1 1
"Srnittl Normal Form"of the matrix B (the process of transforming a matrix
into Smith l~ormalForm can be found in l~.lor in our report [4]. Since
the" process does not change the determinant D=ldetBI=detB=olo2.•• om' and
bi = 0i . ei (i=l,2, ••• ,m) where ei(i=1,2, ••• ,m) are bas~s for~rn.
It is well knownthatZm can be expressed as a direct sumgroup.
, ' m - 'le' {~ Ze' t";" (~ , Ze"': .z_ - 1 ~J 2 \.i:J ••• ~. m
and b! (L=1,2 , ••• ,m) are basis for the group {B}, therefore it can also be
1
expressed as a direct sumgroup
(±} Zb~ (Z any integer)
-::-;c quotient groupZj'{B} maybe expressed as,
(±) ?e'm
(£) Ze'omm
#z@ ••• 0 ZJ:
Urn
are isorrorphic, therefore 2m/{B} and the direct sum of m cyclic groups are
Lsonorphi.c , and the ith cyclic group is of oroerS.(i=1,2, ••• ,m). Further
1
the order- of this group is
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Naw, D = 12~Bl m {~= 2~A} {B}
as {B}C{A}, so {All rivides D. If ~ should contain identity
{B}
natrix "2/{A} = 1.
I
In the theorem of page 10 it is proved that thekernel Kf of the homomorphismis
the group {B} , and Zmis {A} if A contains an identity matrix. Therefore from
the theorem in page 9 it follows
rz!11 {B} is isomorphic with the group fa}, and they should be of the
same order, i.e., I {a}I = D.
The important result concerning the group (Q'}constructed out of the fractional
elenents of the matrix a= B-lA, obtained under the operation of addition
nodule 1, and the direct sum group constructed out of the diagonal elements
of the Smith Normal fonn may be summarized as:
- ZTwogroups {a} and Z6 -+
1
Z•• • + Z6 are Lsorrorphi.c,
m
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PART TWO
.2.1. Knapsackproblem
This is the classical problem that a hiker faces .in deciding how-to pack his
knapsack,
Let a. be the ~ight of the J'th item, c. be the value of the jth item, x , beJ . J ' J
the number of items of type j that the hiker carries with him, ard let b
denote the total weight Limi.tat.ion, Then the hikers problem may be expressed as
n
max ,r CjXj,(Cj integer, j = 1,2, ••• ,n),
j=l }
subject to
nr a.x.~b(a.,b positive integer),
J J J
j=l
(1)
, ~ ~O, and integer.
The knapsack problem can be solved by any of the general Integer Linear Progranmi
ctLP) algorithms, however it has only one constraint and nore direct algorithms
may be used for its solution. A general ILP in bounded variables can be
transfomed into a knapsack problem as well l3].
2.2.· Group knapsack problem
Consider the finite abelian group G, and H = {Q:. , ... ,g. } a subset of G, and~l ~n ,
let the set Q be made up of the subscripts such that Q = {il'i2, ... ,in}'
Consider the problem of finding non-negative Integers, t . j=1,2, ••• ,n such that
, ~.
J
ID t.~ = t. g. E> ••• (!)t. g. = g*EG. (2)
jEQ J-J 1.1~1 ~l ~n
NCMfor integer p and m such that
p+ml~~ 0 (3)
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Thus if one componenttk of the solution of (2) is given by
tk = p, k,Q there are solutions
, wi~ Tt< = ? +ml~' f?r all m such that p +mI~I ~O. Related'
\,
to the pure integer progranrning.problem, there exists the group knapsack
',' prohlem
subject to •(£) t.~ = g
jE:Q J-J
t. ~0 and integer, j E:Q.
J
where d. are given for all j E:Q. Note that d. ~ 0 implies that
]. , J
if (4) has a solution, it has an optimal solution with. '
t. s] s.l for all j E: Q. However, if there exists j such that
J J '
d.• < 0, and (4) has a solution, then it is unbounded, It can
J '
be sh.ownthat this .problem can be solved as knapsack problem,
and the relation between (4) and (1) is as follCMs :
By introducing a slack variable xn+1to the constraint
in (1) , (1) can be written in the form
max X =o
n+l
I c. x.
j=l J J (5)
subject to
n+1
I a. x. = b ,
j=l J J
(Sa)
X. ~ 0, and integer, j = 1,2,.•• ,n+1
J
where an+1 = 1 and cn+1= O.
Assure that the variables in (5) are ordered so that ..
cl' c2 C C 1n n+ ,,~ ~-~, l' .a.. ~ a
2
" ~ •• ~ a ~ a---' nu opt..LlUQ.J.so utaon to the LP correspond-
1. n n+1 C '
ing to (5) is given by x, = b , X =..1. b , x. = 0 for j ~2.~ al 0 al J
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From (Sa) xl.may be expressed as
n+l
.IJ=2 a.x .•J J
(Sb)
Substituting (Sb) in (5) gives
clb 1
maxx=---o al al
(Sc)
Now maximizing (Se) subject to (Sa) is equivalent to
n+l n+l
min I .(cIa. - c.al)x. = I d.x. say,
J J J J J
(6)
j=2 j=2
b n+l a.x.subject to .I ...l..2 ~ 0, and integer (7)al j=2
al
Xj ~O, and integer j = 2,3, ••• ,n+1
. (We have assured that E. is not mteger).
al
If b is large enough, so that xl is certain to be positi ve in an optimal
solutlon, the non-negatdvi.ty on ~ can be dropped. Equation (7) can be
written m the form
n+l
I
j=2
or n+l
I a.x. = b(modal"~J Jj=2
(8)
or n+l
I PjXj = po(mcxl al),
j=2
Note that (8) can be written as a group equation over the group G(al).
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, ." ,0 () I I. 1 0 J. 0 0 I 1 0 0
I J
0 1 () I -J 1 1 o 1 0 I -1 'l. 1I
I 10 . O· J. I G 'I. 0 0 0 1 G _LI 0I I
I I-----------~---------- ... ----------~------------I
I
-1I 1 0 0 1 0I
I
I 0 1 0 0 1 0I
I
I 0 0 1 0 0 1
I
I
l' 0 0 I 1 0 0 r 0', 0 1 0 0I
I +
+ .1 1 0 I 0 2 1 1: l. 0- 1 1 -2I
I-6 0 1 I 0 -4 0 -6 0 1 0 0 4I~----------1r_--------- ... ~---------1r------------
I II.1 -1 0 I 1 0 1 -..II .0 1 0 I 0 0 -1t- O 0 1 0 1 0I
1001100
1 1 0·10 1 0
"'-6 0 1 I 0 0 It-I. ----------+-.-------- , 'I'herefore
I 1 0 1
1'0 0-1
II 0 1 2
1 .0
R = 1 1
-6 0
o 1
"o B = 0
1 0
o
1
o
o 1
o C = 0
4 0
o 1
o -1
1 2
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Let Q :: {2,3,4, ••• ,n+l} , and gO;,:: ~O' (it has been assuned that
~ ~ di 1 :: j,i,j::2, ••• ,n+I, otherwise see (3]), then (8) can be expressed as:
r.\ t .g. :: !'~':
~. 1 1 ~
lcQ
(9)
where ;ti :: Xj icG and i :: Pr
NGl fOI' Large b (7) m:l.y LlC written as the group knapsack problem r-:
minimize d.t. ,1. 1.
subject to
e
i£Q
t.g. : g*,1. 1. . (10)
t . ~0 and integer, i£Q.1.
Exanple: Consider the problem
max xo·: 10xI + S~ + 3xa + 2x4 + xS'
subject to.
SX1 + 4x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 + SxS ~ 40 . (7a)
Irrtroduce Xs as slack variable, the problem (7a) may be expressed as
(7b)
The optimal solution to the problem (7b) ignoring the integrality condition
'. .abl' 40 400 dO' 2 f.J... • • don tne vara es 1S xl : 6 ' ~ : ""6 ,an xi: 1. ~ • YVL·1.tmg~ an xl
in terms of the remaining variables one obtains
(7c)
, .
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Ignoring the non-negativity condition on xl (7c) can be written as:
minimize
sub jet -L L()
I!~ + 3x3 + 2x'J + 5xS'+ x6 == I! (rood f),
X2' X3' XI!' XS, ..X6 ~ 0,
and the group minimization problem corresponding to (7d) beCOIIeS
('/(
minimize
subject to
g4t4 + g3t3 + g2t2 + gsts + gltl = g4'
t4, t3, t2, ts' tl ~ 0 integer.
The optimal so~ution is t4 = 1, ti = 0, i • 4. Therefore the optirMJ.
solution corresponding to (7a) is
x2 = 1, xl = 6, ~ = xli .e Xs = ~ = 0, and. Xo = 66.
The advantage of representing (S), (Sa) as a group knapsack problem is that
the order' of the group is only al, where al c b, In (5), (Sa) the number
of calculation is in a lose sense proportional to the magnitude of b and in
(10) it is proportional to the nagni tude of al.
2.3. Relation Between Integer Programmingand the GrouoK~apsackProjle~
Consider the pure integer p~gram
nax c x
Subject to A x ~ b ,
x ~ 0, and integer
where A is mx n integer matrix, b an integer m-vector, and c an integer
n-vector-, Alternatively the integer program (ll) can be written as:
max ex
subject to Ax = b , (12)
where A is an m x (m-n) integer matrix, c an (mm) vector, am x is an
(m..n) vector which includes the slack variables introduced to convert the
inequalities (11) to equations of (12). Partitioning A as (B,N],(12) may
be I'e\.zritten as
max CB xB + ~ ~
subject to BXB + N~ = h,
.xB' "N ° and integer,
. (13)
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where H is an 1!I X rn lion-singular matr-ix. l:xpressing xB in term of-1 -1 .
~, l.e., x13= B b - B N~, w; can wr-i te (13). as:
max CBB-lb- (CBB-~ - CN)~
-1 -1
xB+B NxN=B b
xB' 1N ~ 0 integers.
If we consider (14) as a linear program, Le., drop the integer restriction
:on xB' and ~ and if B is the optina1 basis of the linear program, then the
optimumsolution to the linear program is
subject to
XB = B-~, ~ = 0,
-1 -1where CBB N - ~ ~ O. I~. B b happens to be an integer vector, then,
-1xB = B b, ~ = 0,
is obviousiy the optinrumsolution to integer program (14). WhenB-lb is not
an integer vector, xN must be increased from zero to sone non-negat i ve integer
vector such that .
-1 -1xB = B b - B N ~ ~ 0, and integer.
This leads to two questions:
(1) Under what conditions B-lb - B-IN~ ~ 0 holds ?
(2) \~len is B-lb - B-l~ an integer vector?
To start with, -consdden the relaxation of (14) in which the nonnegativity
condition xB ~ 0 and the integer restriction are omitted; the problem becorres
max CBB-lb - (CBB-lN- ~) 1N
xB = B-l(b - NXN)'
.~ ~ O.
subject to
(15)
In the r.-dinensional space over which the components of ~ are defined the
feasible solutions to (15) correspond to the cane defir£d by the non-negative
orthant. For this reason, LP's of form US) are called LP's over cone: and
:max CBB-lb - (CBB-IN- '1l) 1N
xB = B-l(b - N1N) xB integer (16)
~.~ 0, integer
are ILP' s in which the corresponding LP's are over cones. Thus problems in
the form of (6) are called 1LP's over cone or 1LPC's. An ILPC is a relaxation
of the corresponding 1LP in which, for a given B the nor:-negati vi ty restriction
on X are omi.tted.
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It will be seen that an ILPCis considerably easier to solve than the
corresponding ILP. In fact, an ILPCcan be solved as a group knapsack
problem over a direct sum group which is of oroer- D = [det BI.
'l'o answer' the second quect ion stated above, note that:
The condition xB be an integer vector is equivalent to
B-l(b-~~) Ofrrod 1).
Eliminating the constant term from the objective function of (16) and changing
from maxinto min \I.e obtain the ILPCstatenent
subject to
-l__ -1B -NxN = B b(mod 1), , (17)
~ ~ 0, integer,
~-ii1en:! (CBB-IN-~) ~'0. Assune that ~ is an optimal solution to (17) so that
the corresporrling value of ~ is
We can think: of B-IN~ as a minimum cost correction to B-\ that yields xg
integer. If the correction is such that xg ~ 0, then (x~ ,x;l) .is the optimal
solution to ILP (12).
For this reason it is intuitively appealing to choose B such that B-\ O.
Thus one generally oorks with an ILPCand an associa:ted optirnal basis B.
Ho\oJever,the theory and the algorithm apply to any ILPCgenerated by a dual
feasible basis.
2."+. Eaci'lalent ILPCRepresentation
...;~ ~bjecti.ve is to transform the ILPCconstraints of (16), by changing
vard shles , into a form nore suitable for analysis. fumeclassical result on
t.he solution of s:imul.taneouslinear equations in Irrtegers provides the background.
let
s = {xlBx = b, x integer}
T = {YI~y= 0, y integer}
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'- th . -.'..where B and B are m -order- rnatruces, and b , b , m-dimens.ional,arrteger-
vectors. If there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of
S' --..:I T· b here ro I th.......:l., . hau..! , gaven y y = px, w ere p l.S an m -oJ.oer mteger matrux, t en
Bx = b , x integer and By = b,y integer are said to be equivalent representation .
.To obtain a representation equivalent b ax = b.,x integer, the following
theorem proves to be useful.
Theorem1. Let E be an mth-order unimodular integer matrix, then for every
integer vector y there exists a'unique x such that y = Ex.
TIleorem2. Let R and C be mth order unirrodular integer matrices, and let
~ 1\
RBC= B, then Bx = b,x integer, and By = Rb,y integer are equivalent
representation.
Proof: Multiplying Bx = b on the left by R yields RBx= Rb. (19)
Since C-1exists it is also true that
RB = ~ C-:.
From (19), (20) it follows that
1\ -1
B C x = RBx = Rb.
(20)
(21)
let
c-1'x = y
Note that C unirrodular and integer implies that C-1 i~ unimodular , and
integer. Using Theorem1, it follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the integer value x and y in (22).
(22)
Substituting (22) into (21) yields
1\
By = Rh. (23)
Consider a particular integer solution ~ = "N, in (lS), then.
BXB = b - NXNis integer
1m equivalent representation of (24) is therefore,
A
By = R(b - N"N)' Y integer.
(24)
(25)
Thus problem (1S) can be madeeasier to analyse by obtaining a particular formA .
for- B, say diagonal form. This form is simpler to handle than that of the
original B matrix.
Example: Consider the ILP (taken. from 0])
max 2x1 + X2
subject to
Xl + ~ + X3 = 5
- ~ + X2 + X4 = 0
Sx" + 2x" + Xc;. = 21, x, ,~,x~,xlJ.,xc,?O, and i;tege:r
(2S)
The optinal solution to the corresponding LP is
. 11 9 1
xB = (xl,~,x4) = (14' 4' 2) and ~ = (x3,xS) = (0,0).
/ The ILPC corresponding to the optimal basis LP is
subject to
(26
Xi + x2 +:x3 = S
_. xl + ~ + x4 = 0
6~1 + 2x2 + Xs = 21
x3' Xs ~ 0 and integer
xl' x2' x4 integer
(26
(26
Thus (26)" can be written as follCMs:
1 1 0
1
2
-1
6
s
o
1 0
(27o o
121 o
..
1.J;t R and C by any minodular matrices such that RBC= B, and these
unim:xlular matrices are chosen such that B is the Smith Nonna! Formof B.
This is canputed as illustrated belCM.
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Rb = RNxN =
l
5
5
-9
Y1 S-x 3
" Y2 S -xBy = = 3 or
4Y3 -9 +6x3- ~
Y1 = S - x3
Y2 = S - x3
.4y3 = -9 + 6x3 - ~
(28)
Now (28) is a sl.ni>ler representation than (27), in the sense
that it imrediately provides necessary and sufficient conditicn
on (x 3'~) for y to be integer, and equivalently for ~ to be
inte~r. In particular any (x3' xS) integer yields (Y1' Y2)
integer, and y3 is integer if an,d only if
or
- 9 + 6x3- Xs = 0 (nod 4)
3 + 2x
3
+ 3~ = 0 (m::x1 4)
or
Thus (x3~ xS) t! 0 and integer yields a feasible solution
to the ILPCif and only if (29) holds. Therefor-ethe
(29)
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}Jlublern I\.!dUt~!:; to
/ Minz= x3 = Xs
2 4"
subject to 2x3 + 3xS = 1 (nod~) J
x3' Xs ~ 0., and Irrtegers ,
and this is a group Knapsack problem over the' group G(4) '.
2.5 Group Knapsack Representation of an ILPC
A • •
Suppose B l.S the Snuttl Nornal Formof B, the!)
~ = R(b-N~), Y Irrteger-,
tis, e~uivalent to "...
Bxs+ N'lJ=b , "s integer,
where ~ = RBC,and y = clx. 'lherefore (17) can be
stated as s
"By = R(b-N"N)
Y integer,~~°I ' and integer
Denote the i th xo« of R by R. (i = 1,2, ••• ,m) then the
i th row of ~ =R(b- N"N) is l.
s. y. = R. (b - Nx N)
1. 1. 1.
Since for "N Irrteger-, the right-hand side of (33) is
an integer, there exists an Irrtegen Yi satisfying (~3)
if and only if
equivalently
R.Nx.. =R. b (nod 6.) i = 1,2, ••• ,In.
1. ~ ,1. 1.
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
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Note that if ~. = 1, (34) is superf1uos, in the sense that it is satisfied
1.
by any integer vector ~.
=1If cS1= cS2= ••• = ~_l,cSk>1, then fran (33), (31) can be stated as
min Zo = (CBB-1N-<;)"N
R.N~. = R.b(mod cS.) i=k, ••• ,rn
1.~ 1. 1.
(3S)
"N ~ 0, integer
Note that D > 1 implies that ~rn > 1.
Suppose k=m, so that there is exactly one constraint in (35). Let '1l=(xl'x2"" ,xl
-1CB B av-C. = d., and p . = R a.: (mod~ ) P = R b(nod ); then (35) reduces toJ J J rnJ -in J rn mo . m rn·
r
min Zo = I
j=1
. ,
\~
d. x.
J J
subject to
r
I Prnj Xj = PlIO (nod cSrn) ,
j=l
(36)
X. ~ 0, integer j=1,2, ••• ,r.
J r
As stated earlier r Pmj Xj = PlIO (nod cSm)
j=l
(36) is the corresponding group knapsack problem. The objective coefficient
dj can be transformed into integer by multiplying the objective function by D.
is a group equation over G(~rn) and
In the general case where 1~k<mp.. = R.a.(nod ~.), and p. = R.b(nod cS.)
1.J 1..~ 1. 1.0 1. 1.
then (35) can be stated as
I'
minimize Zo = r '1 Xj
j=l
(37)
subject to
r
I p .. x. = p. (mod ~l.')'i = k ,••••,m,
1.J J 1.0
j=l
Xj ~ integer j=1,2, ••• ,r
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The congruences of (37) taken together are equivalent to a group equation over
the cli~ct SLUn group G(6k,6k+l, ••• ,15m); this sum~up is of order
1nl = .6k6k+1,.•. ,6m.and (37) is a group knapsack. problem. Represent Pij by the
group e Iemmt ~)o 0 in G(oi)' denote the etenent of the group ~k,6k+l"" ,15m)~]
by g. , •.. ,0 ,where O~iR.~ot (t=k, ••• ,m).
1k 1m.'
of the group G(Ok"" ,15m),
Therefore g.._ , ••• ,p 0 is an element
l'J<j m]
Example
Max z = -x - 2xo 3 ~
Subject to
(38)
The optimal LP solution to this problem is given by (~,~,x3'x~)
and the opt.ine l basis is
I I I
1 0 I 2 ~ 1 0 I 2 0 1 01 2 O.I I II I
0 11 12 8 0 1 I 12 -16 6 -11 0 16I I_______ 1._______ .. ------t----- .. .------t---~ -~-II 1. 0I I 1 -2I ° 1 o 1
So R = c =
8 = r2 01··lO 16J ' D = 32 and N = ~ ~]. Thus the ILPCassociated with the
~tL'f.a.l LP basis is given by Jl\3X(C:sB-1N - ~)~
i
I
:' ~Ubject to (39) ,
•
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or 12 - x3~ 0 (nod 2)
12 - 6~3 + Xg ~ 0 (JTOd lS)..1.e. ,
.t (39)' ,
SX3 - x4 ::;:.12 (nod 16)
where x3 ,x4 ~ 0, and integer.
This can be represented as a group knapsack problem over the group G(2,IS).
In particular the coefficient of x3 and x4 corresponds to gl S and ~ 15, . ,
respectively. Irrtroduee the two integer variables tl,t2 corresponding to x3
and x4 respectively, and the group knapsack problem becones
i
;....._,
minimize t 1 + 2t2 .
subject to. tlgl,6G>t2~,15 = ~~12 '
tl,t2 ~ 0, and integer.
(40)
1m opt;inal solution to (40) is tl = 2, t2 = 0 I this yields
xl = 5, X; = 0, x3 = 2, x" = 0 which is a feas.ible solution to the ILP and
therefore optinal.
To obtain the group knapsack problem the basis natrix B has been diagonalized
.into Smith NormalForm. However, it is clear that any unirrodular R and C
A A... •••••such that RBC= B, where B 1S a diagonal matrux ~th posrtave arrteger-
diagonal elerrents (15P 152, ••• ,15,) will yield a group knapsack problem.'
Smith Nornal Formis preferred for canputation because it yields the s~lest
representation of the group. .
Consider nowthe problem of finding sufficient conditions for ~ ILPCto solve
an ILP. The objective is to get an upper bound of N~;-.pwhere x*Nis an optirral
solution to ILPC(l?). Then given an optimal basis B (ne looks for a sufficient
condition such that
X*B = B-1 (b-Nx*N)~ O.
If (41) holds, (x*S,x*N) solves the rLP (12).
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An upper bound on I INX*NI I (byIINx~'~NIIwe rrean the Euclidean length of the
vector NX\';N)'maybe obtained which depends on the ooefficients of N and
the rnagrri.tude of D. The bound is mainly of theoretical interest, since it is
frequent Iy very loose. The upper bound is derived from a bound on the variable
in the corresponding group knapsack problem.
Consider the problem
Min 2 d.t.
J J
je:Q
(42)
subject to
~ tj~ = g*, tj ~ 0, and integer,
Je:Q
over the group G. It follows from earlier discussions (see
if (42) has a feasible solution it has an optimal solution t*, with
t*j ~IGI-I, for "all je:Q.
A stronger bound on t*. is given by,
J .
.2 t*j' IGI-I.
jeQ
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